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ABSTRACT 

A novel trend in Latin American social sciences has been the rediscovery of the presence of 

indelible inequalities related to skin colour. Using the PERLA colour palette, scholars have 

found that skin colour influences income and education. More precisely, darker-skinned Latin 

Americans are consistently in lower status positions than their lighter-skinned counterparts. 

However, there are relevant research gaps regarding this effect that this thesis aims to fill. First, 

it still needs to be determined how gender, social origin, ethnoracial identity, and ethnoracial 

composition at the country level can moderate the skin colour effect on socioeconomic 

outcomes. Second, we also need to know if that effect remains statistically significant and if so 

if it happens in the expected manner after considering the interviewer's effects and controlling 

for the skin colour of the interviewer. Using the 2010-2014 LAPOP survey and different 

regression models, we show that each one of these moderators significantly influences how 

much skin colour affects income and education. The results are not always consistent with our 

initial assumptions, nor do they remain consistent for every dependent variable. Despite the 

effect that the interviewer had on the research, it was not strong enough to bias our initial results 

when the interviewees and their features are considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Skin colour is probably the most relevant feature when we talk about race. From a 

historical standpoint and within Western World science, it has been used in a non-neutral way. 

When scholars used it for the first time to create different groups of human beings, skin colour 

highlighted specific social meanings that influenced others' perceptions of those groups 

(Jablonski, 2020). Hence, many other characteristics of human groups, such as culture, values 

and behaviours, and even other physical attributes, were put under the umbrella of skin colour. 

The main objective of such classifications was to establish a substantial difference between 

White and non-White groups. In such a context, White people were used to identify positive 

traits, while dark-skinned people were described as full of imperfections. The objective of this 

whimsical association was to justify the slave trade and sustain a colonial system where Whites 

were at the top and different dark-skinned groups were at the bottom (Guenther, 2011; 

Sussman, 2014). This racial hierarchy, established centuries ago, has survived until present 

times, despite the abolition of slavery. Nowadays, no laws support racial differences or the 

scientific theories that justify them in the Western World. However, their infamous legacy 

remains in the form of an uneven distribution of wealth and social outcomes, which is the 

consequence of discriminatory actions supported by a White supremacy ideology and inherited 

disadvantages from the slave-trafficking and colonial periods (Picower, 2009; Bonilla-Silva, 

2012; Gittleman and Wolff, 2000).  

In order to understand how enduring racism is and how its functioning has changed 

over time, especially in Latin American societies, it is essential to go beyond scientific racism's 

influence. After the end of the Second World War, openly racist ideologies1, as much as their 

scientific support, turned into a social taboo. Nonetheless, racial disparities were far from 

disappearing or even diminishing. This persistent presence of racism and its effects are not the 

mere product of a scientific idea but the consequence of the European colonial expansion and 

the consolidation of capitalism as a global power (Quijano, 2011; Moreno-Figueroa, 2022; 

Wade, 2010). Therefore, when we talk about racism, we refer to the process by which power 

relations are translated into an uneven distribution of resources based on the pretext that 

physical differences –which means if races exist– matter, giving legitimacy to the rule of some 

over others (Moreno-Figueroa, 2022). Moreover, and as an indirect consequence of assuming 

that racism is a remnant of a historical process, its social construction dimension has become 

 
1 With the notable exception of the Apartheid regime in South Africa.  
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more evident as the school of thinking that previously gave it legitimacy was publicly exposed 

as fake science (Wade, 2010). Hence, in order to explain the permanence of racial disparities 

in the second half of the twenty century, it is necessary to be aware that racism evolved from 

an association between biological traits and a set of stereotyped behaviours to a relationship 

that replaced such biological characteristics with a vaguely-defined set of cultural aspects. To 

properly grasp this movement, it should be framed within the tendency of the more advanced 

liberal democracies to mask race and racism as relevant forces that are able to produce 

inequalities, favouring explanations that focus on "individual or cultural" factors that do not 

have the "bad smell" of those concepts (Goldberg, 2009).  

Racism has changed, mainly in its public discourse; however, it still affects the same 

groups that were harmed by racialization processes in the past. Nowadays, racism publicly 

embraces the language of culture, but in the background, it still refers to the old racial 

categories. This new kind of racism has become more complex. It has relaxed but not lost its 

connections with the language of biology, but its reinforced connection with the language of 

culture and morality enables it to follow a twofold path: on the one hand, this new racism eases 

its own minimization; on the other hand, it has turned into a more divisive and exclusionary 

phenomenon, which reinforces racial hierarchies even without needing to name them (Moreno-

Figueroa and Wade, 2021). Thus, the new racism favours the European colonizers' language, 

sociability, traditions and religion, but in doing so, it implicitly points out their bodies and 

facial traits (Moreno-Figueroa, 2022). Moreover, this deeply culturally-rooted racism denies 

its responsibility for the tenacity of racial hierarchies, claiming that class and geographical 

differences (not the salience of race) are guilty of that. Nonetheless, in any society, as much as 

in Latin American ones, skin colours, hair textures and body weight and height are not evenly 

distributed across the territories and socioeconomic status distribution (Quijano, 2011). Thus, 

poor people and deprived territories have notorious colours and physical features, as in 

Colombia, where most Black people live in the poorest region of "el Chocó" (Wade, 2010). 

In this context, racism does not need to summon the word race or its biological 

vocabulary to reproduce the obscure landscape of racial inequalities from previous decades. 

These new layers of complexity are also present in Latin American societies; for instance, 

employers and mass media usually refer to "good-looking" or "well-educated" people to avoid 

mentioning Indigenous or Black ethnoracial labels in Peru (Quijano, 2011). Since this thesis is 

about racism in Latin America, it is essential to highlight that this region, contrary to what its 
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intellectuals and scholars have said for decades, does not represent an exception to global 

changes in racism discourse and strategies (Hooker, 2017). Such strength to survive significant 

political, cultural and social transformations makes racism challenging to struggle against. For 

example, in a region like Latin America, where racism was constantly denied –and still is, even 

now– shouting that race is a social construct and not a biological concept does not help to 

dismantle the subtle effect of racism on the Latin American social structure (Hooker, 2017). 

This specificity accounts for things: 1) first, there are different kinds of racism, each connected 

to different historical and contextual roots; 2) and second, all of them are heirs of the colonial 

expansion era (Wade, 2010).  

Present racism, as defined above and mainly in Latin America, is what Bonilla-Silva 

calls "racism without racists" (Bonilla-Silva, 2020). To illustrate this problem, Moreno-

Figueroa and Wade (2021) explain that Latin American racism may elude biological concepts 

using words such as Indio –a derogative way to refer to indigenous people– which is 

characterized more in terms of culture than biology. However, in the background of this new 

language, the strong ties between cultures and bodies continue to damage non-White Latin 

Americans. Two different approaches can be used to interpret the flexibility of racism to adapt 

to this new scenario. First, racism can be treated as an ideology –which is historically and 

geographically situated– aiming at the domination of particular groups of people, who are 

classified using a flexible but rigid enough scheme to point out the same groups who were 

negatively affected by the colonization process using different terms or the same ones with 

other meanings (Moreno-Figueroa and wade, 2021; Moreno-Figueroa, 2022). This approach 

recognizes that racism expresses itself by various structural processes, but it cannot entirely 

escape from the biocultural language attached to discriminatory actions or from a conception 

where racism is a phenomenon controlled by dominant groups. Hence, it is necessary to go 

beyond the previous definition and assume a more radical approach to overcoming these 

problems and fully understand how racism works without naming races, racist people, or 

openly discriminatory actions. From this perspective, Latin American societies can be 

described as racialized social systems (Bonilla-Silva, 2020), where rewards are partially 

allocated along racial categories because there is a set of mechanisms, behaviours and practices 

that leads to the reproduction of racial inequalities without needing a racist ideology or the 

exclusive support of White Latin Americans (Bonilla-Silva, 2021). Consequently, racism in 

Latin America is a collective phenomenon supported by the whole society that can flourish 
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even in the presence of an ambiguous ideology that exalts a racial mixture and supports paths 

of racial mobility while hiding White privilege. 

The long-lasting prevalence of a colour-based hierarchy is one of the most pervasive 

effects of the old-fashioned way that science defined the concept of race. Although 

scientifically outdated, people still - consciously or not - associate lighter skins with virtuous 

behaviour and darker skins with vicious lifestyles and other negative characteristics (Jablonski, 

2020). Social scientists interested in this phenomenon conceptualise this as colourism (Dixon 

and Telles, 2017), which describes the association between skin colour and social status as a 

gradient of colours from the darkest at the bottom to the lightest at the top. As previously stated, 

in the Western World, the strong association between high social status and the lightest skin 

tones is mainly due to the European expansion, slavery and the White supremacist ideology. 

Thus, in this context, race and skin colour cannot be separately understood when we analyse 

the problem of colourism. However, things become more complicated when studying the same 

phenomenon outside the Western World.  

In the Far East and the Middle East, the preference for lighter skin colours is not 

associated with any idea of race. In contrast, social status and Arab human trafficking create 

different forms of colourism (Dixon and Telles, 2017). Unfortunately, to understand such a 

phenomenon, the study of colourism is mainly limited to a theoretical framework created to 

analyse colourism in North America and the English-Speaking World. This is problematic 

because the link between race and skin colour in these societies is not the same as in other parts 

of the world. Race and skin colour can be easily separated in the Anglosphere, while both 

concepts are usually confounded in different societies (Monk, 2016). This is the case in Latin 

American communities, where skin tone and race are almost used as synonyms since the 

question "What is your race?" is not easily understood by laypeople (Telles and Pashel, 2014). 

While race and colour can be treated as different concepts in North America, in Latin America, 

the difference between them is less clear, and they can be treated indistinctly as a continuum 

of colours (Telles and PERLA, 2014). This Latin American characteristic is what the Chilean 

physician Alejandro Lypshutz labelled the "pigmentocratic regime" (1967).  

There are notable differences between Latin and North America regarding skin colour 

and race treatment. Colonisation by European settlers, slave trafficking and a racial hierarchy 

enforced by law and dominated by Whites are identifiable features throughout the colonial 
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history of both regions. Nonetheless, the miscegenation between European settlers, Native 

Americans and enslaved Black people was much more intense in Latin America than in the 

English colonies (Mörner, 1970). This process, called "mestizaje" in Spanish and "mestiçagem" 

in Portuguese, progressively blurred the lines between racial categories, making it challenging 

to impose the one-drop rule in the Iberian Empires. The miscegenation process in Latin 

America made the "Mestizo" (the Spanish word for a person of mixed origin), in contrast to 

White people in North America, the subject around whom national mythologies emerged. Thus, 

for an extended period, Latin American countries looked at themselves as made up of a new 

race, which had the virtue of deleting the racial differences inherited from the Spanish and 

Portuguese rule. As a result, such Latin American characteristics, which strongly contrast with 

the former English colonies, denied racism, creating the false idea that Latin Americans were 

free from the unfair treatment that non-White people received in the North.  

This mythology was widespread throughout the region thanks to the work of notable 

intellectuals such as José Vasconcelos and his idea of "Raza Cósmica" (Cosmic Race) (1925) 

in Mexico, Nicolás Palacios and his book entitled "Raza Chilena" (Chilean Race) (1904), and 

Gilberto Freyre and his conceptualisation of Brazil as a "Democracia Racial" (Racial 

Democracy) (1933). The strength of these ideas was so intense that many decades after their 

first publication, a left-wing Chilean president, Salvador Allende, claimed that Chile was free 

of racism in front of the UN General Assembly. Unfortunately, that was not completely true. 

Ethnoracial differences amongst Latin Americans were banished after the end of colonial rule. 

However, this did not influence the end of racism but had a consequence in national 

mythologies, which tried to reinforce national unity around an ideal of the Mestizo concept. A 

few decades after their independence, the new Latin American republics tried to whiten their 

population by importing European migrants and encouraging miscegenation between White 

and dark-skinned Latin Americans. National censuses were strategically used to show how the 

White and mixed populations had increased while the Amerindians and Blacks had almost 

disappeared. Thus, nearly all Latin American countries enforced their populations' 

homogeneous character by denying their internal ethnoracial diversity (Loveman, 2014). 

Because of this process, most Latin American national censuses stopped asking about 

ethnoracial adscription in the second half of the 19th century. Therefore, it was impossible to 

account for these differences during that time. Nonetheless, the racial hierarchies did not 

disappear; they continued working under the surface of a negationist discourse. Before going 
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further, it is relevant to discuss how Latin American racial hierarchies constructed their main 

characters. Upon the arrival of the first European settlers, a three-level social pyramid began 

to rule social life. Within this scheme, White people were at the top, followed by Mestizos 

(mixed people), Amerindians (indigenous people) and finally, at the bottom, Blacks (Figure 1). 

However, as time passed, this pyramid became more complex. This scheme's continuous 

miscegenation between these groups augmented the number of levels and ethnoracial 

categories (Mörner, 1970; Telles and PERLA, 2014, Wade, 1997).   

This increasingly complex ethnoracial pyramid gave shape to some extravagant 

categories, such as "salto atrás" (backward jump) or "no te entiendo" (I do not understand you), 

which were the product of various generations of different ethnoracial interchanges. All of 

these categories (more than 16 in some colonies) were labelled as "Sociedad de castas" (Caste 

society) by the Iberian Empires. This racial hierarchy imposed a parallel between the degree of 

European blood and different levels of enfranchisement (Navarro García, 1989). Because of 

the complexity of this system, the colonial authorities made "Cuadros de castas" (caste 

paintings) to explain the origin and position of every inhabitant according to their ethnoracial 

category (Figure 2). However, since skin colour is one of the most notorious and salient 

physical traits, it turned into the informal standard with which European people established a 

pigmentocracy (Lipshutz, 1963). Hence, the lighter a person’s skin tone, the more social and 

legal privileges they had.  
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Figure 1: Basic Ethnoracial Pyramid in Colonial Latin America 
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Even after the new Latin American republics abolished the caste system, the preference 

for the lightest skin colour survived. During most of the 19th century and the first half of the 

next century, Latin American countries, mainly those of the southern cone and Brazil, tried to 

whiten their population by supporting European immigration (Sánchez-Alonso, 2018). Hence, 

with no law sustaining a racist system, lighter-skinned people remained at the top of the social 

hierarchy. Although the arrival of a new national ideology whose main objective was to 

distinguish Latin America from the racially divided North America was constructed around the 

idea of “mestizaje”, which created the illusion of a region free of racism. Nevertheless, the 

multicultural turn of the 1990s enabled scholars to readdress the influence of skin colour on 

the Latin American social structure (Wade, 2000).  This new stage in the history of social 

science in Latin American shed light on the long-lasting association between skin colour and 

different socio-economic outcomes (Telles, Flores and Urrea-Giraldo, 2015; Bailey, Fialho and 

Penner, 2016) and perceived discrimination (Perreira and Telles, 2014; Canache et al., 2014).  

 Despite controlling for social origin and self-reported ethnoracial classification (e.g. 

White, Indigenous, Mixed, Black or others), these studies show that skin colour still affects 

Figure 2: Caste Painting from the Museo Nacional del Virreinato, Mexico 
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education and income in Latin America. Other studies show the effect of skin colour on 

choosing spouses (Telles and Esteve, 2019) and the quality of a person’s health (Costas et al., 

1981; Gravlee and Dressler, 2005; Travassos et al., 2011). Unfortunately, only a few studies 

compare all of the countries across the region, and the papers about individual countries mainly 

focus on Mexico (Villarreal, 2010; Campos-Vasquez and Medina-Cortina, 2019) and Brazil 

(Telles, 2006; Lovell and Wood, 1998). Thus, there are still vast unstudied gaps regarding the 

role and influence of skin colour on social stratification in Latin American countries. Excluding 

the lack of evidence, external signals support the hypothesis of the long-lasting effect of skin 

colour on the Latin American stratification process. This is the case in terms of beauty standards 

(Jha & Adelman, 2009; Glenn, 2009). Soap operas, TV shows and advertisements in Latin 

American mass media over-represent light-skinned people and promote European features as 

the beauty standard (Tipa, 2020). The effect of these preferences on people and societies has 

been conceptualised in two ways. On the one hand, some scholars argue that they are 

pathologically internalised, harming dark-skinned and non-White people (Hall, 2005, 2013). 

On the other, some authors emphasise that these beauty standards are used as a form of 

embodied capital (Hunter, 2005, 2007). Thus, bleaching creams and blond hair dyes are used 

by many people, primarily women, to increase their chances of getting a good job and avoiding 

discrimination (Moreno-Figueroa, 2013; Lewis et al., 2013). Such behaviour is trendy in 

countries like Latin America, where a mixed population constitute the majority. This beauty 

standard is based on an idea of "global beauty", which highlights White features in a 

multicultural and multiracial wrapping (Hunter, 2005).  

 The preference for light-skinned people, promoted by the Latin American mass media 

and the beauty industry, is a gendered problem. The ideology of beauty, which has an incredible 

impact on girls’ and women's lives, links lightness to attractiveness (Hunter, 2005; Wade, 

2008). For example, in the Latin American Spanish language, the words "Guero" (Mexico) and 

"Clarita" (Chile) can mean both beauty and light skinned. Thus, women may be located on a 

gradient from the darkest to the lightest skin tone according to their perceived beauty level. It 

is not risky to hypothesise that the effect of skin colour is more potent in women than men. 

However, more research is needed to clarify this possible association (Dixon and Telles, 2017).  

 The relationship between skin colour and different dimensions of socio-economic status 

in Latin America is a promising research field for social scientists using quantitative or 

experimental research methods (Telles and PERLA, 2014). Most of the previous works have 
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used ethnographies and other qualitative techniques, and the influence of skin colour on 

different aspects consequences that we can derive from them remains unclear (Wade, 2008; 

Hoffmann and Centeno, 2003; Golash-Boza and Bonilla-Silva, 2013). To lay the groundwork 

for future research in this field it is necessary to go further in three directions: 1) first, to explore 

the background of racial hierarchies in Latin America; 2) second, to elucidate the hypothetical 

causal mechanism behind the link between skin colour and inequality in the region; 3) and 

finally, (it is crucial) to conceptualise the difference between skin colour, race and ethnicity, as 

well as to give a more complex definition of each one of them. 

1.1 Backgrounds of Latin American Racial Hierarchies 

Latin America has one of the most uneven distributions of wealth in the World 

(Hoffmann and Centeno, 2003). To explain them better, inequalities in Latin America can be 

divided into three different dimensions: gender (Alvarez, 1998; Stepan, 1991), class (Pastor 

and Dymski, 1991; Portes and Hoffmann, 2003), and race (Wade, 1997; Telles, 1995, 1998). 

Since this subsection's main objective is to explain racial hierarchies, this work will not go 

beyond exploring race as a measure of inequality dimension. This decision does not imply 

misunderstanding or distorting the role of race in the stratification process since the 

fossilisation of some racial distinctions from the colonial period is one of its main explaining 

factors (Hoffmann and Centeno, 2003). 

Using the Marshallian triumvirate of rights, we can understand better the background 

of the racial hierarchies in Latin America (Hoffmann and Centeno, 2003). This scheme 

suggests three important conclusions regarding civil, political, and social rights, respectively. 

First, in the Andean countries (Colombia, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru), some racial laws up 

until the 20th century caused the Amerindian population to suffer more formal segregation than 

Blacks. Second, in the 1990s, the emergence of Amerindian movements contrasted with the 

fact that Black political organisations were still developing. Finally, the castes society's 

subterranean survival, alongside the lack of affirmative action policies, the subterranean 

survival of the castes societies harmed Blacks’ and Amerindians' social status. Some of these 

situations have changed since then. Today, there are affirmative action programmes in some 

Latin American countries, and ethnoracial inequalities have turned into a recurrent public 

discussion topic. Nonetheless, this triumvirate illustrates where racial hierarchies stood for a 

long time.  
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As previously stated, Latin America is the product of three groups: European settlers 

(primarily Spanish and Portuguese), different Amerindian groups and Blacks. This encounter 

created a racial structure of multiple layers and colours, which may induce the erroneous belief 

that the region is free of racial distinctions. However, this is not true. Except for Venezuela, 

where some non-White people have historically been part of the political elite (Sansone, 1998), 

Blacks and Amerindians have suffered discrimination and they are usually at the bottom of the 

other Latin American countries' social structures (Hopenhayn and Bello, 2001; Bello and 

Rangel, 2002). Despite the abundant evidence against this belief, racial hierarchies' neglect is 

a common topic in social sciences and humanities in the field of Latin America (Hoffmann and 

Centeno, 2003). Many scholars suggest that race and ethnicity are not critical factors in the 

stratification process (Franco, León and Atria, 2007). In contrast, it is frequently assumed 

amongst Latin American scholars that social class is the key and only relevant factor in defining 

Latin Americans' social positioning and prestige. Brazil is the only exception to this case, where 

social scientists have historically considered ethnoracial categories a stratification factor. 

However, there is a growing interest in closing this research gap and considering such factors 

for cases other than Brazil (Torche, 2014).  

To understand racial inequalities in Latin America, it is necessary to clarify the 

difference between race and ethnicity. Race is a group of physical features associated with 

specific labels externally imposed on different human groups. In contrast, ethnicity refers to a 

self-ascribed tag that corresponds to an identity membership (Golash-Boza, 2018). However, 

despite their main difference in defining people's belonging to a specific ethnic or racial group, 

both link such membership to cultural and moral attributes. Thus, certain groups, such as Latin 

Americans, can be perceived as ethnic and racial categories (Hitlin, Brown and Elder, 2007). 

One consequence of this confusion is the broad spectrum of skin colours that is present within 

each ethnic group in Latin America (Telles and Paschel, 2014). Therefore, Latin American 

scholars prefer to speak about "ethnoracial groups" instead of pure ethnic or racial clusters 

(Telles and PERLA, 2014). 

For analytical purposes, we distinguished race and ethnicity in the above paragraph. 

However, this distinction is an ideal type. From an empirical standpoint, the two concepts are 

challenging to disentangle. Such a difficulty is partly due to the evident correlation between 

racial and ethnic groups, but it is also due to what we previously defined as the new racism. In 

this new era, it is more acceptable to talk about ethnicities than racial groups (Wade, 2010). 
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The former racial labels have a "bad smell"; they remember the debunked pseudo scientifical 

biological foundations of racial inequalities. On the contrary, the language of ethnicity seems 

aseptic and free of a forgettable legacy, although most of the time, it creates human groups like 

those created by old-fashion racism. For example, the language of ethnicity usually appeals to 

cultural geography, but these distinctions often give importance to racial ones. This is the case 

for Black populations in the US, Colombia and Costa Rica, which are disproportionally 

allocated in the "South", the coastal region and the "city of Limón", respectively. 

Comparatively speaking, while the old racism explained inequality as the consequence of a set 

of characteristics inherited by blood, the new one states that the cultural traits that explain social 

hierarchies are absorbed from one generation to another, resembling the explanation of genetic 

inheritance (Porqueres i Gene, 2007). This is why some scholars (De la Cadena, 2001) argue 

that adopting the language of ethnicity has helped to legitimise some practices of racism in 

Latin America, similarly to what the Mestizaje discourse did in the past. Hence, it is necessary 

to give a warning before going further. When we mention Indigenous, Amerindian and 

Indomestizo nations throughout this text, even though they immediately evoke an ethnic 

distinction, we should not forget that they also, to some extent, represent a racial case. This 

warning makes it tempting to blur the distinction between race and ethnicity entirely; however, 

we still believe that it is worth maintaining it as –beyond the evident overlap– the two indicate 

two different mechanisms through which discrimination may work (Wade, 2010).   

Nonetheless, it is fundamental to establish that race and ethnicity influence socio-

economic status through different mechanisms. On the one hand, others' perceptions and 

discrimination are how race affects education, income, and prestige. On the other hand, 

ethnicity does it through the psychological process behind self-identity, which is associated 

with geographical location, individual strategies, and collective interests and values (Halle, 

1997). In Latin America, where the process of miscegenation and national ideologies diluted 

ethnic differences, most people do not recognise an ethnicity other than their nationality. 

Consequently, when we analyse the influence of ethnoracial distinctions on Latin American 

societies' social structure, we must focus on the most desirable phenotypical feature: a fair skin 

tone (Telles and PERLA, 2014 Bonilla-Silva, 2002). This fact does not imply denying the effect 

of geographical isolation and acculturation, commonly associated with indigenous identity in 

Latin America, on educational or labour opportunities (Hoppenhayn and Bello, 2001; Bello 

and Rangel, 2002; Winkler et al., 2004). It is only to recognise that skin colour is the essential 

explanatory factor to describe racial hierarchies in Latin America.  
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One reason for the minor relevance of ethnic identities to racial hierarchies is how 

ethnic categories were defined. Such categories were the elite consensus product when Latin 

American republics were born (Hoffman and Centeno, 2003). During the 19th century, Latin 

American elites, who were entirely white "criollos" (the Spanish word for white people born 

in Latin American colonies), did not feel that their social position was under threat and decided 

not to create a rigid system of ethnoracial categories such as in the United States. As Loveman 

(2012) and Jimeno (1989) showed, these categories were part of a state policy that aimed to 

homogenise Latin American populations. In this context, the mestizaje ideology was used for 

a plan with two objectives. On the one hand, it was a strategy to deny the existence of 

Amerindian ethnic groups. It whitened Latin American populations and justified European 

inmigration (De la Torre, 1999; Quijada, 1998). Thus, general labels such as "Chilean", 

"Argentinian" and "Puerto Rican", or even more unspecific categories such as "Campesino" 

(peasant) were used by the national elites to blur the colonial ethnoracial categories (Safa 1998; 

Loveman, 2014). Ethnic identities other than nationalities are strictly linked to local realities 

where class, political and cultural factors intersect and change through time (Belote and Belote, 

1984). Therefore, skin colour labels are more informative than others based on ethnic identity. 

Even though Latin American racial hierarchies have historically been neglected and 

their particularities make them a challenge to study, for many decades social scientists have 

used the case of Brazil to establish a North America vs Latin America comparison regarding 

racism and racial divisions (Hoffman and Centeno, 2003). This contrast highlights the most 

noticeable differences between those contexts. First, there are neither clear racial lines nor a 

"one-drop rule" in Brazil (Winant, 1992; Skidmore, 1995). Second, scholars see the difficulty 

in identifying borders between racial groups in Brazil as a path of social mobility that 

encompasses the "money-whitening" thesis (Guillebeau, 1999). However, this contrast cannot 

hide the one thing that racial hierarchies in the North and South have in common: the preference 

for light-skinned people.  

This ambiguity, which has been noted since a long time ago in Brazil (Telles and Lim, 

1998) and Colombia (Wade, 1993), can be extended to other parts of Latin America (Telles 

and PERLA, 2014). In this context, Latin Americans choose different labels to describe 

themselves depending on social class and social desirability. However, it is essential to 

highlight that words implying lighter identities are preferred over darker ones. Consequently, 

since ethnoracial identity and socioeconomic status can affect each other, there is an academic 
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debate about the actual magnitude of the racial gap in Latin America (Telles and Lim, 1998, 

Telles, 1995). Other variables, such as national history and age, influence how people perceive 

their ethnic identity (Telles and Flores, 2013; Telles and Paschel, 2014). Hence, skin colour is 

the best feature to consider analysing racial hierarchies in Latin America.  

Since ethnoracial identity in Latin America is explained by different variables and 

varies from one context to another, to analyse racial hierarchies and the impact of race on socio-

economic status, a variable capable of explaining that should be used is ethnoracial identity as 

a factor in discrimination. This is the case of skin colour. In most Latin American countries, 

skin colour is one of the best predictors of ethnoracial identity (Telles and Flores, 2013). It is 

exposed to others' evaluations (Telles and PERLA, 2014). As an external feature under public 

scrutiny, skin colour drives discriminatory actions in Latin American societies. The preference 

for lighter complexioned people is persistent across nations and ethnoracial groups in the region 

(Uhlmann et al., 2002), consistent with self-reported experiences of discrimination based on 

skin colour (Canache et al., 2014). So, skin colour is crucial to understanding racial hierarchies 

in Latin America.  

As stated previously, research about the effect of skin colour on Latin Americans' socio-

economic status is scarce. However, some classical pieces of research give us information 

about skin tone in various aspects of Latin Americans' life. For example, there is unmistakable 

evidence of a preference pattern for lighter-skinned people in Brazil's case in the labour market 

(Hasenbalg, 1994). Similarly, Brazilians with lighter skin have more years of schooling than 

their darker-skinned co-nationals (Lovel and Wood, 1998). Interestingly, the relevance of skin 

colour rises as we climb the social pyramid (Andrews, 1992). The few available studies show 

no better situation for darker-skinned people in other Latin American countries. Cuba, a 

country with a large Black population, is an exciting example of this situation. The Cuban 

revolution has not eradicated the racial hierarchies inherited from the previous regime (de La 

Fuente, 1995). Historically speaking, Cuba and Brazil are the most studied Latin American 

countries by scholars interested in racial inequalities, mainly because their racial demography 

is like that of the United States. The state of racial disparities in the rest of Latin America has 

been less well documented. However, some studies conducted in the 20th century show that 

race is a stratification factor. People of Amerindian and Black ancestry face racial 

discrimination and significant barriers to accessing education and working positions since they 
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are concentrated in rural or deprived areas (Mesa-Lago, 1978; Birdsall, Braham and Sabot, 

1998).  

The studies mentioned above tend to concentrate on countries with high proportions of 

Blacks or Amerindians and subnational areas with strong ethnic identities. This tendency 

emerged because both groups are the most different from the Mestizo majority and have 

suffered from poverty, segregation, and discrimination (Hoffman and Centeno, 2003). 

Nonetheless, as previously indicated, this trend implies a big methodological problem: in many 

cases, indigenous identities overlap with social class positions. To illustrate this problem, we 

can compare the meaning of the word "Indio" (indigenous) in both the Andean countries (Peru, 

Bolivia, and Ecuador) and the Amazonas (primarily Brazil). In the former context, such a word 

means a class label as an ethnic belonging. At the same time, the latter refers to cultural and 

social isolation from Christianity and the Portuguese language. Similar problems occur when 

ethic labels are the product of an elite imposition; they have different meanings depending on 

which ethnic group uses them, or they are heavily determined using specific languages or 

outfits (Nutini, 1997; Primov, 1980; Aguilar, 1979).  

Despite this confusion, scholars assert that non-White people, on average, have fewer 

years of schooling and lower salaries than White Latin Americans (Dillon Soares and Reyna, 

1967). Social class mobility in the region is as fluid as in industrialised societies (Torche, 

2014). However, upward mobility is more effortless for lighter-skinned people (Hoffman and 

Centeno, 2003). All this evidence suggests that the influence of skin colour on socioeconomic 

status increases as we climb the social pyramid. Unfortunately, none of these suppositions has 

been properly assessed as previous research has assumed that studying racial inequalities in 

countries with high proportions of mixed populations is difficult (Birdsall, Braham and Sabot, 

1998). Thus, the state of racial inequality in other Latin American countries and the vast 

majority of mixed-race Latin Americans remain poorly studied. Only the rise of a new tradition, 

inaugurated by scholars such as Edward Telles and Eduardo Bonilla-Silva and the Project of 

Ethnicity and Race in Latin America (Princeton University), who work with skin colour as the 

main factor, has paved the road for a better understanding of racial inequalities in Latin 

America. 
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1.2 Causal mechanisms explaining the effect of skin colour on Latin American 

inequalities 

In the previous sections, we discussed the relevance of mestizaje for creating a national 

discourse that blurs racial differences and supports national unity in Latin American countries. 

Nonetheless, mestizaje also had a non-explicit aim for White Latin American elites, who 

believed that through mixing races, the Amerindian and Black cultures and features would 

disappear (Chavez-Dueñas, Adames and Organista, 2013). Additionally, national elites thought 

that mixing races would create a whiter population. Following this belief, Latin American 

States encouraged European immigration to achieve this objective (Soler-Castillo and Pardo-

Abril, 2009; Castellanos-Guerrero et al., 2009). This public policy also had effects on the 

colloquial language, turning phrases such as "mejorar la Raza" (improving the race) into part 

of the ordinary jargon when referring to the appearance or birth of lighter-skinned people in 

many Latin American countries.  

Public policies supporting European immigration stopped decades ago. However, the 

beliefs that shaped them is still ongoing. Discriminatory actions against people who wear 

traditional Amerindian clothes or ascribe to Afro-Latin American traditions are still part of 

everyday life in the region (Hopenhayn and Bello, 2001; Bello and Rangel, 2002). In addition, 

Amerindians and Blacks are constantly negatively stereotyped by public discourses and the 

media (Chavez-Dueñas, Ademas and Organista, 2013). However, since ethnoracial categories 

in Latin America are primarily operationalised through skin colour, such discriminatory actions 

and negatives images affect the lives of all dark-skinned people (Telles and PERLA, 2014).  

 Discrimination and skin colour stereotypes still affect different dimensions of the social 

life of Latin Americans. Health (Perreira and Telles, 2015; Gravlee et al., 2005), education 

(Telles et al., 2015), income (Bailey et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 2016), and politics (Johnson, 

2020; Campos-Vazquez and Rivas-Herrera, 2021) are amongst the best documented. After 

controlling for other sociodemographic factors, all of these studies suggest that darker-skinned 

Latin Americans suffer from discrimination because of the association between skin colours. 

In addition, all of these variables are statistically significant. Thus, the worst situation for 

darker-skinned Latin Americans can be labelled statistical discrimination (Arrow, 1973) 

because it may be the product of non-prejudiced actions. If this were the case, as other scholars 

state (Torche, 2014), the current state of racial hierarchies in Latin America would be the 
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subproduct of more than 500 years of light-skin privilege, giving social origin more relevance 

than skin colour. However, studies conducted during the present century show that prejudices 

against dark-skinned people are still in force (Soler-Castillo and Pardo-Abril, 2009; 

Castellanos-Guerrero et al., 2009). 

 It is imperative to carry out experimental studies on this topic in order to definitively 

eliminate the doubt mentioned above. Unfortunately, this kind of study is scarce in Latin 

America, and the few available studies were not designed to directly assess the influence of 

skin colour on socio-economic outcomes. However, they show that implicit prejudices based 

on skin colour are still present amongst Latin Americans. The preference for whiter skin is so 

strong that even darker-skinned people express it, and it seems to surpass national borders 

(Uhlmann et al., 2002). Interestingly, self-reported preference measures do not show a clear 

pattern, which is consistent with the historical tendency to neglect racial hierarchies in Latin 

America (Chavez-Dueñas, Adames, Organista, 2013). Given the evidence we have, it is 

possible to assume that Latin American racial hierarchies' most recurrent explanatory factors 

are social origin, inherited disadvantages, skin colour, and discrimination and stereotypes.  

 

1.2.1 Social origin  

Social origin is the critical factor in analysing class structure’s role in skin tone as an 

ethnoracial marker (Bailey et al., 2016). One virtue of social origin is that it shows the influence 

of parents' social position on their children’s future (Torche, 2014). It also works as a 

benchmark to assess the actual impact of skin colour in Latin American racial hierarchies. If 

there are no discriminatory actions against dark-skinned people, the gap between the former 

and lighter-skinned populations is primarily the product of inherited inequalities (Blau and 

Duncan, 1967). In contrast, in the presence of a formal system of discrimination, skin colour 

washes out the effect of social origin. The reality is in the middle, with both factors playing a 

role in racial inequalities. In Latin America, as in the United States, social origin is a crucial 

variable to understand the structure of social inequality (Bailey et al., 2016). In Latin America, 

most scholars assume that the social origin effect is more critical than any ethnoracial measure 

(Torche and Spilerman, 2009). In the United States, there is no such consensus regarding this 

topic. As part of the long tradition of neglecting racial inequalities in Latin America, scholars 

usually deny the influence of skin colour on racial hierarchies, assuming that they are only 
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caused by social origin (Telles et al., 2015; Portes and Hoffman, 2003). Hence, many studies 

on this topic do not include skin colour or other ethnoracial measures, either due to the absence 

of data or theoretical reasons (Torche and Spilerman, 2009; Atria, 2004).In sum, the dominant 

tradition amongst Latin American scholars is to propose that the effect of any ethnoracial 

measure is transitory or irrelevant (González-Casanova, 1965). Nonetheless, there is a growing 

trend towards including measures of skin colour in studies assessing Latin American inequality 

(Villarreal, 2010; Telles et al., 2015; Bailey et al., 2015; Bailey et al., 2016). All of these studies 

suggest that the net of other sociodemographic controls and skin colour has a significant and 

independent effect on income and education after controlling for social origin. Empirically 

speaking, both skin colour and social origin affect different socio-economic outcomes. 

However, theoretically speaking, it would be naive to consider the two variables entirely 

independent.  

The social source represents a class position, but this is also the product of centuries of 

a caste system that imposed segregation, exclusion, and oppression over non-White Latin 

Americans. Thus, social classes in the present and, therefore, social origin could also be treated 

as caused by skin colour discrimination (Morner, 1999; Andrews, 2004). Like other 

stratification factors, skin colour inequalities are inherited from one generation to another 

(Telles et al., 2015). As a result, racial hierarchies can be detected in many American societies 

even without a discriminatory system and in the absence of negative stereotypes and individual 

discriminatory actions based on skin colour. For this reason, the lack of more complex data and 

experimental designs using transnational samples, this research aims to find a significant effect 

of skin colour independent of social origin.  

 

1.2.2 Intersectionality between skin colour, gender and ethnoracial identity 

Many papers have provided evidence regarding the influence of phenotypical features 

on many aspects of social life. Attractive people usually receive better treatment and better life 

opportunities than unattractive people (Alam and Dover, 2001; Mobius and Rosenblat, 2006). 

In countries with Western beauty standards, non-White people are perceived as less attractive 

and suffer from lower incomes and unfair treatment (Hersh, 2008; Goldsmith et al., 2007). In 

Latin America, ideas about beauty like those about skin colour are the consequences of the 

process of mixing races that started five centuries ago. "Mestizaje" is the dominant racial 
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discourse in the region, and, for this reason, it plays a significant role in defining who is 

attractive and who is not, especially for women (Moreno-Figueroa and Rivers-Moore, 2013). 

There are no White, American, or Black people in this context. There are only people who are 

darker or lighter than others. This feature obscures racial tensions in the region but never makes 

it invisible that a fair complexion is better than a dark one (Moreno-Figueroa and Rivers-

Moore, 2013). Thus, skin colour and other features such as hair texture are crucial to state how 

attractive someone is (Nichols, 2013).  

Creams for skin whitening are among the most drastic consequences of the above 

detailed Latin American ideology of beauty (Masi de Casanova, 2018). Such a transformation, 

which Latin American females mainly take part in, can be labelled "racial mobility". However, 

it is worth noticing that this kind of body modification is not as common as in other parts of 

the world, leaving different types of transformation as the standard (Dixon and Telles, 2017). 

The impact of such an ideal of beauty can be seen in Latin American movies and TV shows, 

where most actors, journalists, and presenters are light-skinned mestizos if they are not blond-

haired and blue-eyed (Masi de Casanova, 2018). In contrast, darker-skinned Latin Americans 

are stigmatised by being associated with lower status positions or occupations. These stigmas 

tend to be internalised by Latin Americans, serving to justify and maintain racial hierarchies.  

The information available on the link between skin colour and attractiveness shows that 

this varies according to ethnoracial groups and gender (Hersh, 2011). Nonetheless, the evidence 

about this association in Latin America only suggests a more substantial effect on women. Skin 

colour seems to be the most crucial factor in discrimination based on appearance, especially 

for African-Americans (Hersh, 2011). Other physical features, such as weight or height, are 

not so important. These results support the idea that skin colour results in different socio-

economic outcomes via discrimination. Espino and Franz (2002) reveal that skin colour plays 

a significant role in discrimination phenomena in Latin American populations, controlling for 

ethnoracial categories. This kind of treatment can be found in the association between skin 

colour and health in Puerto Rico (Gravlee et al., 2005). High SES people classified by others 

as dark-skinned suffer from higher blood pressure than their light-skinned counterparts. This 

is considered a physiological consequence of skin colour discrimination. However, this 

association only occurs in high SES contexts, adding more evidence to the increasing relevance 

of skin colour as one moves upwards in the social hierarchy. Interestingly, such an association 

vanishes when using a spectrometer to assess skin colour objectively. This result sheds light 
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on two things: first, race influences social life as a social construct, not through genetic or 

physical differences; second, the perception of others is crucial to understanding how race gives 

better life chances to some people than others.  

Studies in other parts of Latin America paint a similar picture. In Colombia, people with 

different skin colours recognise the relevance of discrimination as a social problem and state 

that skin tone is the most recurrent reason for being discriminated against (Barbary, 2002). In 

Mexico, the phenomenon of discrimination has some differences. Mexicans, mostly the elite, 

tend to recognise class-based discrimination and neglect or downplay colour-based 

discrimination. However, a recent study suggests that many Mexicans have witnessed 

discrimination based on physical appearance, language, or gender (Trejo and Altamirano, 

2016). Although challenging to recognise in public, colour-based discrimination is still a social 

problem in Mexico. Indeed, Mexicans with darker-skinned tones are more willing to report 

discrimination than their lighter-skinned counterparts (Trejo and Altarmirano, 2016).  

A few experimental studies can provide more detailed information about colour-based 

discrimination in Latin America. In Brazil, evidence suggests that skin colour does not have a 

discriminatory effect among males in terms of hiring decisions. However, having dark skin 

negatively affects females' chances of getting a job (Dias, 2020). Contrarily to what has been 

said previously, this study shows that the relevance of skin colour tends to disappear as we 

ascend the SES scale. However, this result is counterbalanced by evidence from Chile. An 

experimental study working with a sample of Chilean students shows that people use skin 

colour as a proxy variable when assessing others' SES (Torres et al., 2019). Thus, while darker-

skinned Chileans are perceived as having a low SES, lighter-skinned ones are seen as having a 

high SES. However, this association is only valid when those who assess others' status are from 

the middle and high classes. This result aligns with our previous assumption. It suggests that 

Brazil is a particular case concerning the increasing relevance of skin colour as one moves 

upwards in the social hierarchy. Studies comparing Latin American countries confirm these 

results: skin colour is associated with perceived discrimination (Perreira and Telles, 2014). The 

perception of discrimination is higher among darker-skinned Latin Americans than lighter-

skinned ones.  

Like other social problems regarding race and ethnicity, discrimination imbricates 

various physical and cultural features (Canache et al., 2014). Thus, it should not be assessed 
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using a single measure. For this reason, scholars recommend including as many variables as 

possible, especially skin colour as perceived by others (Roth, 2010). This recommendation 

relies on evidence from Latinos in the US and Latin Americans, suggesting that perceived 

discrimination varies according to changes in skin colour (Espino and Franz, 2002; Perrerira 

and Telles, 2014), and that ethnoracial self-identification is not sufficient for assessing it. Even 

within different ethnoracial groups (e.g. Whites, Amerindians, Blacks, Mulato, Mestizo), 

darker-skinned Latin Americans consistently report the highest perceived discrimination level 

(Canache et al., 2014). To assess the impact of skin colour on acts of discrimination, more 

complex study designs (e.g., social experiments) should be considered; unfortunately, they are 

scarce in Latin America. However, the combined evidence of the effect of skin colour on 

different socio-economic outcomes and its influence on perceived discrimination suggests that 

discrimination based on skin tones drives racial hierarchies in Latin America. 

 

1.2.3 Ethnoracial context 

Our final explanation for the Latin American racial hierarchies goes beyond the 

individual-level mechanisms. To do so, we put individuals within their regional contexts. Skin 

colour influences on different socio-economic outcomes also depend on others' behaviour. A 

vast amount of evidence suggests the relevance of context for explaining race-related 

phenomena such as colour-based discrimination and the association between skin colour and 

SES (Oliver and Mendelberg, 2000; Hirsh and Kornrich, 2008). The contextual influence is 

usually explained through two competing theories. First, racial threat theory states that racial 

diversity increases negative feelings against discriminated groups as their size increases 

(Blalock, 1967; Quillian, 1995). One variation of this explanation is social-control theory 

(Sampson, Raudenbusch and Earls, 1997), which states that social norms become weaker as 

diversity increases because various groups struggle to define them, causing an increment in 

mutual distrust that affects negatively stereotyped groups. Finally, contact theory (Pettigrew 

and Tropp, 2006) supports the contrary idea that an increment in ethnoracial diversity helps 

fight against prejudice and negative stereotypes affecting discriminated groups, reversing 

previous assumptions about contextual influence. One study supporting racial threat theory 

claims that it is also relevant to consider the cultural context of ethnoracial discrimination. 

According to these findings, the percentage of the Black population hurts Whites' anti-Black 
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feelings. However, such an effect is much higher in the non-southern regions than in the South 

(Taylor, 1998). This result suggests that the history of race relations also plays a role in defining 

the contextual effect. Unfortunately, as in the previous sections, all these theories and evidence 

refer to the European and North American contexts, leaving the case of Latin America 

unexamined. One of the few studies referring to Latin America is that of Caneche et al. (2014). 

One of the critical aspects they consider is the share of minority ethnoracial groups. As other 

scholars have stated, hostile behaviours against historically discriminated groups increase as 

their proportion augments.  

The assumption is that the majority feels more threatened when minority groups grow. 

Interestingly, as Welsh et al. (2001) show, this is a curvilinear effect. Thus, perceived 

discrimination reaches its peak when the minority group is near 50% and decreases to its lowest 

level when discriminated groups represent a tiny proportion or are the majority. Evidence from 

Latin America supports that assumption. When the sum of Blacks, Mulatos and Amerindians 

represents less than 25% or more than 50% in each region, perceived discrimination reaches 

its lowest levels. Evidence from Mexico suggests that the effect of skin colour on the labour 

market varies across subnational levels. The authors of this study say that the composition of 

each region's skin colour is essential to explain the effect of skin colour at the individual level. 

However, they only report such a variation and do not describe how the contextual factor 

influences it (Monroy-Gómez-Franco and Vélez-Grajales, 2020). Although not assessing the 

contextual influence on the effect of skin colour, other studies analysing Latin American 

countries suggest that the provision of public services worsens as diversity increases due to the 

permanent conflict between ethnoracial groups (Alesina et al., 2009). This effect has the risk 

of affecting historically discriminated groups (primarily dark-skinned) since they are the 

primary public services users in areas such as public education and public health.It is worth 

noting that the assessment of ethnoracial diversity in Latin America should not be done merely 

by replicating studies designed for the US or European context. There is a dominant language 

(Spanish or Portuguese) in almost all Latin American countries as well as a dominant religion 

(Catholic). Thus, scholars recommend focusing on skin colour differences when assessing 

ethnoracial diversity in Latin America (Alesina et al., 2009). Curiously, even scholars with this 

kind of data do not use them to determine ethnoracial variety (Caneche et al., 2014), while 

those who have made this recommendation do not follow it. The main problem is related to the 

traditional ethnoracial categories (e.g., White, Mestizo, Mulato, Black, and Amerindian) they 

use because such labels take skin colour differences to be ethnic ones. 
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On the one hand, two individuals, one Mestizo and one Mulato, both from mixed 

ancestry, can have the same skin colour. On the other hand, Amerindians are a historically 

discriminated group in the Latin American context, but their name refers to a specific skin 

colour range and a cultural ascription. Hence, when considering ethnoracial diversity, it should 

be assessed using proper skin colour measures alongside other ethnoracial measures, capturing 

as many differences as possible. As the case of the Southern region of the US illustrates, it is 

also relevant to include information regarding the historical patterns of racial relations. 

Regarding this point, Latin America can be divided into four regions despite their biological 

and cultural composition (Lizcano, 2005). The first is the Indo-mestizo countries, where the 

most advanced Amerindian civilisations (Inca and Mayan) were established before the 

European settlers. 

This region has the highest percentage of Amerindian populations in Latin America, 

and its major ethnoracial group is the Mestizos. Second, Afro-Mestizo countries are the only 

ones with notorious shares of Black and Amerindian people, and mixed groups (Mestizos and 

Mulatos) are dominant. The third region is Afro-White, where Amerindians almost vanished 

after the Europeans arrived, and a high proportion of enslaved Black people were imported. 

The last one is the "Criollo" (the Spanish word for Iberian people born on Latin American soil) 

countries where Whites and light-skinned Mestizos are the dominant groups in mostly 

European societies, culturally speaking. As Lizcano (2005) states, discrimination based on skin 

colour depends on the degree of cultural and biological mixture among all of the groups 

mentioned above. Thus, it is a crucial dimension when assessing the relevance of ethnoracial 

context for the effect of skin colour on different socio-economic outcomes.  

In contexts of "mestizaje" such as Latin America, studying ethnoracial stratification 

requires a multidimensional approach. Race, ethnicity, and culture have mixed across Latin 

America to different degrees, shaping configurations that should be considered when assessing 

racial hierarchies in the region (de la Cadena, 2000). In such a context, someone self-defining 

as White can be classified by others as Amerindian or Mestizo. However, this specificity does 

not imply that ethnoracial-related problems are purely the product of a subjective experience 

they are also a contextual result (Paredes, 2018). While in some contexts, someone only needs 

to be lighter than others to be classified as White, in others, the same person could require more 

complex –phenotypical and cultural– traits to be given the same label. The crucial factor in 

understanding the origin of that difference relies on the degree of ethnoracial-mixture. As 
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evidence about attractive standards suggests (Sue and Golash-Boza, 2013), skin colour is 

particularly relevant in contexts characterised by high degrees of racial mixture and blurred 

lines between ethnoracial groups. Evidence and theoretical assertions about the influence of 

ethnoracial context imply that how diverse a context is, alongside its degree of mixture, play a 

crucial role in understanding the impact of skin colour on various socio-economic outcomes.  

 

1.3 Measuring skin colour and Race in Latin America  

Contrary to the United States, in Latin America, ideas about race and skin colour 

overlap (Telles, 2012). In both regions, race and skin colour inequalities are, first, the 

consequence of scientific racism and racial ideologies produced to justify European 

colonisation, and nowadays, the direct or indirect effect of discriminatory actions and structural 

racism, respectively (Moreno and Wade, 2021). However, Latin American societies have 

interpreted such ideas differently. Skin colour differences are not merely descriptive or 

secondary in the former Spanish and Portuguese colonies. People from these countries are 

exceptionally aware of skin tone variations and use them to create a social hierarchy. In Latin 

America, skin colour definitions include status, skills, and moral connotations, which we can 

easily translate into racial differences, achieving similar conclusions (Telles, 2012). In contrast, 

skin tone hierarchies are subjugated to racial ones in the US. The latter are the primary source 

of socio-economic inequalities, while the former aid in understanding intra-racial group 

differences. 

The Project on Ethnicity and Race in Latin America (PERLA) is the first and most 

considerable effort to disentangle the complex relationship between skin colour, race, and 

ethnicity in this region. The main objectives of these projects are to: 1) unveil the relevance of 

skin colour to determining ethnoracial identities, and 2) determine which better explains racial 

hierarchies in the region (Telles and PERLA, 2014). One crucial point regarding the rivalry 

between skin colour and ethnoracial identities as explanatory factors is how they are 

determined. While ethnoracial identities result from a self-determination process influenced by 

SES, gender, age, and residence, skin colour is dependent upon others' evaluation (Telles, 

2012). This point is crucial for two reasons. First, sociodemographic variables (which correlate 

with socioeconomic inequalities) related to ethnoracial identities make this variable unsuitable 

for assessing racial hierarchies. In contrast, skin colour, as an externally defined variable that 
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catches what others eventually use to discriminate, is a better explanatory factor of racial 

inequalities.  

Racial and, more precisely, colour-based discrimination directly depends on the 

assessment of others. Hence, an external evaluation of that phenotypical trait is unavoidable to 

fully understand how skin colour shapes racial hierarchies in Latin America. Methodologically 

speaking, PERLA considers this assumption as including a variable of skin colour as perceived 

by others. Results using this data confirm PERLA's first suppositions. When only considering 

ethnoracial identities (White, Black, Amerindian, Mulato and Mestizo), racial gaps seem much 

less pronounced than when we add the effect of skin colour (Telles and Steele, 2012). More 

precisely, darker-skinned Latin Americans' actual position on the social pyramid only emerges 

using a colour palette to assess others' skin tones. Previous results do not discard the utility of 

ethnoracial categories for problems other than inequality-related ones. For example, social 

issues such as political ascription or institutional trust are better understood by using 

ethnoracial identity. However, as others see, skin colour or race is a better tool for analysing 

Latin American racial hierarchies. Altogether, both variables are different dimensions or 

approaches to measuring the more complex concept of race (Telles, 2012). 

There are diverse ways of measuring skin colour. For example, self-assessed skin tone 

is another feasible alternative, but it has similar problems to ethnoracial identity. One's social 

position may influence self-rated skin colour (Telles and Lim 1998; Telles 2004; Bailey et al. 

2013). Of course, this implies that skin colour as perceived by others does not always match 

self-rated skin tone. Nonetheless, this incongruency does not mean that it is impossible to 

objectively analyse skin colour-related problems. Specifically, it only implies that for assessing 

how skin colour affects social hierarchies via discrimination, it is necessary to use skin colour 

in one definition (as perceived by others), precisely capturing what drives such scales. In Latin 

America, the historical absence of ethnoracial classification in the national censuses helps 

explain why phenotypical features, especially skin colour, are the most relevant factors when 

determining someone's race (Telles and Paschel, 2014). Skin tone is more critical than ancestry; 

intermediate categories and blurred racial lines dominate public discourse. Colour continuums 

better explain social hierarchies than well-defined ethnoracial categories. However, not all 

Latin American countries are the same. The main differences are related to 1) the development 

of a "mestizaje" discourse, 2) the presence of the Black population, and 3) the legal status of 

Indigenous and Black groups.  
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On the one hand, some countries like Argentina, Uruguay, and Costa Rica, the "whitest" 

of Latin America, did not encourage the miscegenation process or mixing of races as relevant 

parts of their national myths (Telles and Paschel 2014). On the other hand, the “blackest” 

countries of Latin America, the Dominican Republic, Colombia, and Brazil used blackness in 

different ways to build their national discourses. For example, Brazil has a long tradition of 

blackness recognition, which is reflected in their "racial democracy" discourse. In contrast, the 

Dominican Republic and Colombia have historically downplayed Black ancestry because they 

considered it a backward step (Wade, 1993; Telles, 2004; Simmons, 2009). Finally, since the 

multicultural wave started in the mid-1980s, countries like Bolivia and Ecuador have passed 

reforms to recognise their ethnoracial diversity as constitutional, giving specific political and 

social rights to their Indigenous populations. However, other countries like Chile, Costa Rica, 

and Uruguay have not constitutionally recognised their ethnoracial diversity (PNUD, 2013).  

Such ethnoratial variety suggests that national contexts and dynamics are particularly 

relevant to disentangling the close relationship between ethnoracial categories, skin colour and 

social status in Latin America (Telles and Paschel, 2014). Ethnoracial identification, affected 

by skin colour (as perceived by others), varies significantly across Latin America. Most of the 

darkest Latin Americans recognise themselves as Blacks, but this association is not the same 

across the region. While in some countries, phenotypical features fully determine ethnoracial 

identification, in others (such as the Dominican Republic), cultural factors such as the neglect 

of Black heritage also play a role. Thus, not all Latin American countries are equally fluid, 

which means that the colour spectrum does not always match racial lines. In some contexts, 

Whites are lighter than Mestizos, and the latter are lighter than Blacks and Indigenous people. 

Still, in others, colour differences around ethnoracial categories do not follow a predictable 

pattern.   

Similar to blackness or indigenousness, the Latin American idea of whiteness is 

complex, flexible, and affected by social status and skin colour (Telles and Flores, 2013). These 

features are fundamental to understanding Latin American elites' whitening strategies, which 

is the most studied and relevant whiteness dimension to analyse ethnoracial hierarchies in the 

region (Graham, 2003). Following neo-Lamarckian principles, Latin American elites believed 

that mixing Black and Amerindians with White populations, given that the latter had the most 

robust genetic pool, would improve, and eventually turn their inhabitants white. Some decades 
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later, the "mestizaje" ideology overcame this belief, but it still partially shapes the link between 

whiteness, social status, and skin colour in the region.  

As Telles and Flores show (2013), White identity is currently constrained by skin 

colour, but it is also affected by national context, age, and social status. Thus, it is not self-

evident to determine who is White and who is not since it depends on distinct factors. Such is 

the case that we need as many explanations as there are countries that to explain the process of 

ethnoracial identity formation in Latin America. For example, in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay 

and Costa Rica, the colour spectrum of White people is more comprehensive than in other 

countries. Light-brown people from those countries tend to describe themselves as Whites, 

while they could assume a mixed-race identity in different societies. This phenomenon suggests 

that those countries' racial ideologies encourage individuals to distinguish themselves from 

other Latin Americans. 

Nonetheless, it should not be forgotten that countries' racial composition also influences 

their racial ideology. Hence, historical evidence suggests that the national elite’s propensity to 

assume a White ideology depends on the degree of racial admixture with Black populations. 

This means that when Mulato (half White half-Black) populations are relevant, there is a 

tendency to emphasise whiteness over mixedness (Telles and Flores, 2013). Evidence suggests 

a relevant effect regarding age, especially in countries that embraced White over "Mestizaje" 

ideologies (Telles and Flores, 2013). Younger people from Chile, Brazil (an exception since 

the idea of “racial democracy” was created), Uruguay and Costa Rica are more likely to assume 

a non-White identity. This trend is probably the cause of two unrelated factors: 1) the 

multicultural turn initiated in the last three decades, and 2) the strategical use of White identities 

to climb up in organisational structures. Disregarding the causal explanation, the spectrum of 

skin colour for whites is contracting in such a group of countries since their younger light-

Brown inhabitants are more likely to prefer non-White identities.The most attractive 

association is between social status and ethnoracial identification, whose direction seldom 

follows the "money whitening" thesis. While in some countries (e.g. Colombia), high-status 

Latin Americans identify as Mestizos, in others (e.g. the Dominican Republic), they assume a 

Black identity (Telles and Paschel, 2014). These results come from a study that used income 

to prove social status. The association between social class and ethnoracial identification is 

slightly different when using education. There is a negative and counterintuitive association 

between social class and White self-ascription in eight Latin American countries, while there 
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is no association between these variables in five countries. Only in Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, 

and Panama do more educated people assume a White identity, following the "money 

whitening" hypothesis. These results suggest that more educated people have incentives to take 

a White identity in countries that embraced a "White ideology" because employers prefer White 

people in their middle and high-status occupations (Andrews, 2004). In opposition, in most of 

Latin America, the multicultural turn started in the 1980s, probably revaluing non-White 

identities, and in turn diminishing the incentives to self-describe as White for more educated 

people. They have more resources than less educated Latin Americans with light-Brown or 

pale skin, who only have the symbolic money of “being White" to improve their chances in the 

labour market. At the same time, the former can assume a harmless non-White identity (Telles 

and Flores, 2013).  

Overall, this evidence reinforces the relevance of considering the context when 

analysing race-related problems in Latin America. Each region has specific characteristics that 

affect the effect of skin colour on different socio-economic outcomes and how skin colour 

determines ethnoracial identities. Hence, avoiding these regional contexts' specificity may lead 

to distorting our findings regarding skin colour in defining Latin American social hierarchies. 

However, the most remarkable result is the effect of the interviewer's skin colour on ethnoracial 

identities. As Telles and Flores (2013) show, in the presence of darker-skinned interviewers, 

Latin Americans tend to prefer a White identity. This effect sheds light on a relevant problem 

that researchers face when measuring skin colour and skin colour inequality: it is challenging 

to obtain an objective measure of skin colour as it is a relational phenomenon. We mentioned 

that problem a few paragraphs earlier, but we did not go further. Nonetheless, it is crucial to 

take the unstable character of skin colour measurements into account to assess skin colour as 

perceived by others, free of the interviewer’s characteristic influence.  

The study we mentioned above analyses the effect of the interviewer's skin colour on 

the respondents’ ethnoracial identification. However, nothing is said about how this 

interviewer’s attribute influenced their perception of others' skin colour. As previously stated, 

skin colour as perceived by others is a more decisive factor, theoretically and methodologically 

speaking, to explain racial hierarchies in Latin America. There are not many studies about this 

topic based on samples from this region; nonetheless, the few that are available show 

contradictory evidence. For example, in Mexico (Villarreal, 2010), it was found that the 

interviewer’s skin colour did not affect how they perceived others' skin tone. In opposition, in 
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Peru (Paredes, 2018), the interviewer’s characteristics such as gender and skin colour affected 

how they perceived others' skin tone. Despite that, neither trait affected the educational 

attainment or wealth of the respondents.  

Studies assessing the effect of skin colour on different socio-economic outcomes do not 

usually examine how the interviewer’s features affect their skin colour ratings (Villarreal, 

2010). However, establishing the degree of agreement amongst interviewers about their skin 

colour evaluations is relevant because of these measures' novelty and the ambiguity of racial 

schemes in Latin America. Thus, assessing the reliability of skin colour as perceived by others 

is crucial before truly determining its influence on Latin Americans' SES. Researchers 

interested in skin colour inequalities in Latin America should know whether the skin colour of 

respondents varies with the age, gender, SES and, more importantly, skin colour of the 

interviewer.  

 Academic work whose aim is to assess the effect of the interviewer on skin colour 

categorisations are unusual. Latin America is no exception, but rather another case where such 

an effect has scarcely been studied. The only exception is probably the US case. As Hill shows 

(2002), interviewers' race affects their racial classification of others, Whites, and Blacks. When 

White interviewers assess a Black respondent’s skin colour, their assessment is darker than that 

of a Black interviewer. In contrast, Black interviewers perceive the skin colour of White 

respondents as much lighter than White interviewers do. In addition, this study shows that 

interviewers perceive more skin colour variation within their racial group than outside of it. As 

a result, it is expected to find similar results from each interviewer when assessing skin colour 

measures in Latin America.  

As previously stated, skin colour as perceived by others has proven its strength as an 

explanatory factor of discrimination and SES in Latin America (Telles et al., 2015; Telles and 

Perreira, 2014; Bailey et al., 2014). Nonetheless, given the potential interviewer effect 

explained above, some issues must be considered before asserting that skin colour plays a role 

in Latin American racial hierarchies. Hypothetically speaking, national ideologies alongside 

interviewers’ characteristics could bias skin colour evaluations. Thus, it makes sense to remove 

any uncertainties related to these issues. A systematic review on this topic shows this kind of 

interviewer effect in the US and Europe (West and Bloom, 2017); therefore, it is reasonable to 

suspect that similar influences exist in Latin America. The actual magnitude of the effects of 
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interviewers on skin colour evaluations has been insufficiently studied, and even less so in 

cross-cultural contexts such as Latin America (Cernat et al., 2019). The most concerning aspect 

in regard to this gap is the distortion that these potential interviewer effects may introduce into 

the previously documented association between skin colour and different socio-economic 

outcomes or discrimination. If this distortion exists, it could invalidate the evidence that 

supports the idea of Latin American racial hierarchies as a pigmentocratic regime.  It could 

also lead to inappropriate conclusions regarding the effect of skin colour when comparing cases 

from a cross-cultural context such as Latin America. 

As researchers interested in skin colour inequalities in Latin America, the effects of 

interviewers force us to wonder whether there is a systematic bias in respondents' skin colour 

evaluation process; more precisely, if the ethnicity or skin colour of the former affects their 

perception of the latter. The answer to this question leads us to discover the proportion of skin 

colour variation explained by interviewers after controlling for areas and respondents' 

characteristics. Such a discovery is critical to validate a cross-country comparison regarding 

the effect of skin colour on socio-economic outcomes. In the presence of a significant country-

level variation regarding the effect of interviewers, our conclusions about skin colour 

inequalities may be biased. Finally, considering the effect of interviewers could change what 

we know about differences in skin colour in relation to education or income. 

 

1.4 Research Problem and Hypotheses 

The answers to these research questions are critical to clarifying the racial inequalities 

in actual states of Latin America. In a recent study (Cernat et al., 2019), the level of the 

interviewer’s interpretation explains around 20% of the skin colour variation. However, there 

are significant differences across Latin America. While in some countries, the interviewer’s 

level explains about 0%, it reaches 20% in others. We also found that as interviewers' skin 

colour turned darker, they perceived respondents' skin colour as slightly darker than lighter 

interviewers. This effect is particularly relevant for respondents who self-identify as 

Amerindians or Mestizos. Nonetheless, more importantly, evidence shows that not controlling 

for the interviewer's skin colour does not affect the relationship between skin colour and 

education in Latin America. However, it could underestimate the association between having 

dark skin and lower incomes. We did not find biasing effects in the models we estimated. Still, 
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these results also suggest how relevant controlling for the interviewer's impact is when 

assessing skin colour inequalities in Latin America. It remains imperative for statistical and 

theoretical purposes to disentangle the relationship between ethnoracial contexts whose 

relevance for studying skin colour inequalities has already been mentioned and the effect of 

such interviewers. The influence of skin colour on education and income across Latin America 

has been sufficiently documented. Dark-skinned individuals show worse results than their 

lighter-skinned counterparts. Additionally, skin colour discrimination suggests that dark-

skinned Latin Americans are treated worse than light-skinned ones. Both results indicate that 

skin colour influences different social outcomes via discrimination in Latin America. However, 

little has been said about potential moderation effects on the influence of skin colour, and 

almost nothing has been said about how the degree to which skin colour is mismeasured 

depends on those who assess it.  

In this context, we face two research problems. The first one is to study the role of social 

origin, gender and ethnoracial context in moderating the effect of skin colour on educational 

and income gap construction. The second one is to determine the influence of the interviewer’s 

features on our measure of skin colour. The answer to our first problem will tell us whether the 

social hierarchies in Latin America an independent product of competing factors are, not solely 

skin colour, social origin, or gender, i.e. whether these factors interact with each other to give 

shape to those hierarchies. In turn, in responding to our second research question, we will 

discover how much skin colour variation relies on the interviewer and how much the 

characteristics of the interviewer, i.e., their skin colour, affect our measure of skin colour and 

its capacity to construct social hierarchies in Latin America. The state of the art of research on 

skin colour in Latin America suggests that the influence of skin colour on socioeconomic 

outcomes increases as social origin rises.  It also indicates that darker-skinned females suffer 

more discrimination than darker-skinned males, probably because skin colour plays a crucial 

role in defining Latin American standards of female beauty. 

 Finally, in those ethnoracial contexts characterised by high levels of diversity and 

"mestizaje", perceived skin colour discrimination increases the relevance of skin colour for 

social dynamics. However, the interaction between skin colour and social origin, gender or 

ethnoracial context, and its influence on social hierarchies in Latin America, has not been 

evaluated until now. On the other hand, the few reports on the relevance of interviewers' 

features for assessing skin colour in Latin America suggest that, although it does not 
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dramatically change our conclusion, it is relevant to control for the effects of interviewers when 

assessing skin colour inequalities (Cernat et al., 2019a; Cernat et al., 2019b). Nonetheless, they 

do not approach the ethnoracial context problem, leaving this research problem unanswered. 

Thus, this research plans to address four different hypotheses to fill the moderation and 

interviewer effects gaps.  

First, given that all the historical, theoretical, and empirical research suggests the 

increasing relevance of skin colour as we climb Latin American social ladders, our first 

hypothesis is as follows: the effect of skin colour on socio-economic outcomes, such as 

education and income, which implies that dark-skinned people perform worse than lighter-

skinned ones, varies depending on social origin. More precisely, the effect of skin colour on 

socio-economic outcomes increases as we move from low to high-class social sources. From 

an opposite perspective, dark-skinned Latin Americans have developed "whitening strategies" 

(Telles and Flores, 2013). Many examples from Latin American colonial history show how 

some people removed their non-White ancestry by buying certificates of whiteness (Chambers, 

1999). In modern times, some wealthier non-Whites do not receive any penalty for their 

ethnoracial identity because of their status (Harris, 1963). This evidence supposes an 

alternative to the previous hypothesis that states the effect of money whitening. Even though 

previous studies show that people change their ethnoracial identity because of their status 

(Telles and Flores, 2013), we should not discard the possibility that money modifies the way 

people perceive others (Telles and PERLA, 2014). Hence, we also assess the reverse 

hypothesis, which claims that the effect of skin colour weakens as social origin increases.  

Second, considering all of the ethnographical work on the importance of gender 

differences, especially regarding beauty standards and negative stereotypes, to fully understand 

skin colour discrimination in Latin America, we assume as our second hypothesis that the effect 

of skin colour (effect) on different socio-economic outcomes is more substantial for Latin 

American females than males. Third, considering the absence of studies addressing the 

influence of ethnoracial context on different skin colour-related problems in Latin America, 

such as discrimination and social hierarchies, our third hypothesis intends to fill this gap. As 

theoretical and historical research on this topic suggests, the social relevance of skin colour as 

a racial marker and, in turn, for discrimination and social hierarchies rises in contexts 

characterised by significant levels of racial mixing. Thus, our third hypothesis states that the 

influence of skin colour on various socio-economic outcomes is more robust in ethnoracial 
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contexts characterised by high degrees of racial mixing, associated with "mestizaje" 

ideologies, broad skin colour spectrums and blurred racial lines. As evidence from the US 

suggests, such importance of the ethnoracial context should be even higher in societies with a 

historical path of slavery, segregation, and legal discrimination against non-White 

populations.  

Furthermore, it is worth saying that perceived colour-based discrimination in Latin 

America increases when the non-dominant groups are large enough to threaten the dominant 

ones (Caneche et al., 2014). Across the region, most elite and middle-class members are White 

or Mestizos. Therefore, a particular case of ethnoracial diversity, where non-Whites and non-

Mestizos are relevant enough, should represent the worst scenario for dark-skinned Latin 

Americans. These hypotheses intend to fill relevant research gaps in the novel field of research 

on colour inequalities in Latin America. However, they cannot be assessed without addressing 

the effect of interviewers on the perceptions of skin colour. To be more precise, previous 

studies on the influence of skin colour on education and income have overlooked the influence 

of interviewers on our primary independent variable: respondents' skin colour. This omission 

could have led the previous studies to draw the wrong conclusions. Therefore, our last 

hypothesis states that controlling for the interviewer's features, mainly skin colour, does not 

change our findings on the influence of skin colour on various socio-economic outcomes such 

as income and education.  
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2. DATA AND METHODS  

Quantitative research on skin colour inequalities in Latin America is a novel area of 

study. The first studies in this field date back no further than 25 years ago (Villarreal, 2010; 

Flores and Telles, 2012; Sidanius et al., 2001; Telles and Lim, 1998; Bailey, 2002; Gravlee et 

al., 2005). However, all these studies analyse a single national case, and they only come from 

four countries: Brazil, Mexico, the Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico. The lack of regional 

datasets has impeded studies using a comparative sociology approach. It was not until 2008, 

with the foundation of the Project for Ethnicity and Race in Latin America (PERLA), that the 

first regional dataset specifically designed for addressing research problems on race and 

ethnicity started to be planned.  

The first PERLA survey, which took place in 2010, only covered four Latin American 

countries: Colombia, Peru, Brazil, and Mexico. There were two reasons for this selection: first, 

the sum of the inhabitants of these countries represents almost two-thirds of the Latin American 

population; and second, they have large proportions of Afro-descendants (Brazil and 

Colombia) and Amerindians (Mexico and Peru). A brief set of questions, also designed by 

PERLA, were included in the Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) dataset, which 

has collected data on skin colour and other ethnoracial variables across all Latin American 

countries every two years since 2010. The appearance of the PERLA and LAPOP datasets has, 

for the first time in Latin American history, enabled many scholars to study ethnoracial 

inequalities and the role that skin colour plays in them.  

This novel area of study, founded by Edward Telles (director of PERLA) and his 

research team (2014), covers the effect of skin colour on ethnoracial identities (Telles and 

Pashel, 2014; Telles and Flores, 2013) and educational achievement (Telles et al., 2015), as 

well as discrimination based on skin colour and its impact on a person’s health (Perreira and 

Telles, 2015). Following this new trend, other scholars have also studied the effect of skin 

colour on income (Bailey et al., 2014, 2016) and assets (Painter II et al., 2020). To address our 

research problems, we use the LAPOP data from the 2010, 2012 and 2014 waves and follow a 

similar analytical and systematic approach to the authors mentioned above. The subsequent 

sections will detail the datasets used, the most important variables, and the analysis followed 

throughout this research. 
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2.1  PERLA-LAPOP datasets 

The PERLA and then the LAPOP surveys are the first national representative surveys 

that go beyond the traditional ethnoracial questions included in Latin American federal 

censuses during the last decades. These surveys have a set of questions with topics ranging 

from ethnoracial identities, socioeconomic inequality, and perceived discrimination to public 

opinion about social policies, ethnoracial groups and social movements. The PERLA team 

spent two years, from 2008 to 2010, designing their set of questions. They aimed to produce 

information to support the academic, political, and public debate around ethnoracial issues. The 

PERLA and LAPOP surveys allow us to do empirical analyses of such topics that other Latin 

American surveys do not. Both surveys focus on the critical variables involved in ethnoracial 

identity formation, the nature and degree of ethnoracial inequality and discrimination, and 

social relations across ethnoracial boundaries, always considering the specificity of national 

contexts. One of the most salient features of the PERLA and LAPOP surveys is that both use 

separate ways of classifying people according to their race or ethnicity, which is crucial for 

researchers interested in ethnoracial inequalities. This enables the comparison, as explanatory 

factors, between self-ascribed skin colour and the assigned by other identities. This last point 

is crucial for our purposes since the PERLA team designed an eleven-category palette of 

colours that the interviewers used to classify the skin tone of the respondents, which has also 

been included in the LAPOP surveys since 2010. 

The PERLA team comprises leading scholars on race and ethnicity from the US, 

Colombia, Brazil, Peru, and Mexico. They come from different areas of expertise, such as 

sociology, history, economy, anthropology, and linguistics. Also, they can write and read in 

English, Portuguese, and Spanish, which, in combination with their academic diversity, allows 

them to resolve different issues related to asking sensitive questions in other languages and 

across different cultural contexts. The PERLA and LAPOP surveys work with large enough 

samples to generalise the results from their analysis of the Latin American population. The 

questions on race and ethnicity in LAPOP are not as comprehensive as in the PERLA survey. 

However, eight countries from the LAPOP sample include a more extensive module designed 

by PERLA. This LAPOP subsample offers us a richer set of questions to address our research 

problems, but we are more interested in a global analysis that includes all the Latin American 

countries. Although this option has obvious limitations, we prefer to work with the restricted 

set of questions on ethnoracial issues for all the countries sampled in the LAPOP survey.  
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Despite being less informative than the PERLA survey, the LAPOP one has 

consolidated a new research line around ethnoracial identities, skin colour and inequalities from 

a comparative and Latin American perspective (Canache et al. 2014; Telles and Paschel 2014; 

Telles and Bailey 2013; Telles and Garcia 2013; Telles and Steele 2012). Across all of Latin 

America, the LAPOP survey asks about social origin, racial attitudes, and perceived 

discrimination based on ethnoracial identity and skin colour. Such questions, combined with 

the colour palette to assess respondents' skin colour, have enabled the LAPOP survey to offer 

global evidence supporting the thesis that Latin America has a pigmentocratic regime. The 

LAPOP survey is conducted based on a national probability design for each (18) Latin 

American country. However, the LAPOP team collects oversamples to allow sub-national level 

analyses in some cases. The LAPOP's unities of observation are voting-age individuals who 

are interviewed face-to-face in their households.  

High standards of practice ensure that the LAPOP survey offers us the highest quality 

information about the issues it covers. Pre-survey, these practices include 1) getting feedback 

from leading scholars, policymakers and practitioners, 2) using the experimental research lab 

from Vanderbilt University to test new items, 3) doing pre-tests on every item and every 

country, 4) translating the questionaries into different languages, 5) designing national 

probability samples according to expert advice, and 6) protecting survey participants according 

to the ethical standards of the University of Vanderbilt's Institutional Review Board. 

Concerning the implementation of the LAPOP survey, their high standard practices include 1) 

thorough training of all interviewers who should follow the procedures from the training 

manuals, 2) forming alliances with well-known and highly skilled survey companies from Latin 

America, and 3) the use of tablets and software specially designed to collect information from 

the field, allowing interviews to be conducted in different languages and various validity 

checks.  

Finally, post-survey, LAPOP's high standards involve 1) an open science policy that 

considers freely available datasets in STATA and SPSS format, 2) user-friendly web tools to 

create graphs or do some multivariate analysis, 3) a publishing strategy that includes 

customised reports for every surveyed country. To have more statistical power and compare 

different ethnoracial contexts, we use a cross-time and cross-nation merged database with core 

questions from the 2004 to 2014 waves. However, we only use the 2010, 2012 and 2014 

surveys as they are the only ones with the ethnoracial questions module. The national samples 
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from all of these waves are the product of a multistage probabilistic design (most countries 

have quotas at the household level) and were stratified by the highest subnational levels, the 

size of the lowest subnational level and then urban and rural areas within the former. 

As Table 1 shows, most of the national samples for any wave have approximately 1500 

cases and sample errors of around 2.5%. However, there have been some changes over time. 

The 2010 wave used the 2000s round of the national censuses, the most current available, to 

build its national samples according to sex, age, and geographical distributions. However, to 

reflect the population changes in the 2010s round of the federal censuses, the sample designs 

from the 2012 and 2014 waves were updated. Also, this new sample design made the LAPOP 

survey representative at the lowest sub-national level (municipalities in most Latin American 

countries). This change also slightly adjusted the stratification criteria traditionally used in the 

LAPOP surveys. Until 2010, the LAPOP samples were stratified by the highest subnational 

level and urban and rural areas, but the 2012 wave sample was also stratified by the size of the 

lowest subnational level. These changes were made to obtain the best quality data possible and 

produce high standard studies about Latin American problems, such as inequality due to skin 

colour. Nonetheless, it is worth saying that such changes were also made to maintain the 

reporting continuity of previous research. Thus, it is not false to state that the LAPOP surveys 

and sample designs remain similar (LAPOP, 2014).  
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2.1.1 Universe, Population and Observation Units 

The universe of the LAPOP surveys comprises the Latin American adult2 (who were 

of legal age at the time of sampling) population living in rural and urban areas. However, these 

surveys exclude institutionalised adults, such as people living in prisons, hospitals, and military 

bases. Thus, the LAPOP samples are representative, at the national and sub-national levels, of 

every adult, but not those without freedom of movement. For unit observation, the LAPOP 

surveys only interview one person per household. The questionaries mainly focus on issues 

directly related to that person, but on some occasions, they also ask questions related to other 

household members and about the house where they live. Therefore, the statistical unit of 

observation is the household. Nonetheless, many Latin American families share the same 

 
2 In most Latin American countries, individuals reach the legal age when they are 18 years old.  

Table 1: Sample sizes and Sampling errors in 2010, 2012 and 2014 LAPOP 
waves 

 2010 2012 2014 

Country 
Sample 

Size 
Sampling 

Error 
Sample 

Size 
Sampling 

Error 
Sample 

Size 
Sampling 

Error 

Mexico 1,562 ±2.48% 1,560 ±2.5% 1,578 ±2.5% 

Guatemala 1,504 ±2.50% 1,509 ±2.5% 1,506 ±2.5% 

El Salvador 1,550 ±2.49% 1,497 ±2.5% 1,512 ±2.5% 

Honduras 1,596 ±2.45% 1,728 ±2.4% 1,561 ±2.4% 

Nicaragua 1,540 ±2.50% 1,686 ±2.4% 1,547 ±2.4% 

Costa Rica 1,500 ±2.50% 1,498 ±2.5% 1,541 ±2.5% 

Panama 1,536 ±2.50% 1,620 ±2.4% 1,508 ±2.4% 

Colombia 1,506 ±2.50% 1,512 ±2.5% 1,512 ±2.5% 

Ecuador 3,000 ±1.79% 1,500 ±2.5% 1,512 ±2.5% 

Peru 1,500 ±2.50% 1,500 ±2.5% 1,500 ±2.5% 

Bolivia 3,018 ±1.79% 3,029 ±1.8% 3,068 ±1.8% 

Paraguay 1,502 ±2.50% 1,510 ±2.5% 1,515 ±2.5% 

Chile 1,965 ±2.21% 1,571 ±2.5% 1,571 ±2.5% 

Uruguay 1,500 ±2.53% 1,512 ±2.5% 1,512 ±2.5% 

Brazil 2,482 ±1.79% 1,500 ±2.5% 1,500 ±2.5% 

Venezuela 1,500 ±2.53% 1,500 ±2.5% 1,500 ±2.5% 

Argentina 1,410 ±2.53% 1,512 ±2.5% 1,512 ±2.5% 

Dominican Republic 1,500 ±2.52% 1,512 ±2.5% 1,520 ±2.5% 

NOTE: Confidence intervals based on unweighted sample sizes. For cross-national analysis purposes, LAPOP 
weights each sample to 1,500. These sampling errors are based on SRS and not adjusted for stratification and 
clustering. 
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dwelling because of poverty. As a result, the LAPOP team considers it more appropriate to 

treat dwellings as the final selection unit. 

 

2.1.2  Sample frame 

The sampling frame covers 100% of the eligible population in every wave and country. 

Every eligible Latin American in each country and a specific wave has an equal chance of 

being interviewed. Importantly for our aims, no regions or ethnoracial groups are excluded 

from the sampling frame. However, in some cases, certain isolated areas (e.g., islands and 

extreme territories) can be excluded for economic reasons. Country-specific methodological 

notes give more information about each exception.  

 

2.1.3 Sampling Method 

The LAPOP survey's sampling method is stratified multistage cluster sampling in any 

wave or country. In the 2010 wave, the national samples were stratified by urban/rural areas 

and the highest subnational level (e.g., regions in Chile, provinces in Argentina or States in 

Brazil). However, in the 2012 wave and after that, the LAPOP survey included a third 

stratification factor: the size of the lowest subnational level. This sampling method has the 

virtue of reducing the variance of the estimates. It improves the quality of such assessments, 

only forcing the selection of one sampling unit per stratum and covering the total population 

(by country) by combining all strata. This stratification process has the cost of producing 

geographically dispersed samples, but it also ensures the inclusion of every subnational area.  

 

2.1.4. Stratification process 

The LAPOP survey uses stratified samples; each stratum has an independent sampling 

process. This peculiarity increases the sample precision by reducing the sampling error as it 

depends on the within and not between strata variances. Consequently, the stratification ensures 

that any interest group (Amerindians or Black in our case) is included in the sample. The last 

point is crucial because some ethnoracial groups, which must be included in the sample to draw 
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correct conclusions about ethnoracial inequalities in Latin America, may have been excluded 

from the LAPOP sample based on their geographical or socioeconomic isolation. In the 

absence of stratification, this kind of problem can occur due to the aleatory nature of the 

selection unit process. 

 

2.1.5 Weighting scheme 

In any wave, the LAPOP samples are self-weighted. However, there are some 

exceptions. For those cases, the LAPOP dataset includes a weighting factor called WT, whose 

values are country specific. In addition, the LAPOP dataset has another weighting factor called 

WEIGHT1500 to ensure that every country has the same weight in the pooled sample. After 

activating this factor, each country in the merged dataset has a sample size of 1500 cases. It 

must be considered that to get nationally representative results, the combined dataset must be 

weighted. It is incorrect to assume that the LAPOP's data collection process followed a simple 

random sampling. In fact, the LAPOP samples use stratification, clustering, and weighting. 

Thus, it is imperative to consider the complex nature of every national piece included in the 

merged dataset when working on it. It is preferable to weigh our dataset using the pre-fix svy 

on STATA instead of doing it on SPSS, which does not consider such complexity. Following 

this advice, as we did, researchers believe the design effects of these surveys and receive more 

precise estimations. Otherwise, the confidence intervals will either expand or reduce.  

 

2.1.6. Design Effects   

Every time a sample is collected instead of the entire population, mistakes can occur. 

This kind of problem is called sampling errors, which are defined as the variability among all 

of the possible samples. We use the sample variance to estimate this since it is impossible to 

know such a variance. Thus, every time a statistic is calculated (e.g., mean, regression 

coefficient or percentage), its standard error is also calculated. We measure the difference 

between that statistic and the value we would have obtained if we had used the entire population 

instead of a sample. To calculate the standard error, the complex design of the LAPOP survey 

should be considered. The design effect shows how efficiently that design contrasts with 

limited random sampling (URS). To calculate the design effect, we use the following formula: 
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𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐹 =
𝑆𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥

𝑆𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑠
 

 In this formula, the design effect is represented by DEFF. In contrast, SEcomplex and SEurs 

represent the standard error in a complex design and the standard error in an unrestricted 

random sampling design, respectively. A value of 1 indicates that there is no difference 

between them, which means that the intricate design is as efficient as the URS one with the 

same sample size. In contrast, if the value is larger than one, the complex design produces 

higher standard errors than the URS one. To illustrate this problem, Table 2 shows the mean, 

the standard error, and the design effect of the "support for democracy" variable for the 2014 

LAPOP wave. Furthermore, this table shows the design effects of the 2012 and 2010 waves for 

the same variable. We use this variable as one of the primary objectives of the LAPOP survey 

is to assess the state of democratic legitimacy across Latin America (Zechmeister and Lupu, 

2019). Thus, it is a quality proxy for the LAPOP survey. 
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 It is worth noting that highly segregated areas from a socio-economic standpoint reduce 

the efficiency of the cluster sampling method (used by the LAPOP survey), which, in turn, 

produces high standard errors in some cases. Sampling errors using a complex design are 10% 

to 40% larger than those obtained from an unrestricted random sampling design. Well-designed 

surveys usually have design effects of between 1 and 3 (Shackman, G. 2001). In the LAPOP 

survey, for the case of Chile, the support for democracy has a design effect of 1.81, which 

means that the confidence interval for that variable is 81% greater than that obtained using a 

URS design. In the 2014 wave, the design effect reached its peak in Venezuela (2.49) and its 

Table 2: Design effects, 2014, 2012 and 2010 

LAPOP surveys 

 Support for Democracy 

Country   Design Effects 

  Mean SE 2014 2012 2010 

Mexico 66.41 1.18 1.66 1.33 1.53 

Guatemala 67.27 1.05 1.47 1.32 1.22 

El Salvador 65.86 0.68 0.99 0.98 1.1 

Honduras 65.77 1.06 1.37 1.05 1.74 

Nicaragua 68.43 0.74 0.97 1.07 1.39 

Costa Rica 74.19 1.11 1.63 1.31 1.52 

Panama 58.87 1.18 1.51 1.37 1.84 

Colombia 71.48 1.05 1.46 1.36 1.22 

Ecuador 71.31 1.35 1.93 1.23 1.8 

Bolivia 67.37 0.71 1.68 1.87 2.27 

Peru 62.49 1.16 1.63 1.21 1.49 

Paraguay 62.59 0.97 1.08 1.1 1.46 

Chile 75.33 1.1 1.81 1.38 1.29 

Uruguay 85.08 0.79 1.3 1.15 1.22 

Brazil 66.13 1.35 1.69 1.25 3.22 

Venezuela 76.13 2.02 2.49 1.35 1.8 

Argentina 81.72 0.9 1.33 1.23 2.11 

Dominican Rep. 72.58 0.84 1.21 0.96 1.03 

NOTE: For more information on country samples, please see the 

country reports and technical information sheets on 

https://www.vanderbilt.edu/lapop/. 
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lowest value in Nicaragua (0.97), which are close to the accepted range. Moreover, by 

comparing the design effects across time, we can see that the sampling errors tend to decrease 

after the design improvement in 2012, although they increased slightly again in 2014. Only in 

15 out of 54 country-wave samples do we find design effects above 1.5. This represents a 

decent quality standard for the surveys we are working with. 

 

2.2 Variables 

In the following lines, we will explain the essential variables for our work in detail. We 

will start by defining our most significant independent variable: skin colour. After that, we will 

give details on the other independent variables of our study. Finally, we will explain the 

dependent variables we will work on within this research. 

 

2.2.1 Skin colour 

Skin colour is our most important independent variable. Indeed, it is the most relevant 

innovation made by PERLA and then included in the LAPOP survey. Studies on racial 

inequalities in the United States have used skin colour evaluations for a long time (Guilickson, 

2005; Keith and Herring, 1991). Nonetheless, they have infrequently been used in Latin 

America. For example, in 2010, the LAPOP survey was the first to include a skin colour rating 

instrument in a regional research design. Such an instrument measures the skin colour of the 

respondent according to the interviewer's criteria. This solution allows us to have more options 

to assess skin tone rather than depending only on self-identification. Furthermore, it is a better 

instrument to determine skin colour inequalities when researchers assume that discrimination 

is the primary cause of these inequalities. We think that way because skin colour-based 

discrimination depends more on the perception of those who execute discriminatory actions 

than of those who suffer from discrimination.  
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The LAPOP survey uses a colour palette designed by PERLA (Figure 3) to assess the 

skin tone of respondents. Using this palette as a reference, which is not shown to the 

respondents, interviewers look at the respondent's face to classify their skin colour. This palette 

includes eleven skin tones, ranging from the lightest (1) to the darkest (11). The skin tones 

included in this palette come from photos from the internet. The palette was extensively pre-

tested with two aims: first, to make the palette an easy-to-use instrument, and second, to ensure 

it covered the whole skin colour range present in Latin America. The PERLA and LAPOP 

teams told their interviewers that the skin colour measures were relevant for social science. 

They were also told that previous research suggests that individuals evaluate it in everyday life 

in Latin America and, most appropriately for our purpose, adjust their behaviour according to 

that evaluation. Although this evaluation is not perfect, we consider it functional to our research 

question and thereby we collected as many variations as the actual skin colour range has in 

Latin America. The LAPOP team stated that "the main objective of using colour palettes to 

collect data about the skin tone of the interviewee is that they provide a more objective measure 

than the self-reported ethnic identification questions" (LAPOP, 2016). We do not fully agree 

with this definition since we do not believe that it is possible to talk about objective measures 

regarding race or ethnicity. For this reason, we prefer to say that the LAPOP approach to skin 

colour is better to assess social phenomena, such as skin colour-based discrimination, which 

depend on others' perceptions. 

Figure 3: the PERLA colour palette 
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It is also worth noting that this instrument is neither the only way to assess skin colour 

nor the best one. It complements traditional self-ascription measures, as each one points to 

different things. Each country received these colour palette cards from the LAPOP team, which 

should have belonged to the same printing batch. From a methodological standpoint, such a 

procedure was critical to ensure that all the cards within a given country were equal in terms 

of shade variations. Before its application, every team of interviewers received thorough 

training on using the colour palettes. Such an activity comprised six steps. First, the team 

leaders explained why it was essential to use this palette correctly. Second, every interviewer 

got a card and explored it. At this stage, they were told that although the cards did not perfectly 

match the actual colour range, there was always an option close enough to a given person's skin 

tone. Third, the interviewers learnt to use the colour palette to assess respondents’ face skin 

tone. Fourth, they familiarised themselves with the colour continuum by rating their own skin 

colour and that of their colleagues. Fifth, the team leaders explained that the interviewers must 

also place their skin tone and register it. To establish control, the same eyes assessing the 

interviewees had to assess themselves. Moreover, the interviewers had to learn that the code 

used by themselves to classify their tone must not change from one form to another, even if 

their tone changed due to tanning. Finally, the team leaders taught the interviewers to use the 

colour palette at the end of the interview without showing it to the respondents. 

 

2.2.2  Ethnoracial self-classification and social origin 

Besides skin colour, two other competing independent factors are ethnoracial self-

classification and social origin. These two variables are the primary bricks of the theoretical 

approaches that compete with the pigmentocratic thesis developed by Edward Telles. The first 

of those approaches, which we call the canonical one, explains ethnoracial inequalities due to 

inherited inequalities from the colonial past (Torche, 2014; Franco et al., 2005).  Consequently, 

to evaluate such a theory, it is crucial to include a variable that captures the social origin of the 

respondents. The LAPOP survey has two variables about social origin: the father's occupation 

and the mother's education. The former is used a great deal in social mobility studies, but in 

the LAPOP survey, it is only available for eight countries. In contrast, the second one is 

available for all Latin American countries, although it is not commonly used as a social origin 

proxy. However, we prefer the second variable based on two reasons: first, it enables us to 
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maintain our regional approach instead of choosing a subset of countries; and second, a 

mother's education is a crucial predictor of a person’s education, health, and skills in Latin 

America (Winkler, 2004), even more so than the father's occupation. Thus, it represents a better 

variable than the father's occupation to analyse the impact of social origin on socioeconomic 

outcomes.  

This survey measures the mother's education using the following question: "What 

educational level did your mother complete?". The possible answers to this question are none, 

primary incomplete, primary complete, secondary incomplete, secondary complete, technical 

vague, technical full, university unfinished, university entire, do not know, no response, not 

applicable, and not asked in this country or year. The second of those approaches mentioned 

above is the multiculturalist one, whose primary focus is on the effect of ethnoracial identities 

on social dynamics (Wade. 2008). This approach does not deny the existence of discrimination 

based on skin colour. However, it still assumes that the racial stratification process organises 

itself around traditional ethnoracial categories such as Black or Amerindian. 

The LAPOP survey asks the following question to measure ethnoracial identities: "Do 

you consider yourself White, Mestizo, Indigenous, Black, Mulato, or of another race?". Of 

course, these answers represent general terms that do not always match the local language. In 

some countries, to avoid this problem, the LAPOP survey uses more specific concepts: 

"Oriental", "Quechua", "Aymara", "Amazonian", "Zambo", "Yellow", "Moreno", and "Afro-

Dominican". These options were decoded to make them comparable across Latin America. 

Thus, in Peru, Quechuas, Aymaras, Amazonian, and Zambo, were collapsed categories into the 

Indigenous category while treating Oriental as Other. In Brazil, Yellow was treated as Other. 

In Venezuela, Moreno was recoded as Mulato. Finally, in the Dominican Republic, Afro-

Dominican was recoded as Black. In some cases, such a recodification process only implied a 

simple translation, implying that a certain degree of information was lost in other possible 

translations.  

For example, in Peru and Brazil, those whose ethnoracial identity is Oriental and 

Yellow represent a small proportion. Furthermore, people from Asia are numerically relevant 

only in those countries. As a result, they were added to the other category to maintain just five 

categories for all the Latin American countries. Again, in Peru, Quechuas, Aymaras, and 

Amazonians undoubtedly refer to indigenous groups, so they were recoded as Indigenous. 
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However, the word Moreno in Venezuela may describe an individual with Indigenous, Black 

or both ancestries. Therefore, we lost information to add both to the Mulatto category. Still, we 

made this decision since the concept of Moreno has a stronger connection with Black heritage 

than with Amerindian heritage (National Institute of Statistics from Venezuela, 2017). 

 

2.2.3 Ethnoracial context 

Our third independent variable refers to the influence of the ethnoracial composition at 

the national level. This variable, which we call "ethnoracial context", was measured by 

estimating a hierarchical cluster analysis with the 18 Latin American countries as cases and 

considering a set of variables that account for different dimensions of the ethnoracial 

composition of the country. The variables used to estimate this cluster analysis were the 

national mean of skin colour, the national proportion of each ethnoracial group, and the skin 

colour fractionalisation index. The first of these variables is the country's average skin colour 

variable, described above. A set of six variables describing the national percentage of each 

ethnoracial group (e.g., White, Mestizo, Mulatto, Indigenous, Black, and Other) represents the 

second one. Finally, we measured skin colour fractionalisation using Alesina et al.’s (2003) 

formula: 

𝐹𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑇𝐽 = 1 − ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑙
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

This formula shows the probability that two randomly sampled individuals from a 

population belong to different skin colour groups (from 1 to 11), where 𝑆𝑖𝑙
2 is the proportion of 

group i (i = 1…N) in country j. To construct the skin colour index, we used three skin colour 

groups by recoding the 11-point skin colour variable in three categories: light (1 to 3), medium 

(4 to 5) and dark (6 to 11).3 These groups were then used to determine the national skin colour 

fractionalisation index proportions. The range of the index varies between 0 and 1. A value of 

0 describes a homogenous society in terms of skin colour, while a value of 1 represents the 

highest level of skin colour heterogeneity. We show a group of choropleth maps to describe 

Latin America according to the variables described above in the following pages. For example, 

 
3 These categories were proposed and used by Telles and the PERLA team (Telles, 2014). 
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Figure 4 displays the national mean of skin colour for 18 countries. Since the LAPOP's skin 

colour palette ranges from 1 (the lightest) to 11 (the darkest), this map tells us that the Southern 

Cone (Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay) and Costa Rica have the lightest skin colour means. In 

contrast, Bolivia, Panama and the Dominican Rep. have the darkest ones.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since all the variables we plotted onto the map of Latin America have different scales, 

they were standardised in z scores before estimating the hierarchical cluster analysis. Then, we 

used Ward's method to minimise the in-group variance and have more homogeneous clusters. 

Thus, cases were merged if their addition produced the slightest increase in the sum of the 

squared deviation. Finally, as we only have continuous variables, we used the squared 

Euclidian distance as a proximity measure. Once the hierarchal cluster analysis had been 

estimated, according to the dendrogram and the most significant jump criteria, five clusters 

emerged as the optimal solution. However, to validate this result regarding the history of racial 

Figure 4: Latin American countries by skin colour 

mean, LAPOP 2010-2014 
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relations in Latin America, we estimated a two-step cluster analysis to include a categorical 

variable: Lizano's (2005) classification. After forcing the study to form five clusters and 

accordingly comparing both results, we got a clusterisation that entirely resembles the work of 

Lizcano. We prefer this solution as it matches our technical criteria and is also in line with the 

Latin American history of racial relations.  

On the other hand, Figure 5 portrays the Latin American countries according to their 

largest ethnoracial identity with three groups. The first one, composed of the same countries 

with the lightest skin colour, has White as its most recurrent ethnoracial identity. The second 

group, Brazil and Venezuela, has Mulato as its primary ethnoracial identity. Finally, the rest of 

Latin America is predominantly Mestizo. Figure 6 represents Latin America according to the 

skin colour fractionalisation index. In this map, dark green represents the most diverse 

countries, and light green symbolises the most homogenous ones. As this map shows, Brazil 

and the Dominican Republic are the most varied Latin American societies regarding skin 

colour. In contrast, Chile, Uruguay, and Nicaragua are the most homogenous ones.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5: Latin American countries by largest 

ethnoracial identity, LAPOP 2010-2014 
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Figure 7 displays a map of Latin America that shows which of those five clusters each 

country belongs to. The first cluster, which includes Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and Costa Rica 

represents those countries that Lizcano (2005) called "criollos" (creoles) due to their strong 

Spanish and European roots. This group, which is labelled "White countries", is characterised 

by having the lowest levels of skin colour fractionalisation, the highest proportion of people 

with a White identity, and the lightest mean of skin colour. The second cluster, composed of 

Brazil and the Dominican Republic, has the highest proportions of Afro-descendants and the 

darkest and most heterogeneous skin tones. We call this group "the Mulato countries". The 

third cluster, which we call "Indomestizo countries", includes Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador and 

Guatemala, and its most salient feature is that they have the highest percentage of Indigenous 

and Mestizos.  

Figure 6: Latin American countries by skin colour 

fractionalisation index, LAPOP 2010-2014 
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From a historical point of view, some of the best-known Amerindian civilisations, the 

Incas, and Mayas, flourished on these countries' soil. The fourth cluster, which we call "Mestizo 

countries" (Mexico, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Honduras, and Paraguay), has the second-highest 

percentage of Mestizo and the second lightest skin colour. Finally, the fifth cluster, Panama, 

Colombia, and Venezuela, has the second darkest mean of skin colour, a high proportion of 

Afro-descendants, and the second-highest skin colour diversity. So, we label it "Afromestizo 

countries".  

 

 

Figure 7: Latin American countries by ethnoracial 

composition, LAPOP 2010-2014 
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2.2.4 Other Independent Variables 

We also use a set of sociodemographic controls to estimate our models. Socioeconomic 

outcomes are not solely influenced by skin colour, ethnoracial identity and social origin. Other 

factors include age, size of residency, native language, survey wave, and gender. All of these 

variables, through different channels, may affect socioeconomic outcomes. There are also other 

variables that could have been included in our models. However, we do not have them in our 

dataset or prefer to maintain the parsimony of the models. In the LAPOP dataset, age is a 

continuous variable whose lower limit is 18 years old. The size of residence place is a 

categorical variable with the following possible answers: rural, town/small city, medium city, 

large city, and national capital. Gender is a dichotomous variable with female and male as 

answers. The survey wave variable is a definite factor that shows whether a given case belongs 

to the 2010, 2012 or 2014 wave. The native language variable is also categorical and has 

possible responses of Spanish/Portuguese, Indigenous or foreign languages. Finally, alongside 

ethnoracial context, we also include the natural log of the GDP per capita's mean for the period 

from 1990 to 2016.   

 

2.2.5 Dependent variables  

We aim to work with different socioeconomics outcomes as our dependent variables in 

line with our research questions. Thus, we work with education and income since they are the 

most relevant socioeconomic variables available in our dataset. Education is one of the most 

relevant factors to explain income inequality. Such importance has increased since the second 

half of the XX century (Altimir, 1997), and it seems more appropriate in Latin America than 

in the US (Lam and Levison, 1992). In Latin America, as in many other cases, education and 

income have a circular relation. Children from high-class families can afford private schools, 

are admitted in higher numbers to higher education, and get higher incomes. Thus, this cycle 

perpetuates socioeconomic inequalities in the region (Hoffman and Centeno, 2003).  

Rurality and gender also help to explain those inequalities. Latin Americans living in 

rural areas have poorer access to education, which, in turn, affects their income. On the other 

hand, Latin American women's higher rates of illiteracy and school dropout help explain the 

educational and income gaps amongst Latin Americans and, more precisely, between males 
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and females (Hoffman and Centeno, 2003). Furthermore, and more critically to our objectives, 

we have evidence of the relevance of Whiteness for obtaining good jobs or high educational 

achievements since the second half of the XX century (Dillon Soares and Reyna, 1967). 

Therefore, when scholars study educational or income inequalities in Latin America they 

should not deny the solid causal relationships between those variables and different ethnoracial 

dimensions (Hoffman and Centeno, 2003). The LAPOP survey operationalises education as 

years of schooling completed, ranging from 0 to 18. Like other studies working on skin colour 

gaps in Latin American education (Telles et al., 2014; Telles and Steele, 2012), we use this 

variable to respond to our research questions. Hence, our results can be compared to previous 

studies. In the case of income, the LAPOP survey has a set of questions about household 

income and personal monthly payments, and many questions on goods and material 

possessions, which serve as an indirect way to determine income. Some previous studies have 

used the monthly household income variable to analyse skin colour inequalities (Bailey et al., 

2014, 2015), while others have studied such problems by considering Latin Americans' assets 

(Painter II et al., 2019). Both variables have advantages over personal monthly income since 

they have fewer missing cases. For example, someone studying or unemployed (and not 

receiving any public benefits) does not have a personal income, but their household has some 

source of income or material possessions. 

However, we prefer to analyse skin colour gaps using personal monthly income because 

this variable better fits our theoretical framework. Our primary causal mechanism to explain 

skin colour inequality is colour-based discrimination. Nevertheless, if we were to use 

household income or goods, as these variables are neither directly nor uniquely related to 

personal characteristics, it would be questionable to assume that income differences are due to 

colour-based discrimination at the individual level. In contrast, in the case of personal monthly 

income, as it associates directly with individuals' characteristics, we have the chance -in the 

absence of experimental designs- to theoretically assume that income gaps result from colour-

based discrimination in the labour market. In the LAPOP dataset, personal monthly income is 

measured through the following question: " How much money do you personally earn each 

month in your work or retirement or pension?". To answer this question, every respondent has 

16 intervals based on each country's currency, which considers the country’s income 

distribution. Then by privately choosing a number from a card, every respondent states what 

income band they fall into. Besides these socioeconomic variables, to answer our last research 
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question, we finally evaluate the effect of some of the interviewer's features on the respondent's 

skin colour, turning our primary independent variable into a dependent one.  

 

2.3 Analytical approach  

We wrote three independent papers to address our research questions. In the first one, 

we analyse the effect of skin colour on education. In the second one, we study the influence of 

skin tone on income. Finally, in the last one, we evaluate the impact of interviewer effects on 

skin colour assessment and, in turn, how the effect of skin colour on education and income 

could change due to interviewer effect. 

 

2.3.1. Skin colour and education 

We used Tobit models to explore the relationship between skin colour and years of 

schooling. We chose the Tobit models considering that our dependent variable in these models, 

education, is right-censored (18 years or more)4. To assess our hypothesis regarding the 

moderation role of social origin, gender, and ethnoracial context in the effect of skin colour, 

we estimated different models, with one model for each interaction term. This sequence of 

models facilitates our interpretation of the main effects before and after the inclusion of every 

interaction term. Six models were tested in total. We included all of the independent variables 

in the first model but no interaction effect. We added an interaction effect between gender and 

skin colour in the second one. In the thrid model, the interaction term between ethnoracial 

identity and skin colour was tested. After that, the moderation effect of the ethnoracial context 

was tested in the fourth model. In the fifth model, we included an interaction term between skin 

colour and social origin. Finally, in the sixth model, we considered all of the significant 

 
4 Some of the most prestigious bachelor's degrees in Latin American countries, such as medicine and 
engineering, require six or seven years of college education. Moreover, almost all university degrees in Latin 
America take five years of study to complete. Thus, every person with a postgraduate degree—two years or 
more—and those with medicine or engineering degrees have more than 18 years of schooling. This is why we 
consider it a right-censored variable. Thus, assuming that years of schooling are a latent continuous variable (…) 
(…) not observed over its entire range, we model its relationship with skin colour using a Tobit model. This is the 
same methodological decision made by Telles et al. (2015), whose paper's contributions we are trying to expand. 
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interaction terms to assess possible changes in their strength and direction after controlling for 

all variables.  

In all models, we accounted for the size of residence place, age, survey wave, Ln GDP 

per capita (1990-2016), mother's education and mother tongue. The predictive margins of our 

interactions were plotted to identify the skin colour range where the gap between women and 

men, ethnoracial identities, social origins or different ethnoracial contexts increases or 

decreases. Finally, the average marginal effects of skin colour were plotted by ethnoracial 

identity and ethnoracial context, fixing the mother's education at its mean. This was done to 

ease the interpretation of these interaction terms when they were included in the same model. 

Our dataset was weighted using probability weights. Thus, every national sample has about 

4500 cases. We estimated all of our models in STATA 13. As it is impossible to get BIC, AIC 

or any other goodness-of-fit statistics in Stata when probability weights are used, the inclusion 

of new variables in the subsequent models was assessed using the Wald Test. 

 

2.3.2. Skin colour and income 

In our paper on skin colour's influence on income, we followed a similar step-by-step 

procedure as in the first one. However, since our dependent variable is from a different type, 

we had to make some adjustments. Income is an ordinal variable, but we treated it as a 

continuous one. This was done to allow for more flexibility in our choice of analysis rather 

than maintaining it as ordinal and preserving the ranking information. This allowed us to 

process our data using techniques that can ease the understanding of a broader audience. The 

downside of this option was that it forced us to assume that the distance between each of our 

16 income bands was equal. Nonetheless, since those bands were made considering each 

country's income distribution, everyone represents a specific percentile, which allowed us to 

assume that the distance between them was similar. Besides the symmetric categories, our 

income variable has more than seven categories. According to Rhemtulla et al. (2012), after 

running various simulations, we can treat this variable as either ordinal or numerical without 

significant changes.  

Indeed, there were other options to treat our income variable. For example, we could 

have used each band's midpoints to carefully consider our variable as a continuous one (Bailey 
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et al.,2014, 2015). However, as we were interested in working with the pooled sample and not 

estimating country-specific regression models, that option did not seem particularly useful. It 

would have been challenging to transform the mid-points based on local currencies into a 

standard scale for all of the Latin American countries if we had taken it. As the samples were 

collected in three different waves and within them in several months, transforming the country-

specific mid-points into a standard scale (e.g., dollar) would have implied considering multiple 

exchanges and inflation rates. Otherwise, we would have been wrongly assuming that the 

values in our ranking were not relative to time and country.  

Thus, we used ordinary least square regression and six models for our pooled sample, 

treating our income variable as continuous. Our outcome variable in all of the models is the 

natural logarithm of personal monthly income. The independent variables are the same as we 

used in the previous paper, plus education. The first model has all of the predictors but no 

interactions. Then, all of the models are the same as Model 1 plus one interaction term in the 

following order: skin colour and gender (Model 2), skin colour and ethnoracial identity (Model 

3), skin tone and ethnoracial context (Model 4), social origin and skin tone (Model 5). Finally, 

we estimated a model with all of the predictors and statistically significant interactions (Model 

6). Following the same strategy as in paper 1, we plotted the predictive margins of all of our 

interactions. Finally, we fixed the mother's education variable at its mean to plan all of our 

significant interactions' predictive margins when they were included in the same model. In 

doing so, we eased their interpretation. 

 

2.3.3. Interviewer effects on skin colour assessment  

Finally, to answer the research questions in our third paper regarding the interviewer’s 

effects on the assessment of skin colour and the magnitude of the influence of skin colour on 

income and education, we used multilevel models (Snijders & Bosker, 2011). These models 

allowed us to analyse the variation in respondents' skin colour explained by the interviewers. 

Also, these models made it possible to avoid some pitfalls. For example, they consider the 

confounding of cluster and interviewer effects and account for the cross-national dimension, 

especially concerning the ethnroacial context. To solve the first of these problems, we included 

clusters and interviewers as levels where respondents were nested. To consider the second one, 

which explicitly refers to the influence of different dimensions of ethnoracial diversity, a fourth 
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level was added: countries. Hence, our final model had respondents nested in interviewers and 

clusters (these two levels are cross-classified), all of which were nested within countries. From 

a statistical point of view, the final model can be expressed as: 

𝑌𝑖(𝑗,𝑘)𝑙 =  𝛾0 + ∑ 𝛾ℎ𝑥𝑖(𝑗,𝑘)𝑙 + 𝑈0𝑗 + 𝑈0𝑘 + 𝑈0𝑙 + 𝑅𝑖(𝑗,𝑘)𝑙 

 In this model, the dependent variable Y varies by the respondent (i), cluster (j), 

interviewer (k) and country (l). The term (𝛾0) denotes the intercept while the term h represents 

the number of control variables. As a whole, these terms represent the fixed part of the model. 

On the other hand, all of these terms (𝑈0𝑗 + 𝑈0𝑘 + 𝑈0𝑙 + 𝑅𝑖(𝑗,𝑘)𝑙) denote the random effects 

for the area (cluster), interviewer, country, and residual term. First, in Model 1, we ran a model 

without controls to shed light on the overall sizes of the variation of different levels 

(interviewer, area and country). It is important to note that we did not have an experimental 

design where interviewers were randomly allocated to respondents. We used some respondent 

level variables to account for potential confounders in Model 2. In addition, we included our 

country level's ethnoracial context variable to control for differences in ethnoracial diversity 

between countries. In Model 3, we included two interviewer-level variables: gender and skin 

colour.  Moreover, we had an interaction term between the interviewer's skin colour and the 

respondent's ethnoracial identity since it has previously been shown to be significant (Cernat 

et al., 2019). Finally, to assess whether the influence of interviewers can bias the effect of skin 

colour on education and income, we estimated another set of models. In addition to skin colour 

as the primary independent variable, all of these models included the same controls used in 

papers 1 and 2. However, they differed in how they dealt with the interviewer’s influence. In 

Model 1, we regressed income and education on skin colour using a multilevel model that 

considered clustering by areas, which resembles what most scholars would do. In Model 2, we 

included a random effect to assess the interviewers' influence, which implies using a cross-

classified multilevel model (clusters and interviewers) to control the clustering within the 

interviewer. Finally, in Model 3, we considered any systemic biases the interviewers could 

have had by adding their skin colour to the previous model. In this way, we assessed whether 

the interviewers' features modified the influence of skin colour on education and income. 

We used the R 4.0 statistical software and the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) to 

estimate these models. 
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 ABSTRACT 

Since Telles and the Project for Ethnicity and Race in Latin America team included a colour 

palette in the Latin American Public Opinion (LAPOP) survey in 2010, skin colour has become 

a critical factor to consider in understanding how inequalities in Latin America occur. 

Regarding education, previous studies have found that skin colour captures most of the racial 

gap that traditional questions on race in Latin America dismissed. However, some research 

gaps remain unclear. A vast amount of historical and qualitative evidence suggests that skin 

colour's influence on years of schooling could be moderated by gender, ethnoracial identity, 

the ethnoracial configuration at the country level, and social origin. We modelled all these 

relationships using the 2010, 2012 and 2014 waves of the LAPOP survey, including all Latin 

American countries except Cuba. We found that darker skin colour was negatively related to 

years of schooling, but, as we suspected, this association was moderated by social origin, 

ethnoracial identity, and the ethnoracial configuration at the country level. In contrast, gender 

did not moderate the influence of skin colour on years of schooling. These findings lead us to 

conclude that skin colour does not influence Black people, and that this effect is slightly flatter 

in White and Afro-mestizo countries than in Indo-mestizo ones. That skin colour impact 

progressively loses its influence as mothers’ education increases.    

Keywords: racial discrimination, skin colour hierarchies, Latin America, social stratification, 

inequality 
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3.1 Introduction  

Since Alejandro Lipschutz’s work, The Racial Problem in the Conquest of America 

(1963), was published, the most relevant feature of Latin American racial hierarchies has 

become clear. In contrast to the one-drop rule, which is predominant in the United States, the 

racial system in this region can be described as a smooth continuum of skin tones, from darkest 

at the bottom to lightest at the top. Following Lipschutz’s language, this particularity has been 

conceptualised as the pigmentocratic trait of Latin America. Nevertheless, social stratification 

scholars did not broadly accept this novel idea until Telles’s (2012; 2014) work was published. 

Before the concept of pigmentocracy was revealed by researchers interested in Latin American 

inequalities, racial differences were considered as a causal factor (Reichmann, 2010; 

Winddance Twine, 1998). In other Latin American countries, the only ethnoracial5 differences 

considered are those between ethnic minorities and the rest of the population (Bello and Rangel, 

2000; Hopenhayn and Bello, 2001). 

Nowadays, Telles’s contribution makes it clear that ethnoracial differences, mainly that 

of skin colour, are essential to understanding how Latin American hierarchies were 

constructed. However, its impact on different social outcomes has been chiefly tested in 

countries with high proportions of Afro-descendant or indigenous populations (Telles et al., 

2015; Perreira and Telles, 2014). The approaches used are mainly exploratory (Bailey et al., 

2014; 2016). Hence, the whole picture of ethnoracial differences in Latin America remains 

hidden.One of the main reasons behind the difficulty of researching ethnoracial differences in 

Latin America is the mestizo ideology (Telles, 2014). Latin American states boosted this idea 

after their independence from the Iberian Empires, intending to avoid turmoil in the face of the 

criollo elites based on the racial hierarchies designed by Spain and Portugal. For a long time, 

Latin American politicians and intellectuals sustained the idea that the miscegenation process 

was so intense that all racial differences between Latin Americans were finally blurred. Inspired 

by that mestizo ideology, all Latin American states banned questions about race or ethnicity 

from their national censuses (Loveman, 2014), which helped maintain the myth of a 

homogeneous population. That is why talking about ethnoracial differences turned into a taboo 

for Latin American thinkers; it was  hard to talk about them. However, during the second half 

of the twentieth century, the treatment of race and ethnicity issues in Latin America underwent 

 
5 We use the concept of ethnoracial instead of race or ethnicity since the racial mixture process has blurred the 
differences between them in Latin America (Telles, 2014).  
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a multiculturalist turn (Wade, 2006). In this new period, states started to collect information on 

race and ethnicity again. Many countries recognised Afro-descendent and indigenous 

populations in their political constitutions, and relevant laws were enacted to improve the 

situation of various ethnic minority groups (PNUD, 2013). The influx of this sociopolitical 

change made the inclusion of ethnoracial variables in social stratification studies in Latin 

America possible; nonetheless, how this variable has been operationalised has led to 

incomplete conclusions regarding ethnoracial inequality (Telles, 2014).  

 There are three crucial problems related to how ethnoracial questions designed by Latin 

American states are used to analyse socioeconomic inequalities. First, they may be influenced 

by social class (Telles and Flores, 2013). Just as the whitening hypothesis suggests, mixed-race 

people from lower classes could describe themselves as White to compensate for the 

discrimination they suffer for being poor and non-White. Second, political reasons are still 

behind many national census questions on race and ethnicity (Loveman, 2014, Bailey et al., 

2013). Although the multiculturalist turn has made different ethnic minorities visible, White 

and mestizo categories are rarely used by state offices despite representing appropriate 

proportions of the Latin American population. Third, self-ascribed identities do not capture 

how others perceive people, which is crucial for understanding inequality dynamics. Since 

discrimination is a significant causal factor of socioeconomic inequalities in Latin America, 

and it depends on others’ perceptions (Chavez-Dueñas et al., 2014; Uhlmann et al., 2002), 

official questions on race and ethnicity obscure ethnoracial hierarchies in Latin America. In 

this context, the role of skin colour as perceived by others has been relegated, even though it 

has been proved to be better than self-ascribed identities for measuring the impact of 

ethnoracial features on different socio-economic outcomes (Telles et al., 2015; Perreira and 

Telles, 2014; Bailey et al. 2014; 2016).  

Considering previous caveats, a more comprehensive approach to ethnoracial 

inequalities in Latin America should consider both ethnoracial categories –as used by national 

censuses– and skin colour perceived by others in tandem. This combination enables us to do a 

twofold operation: first, it helps us capture differences within different ethnoracial categories; 

and second, it gives an external perception of the ethnoracial classification process, which is 

closely related to the discriminatory actions that cause socio-economic gaps. Telles et al. (2015) 

used this methodological strategy when researching educational inequalities in Latin America. 

The authors found that darker-skinned individuals had progressively fewer years of schooling 
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than their lighter-skinned counterparts. In contrast, ethnoracial categories, as used by national 

censuses, showed inconsistent results. On the contrary, in many cases, non-White groups 

exhibited more years of schooling than White groups. However, it is relevant that class origin 

–just as Torche (2005) suggested– remains the most pertinent causal factor of educational 

attainment.  

 These results are relevant for two reasons. First, they clarify that ethnoracial features, 

mainly skin colour, still have a role in the social stratification process in Latin America. Second, 

they suggest that the effect of social origin on education may depend mainly on racial 

disadvantages accumulated through history. These results make the inclusion of an ethnoracial 

dimension in the study of Latin American inequalities necessary. Unfortunately, as far as we 

know, this is the only published study on skin colour’s effect on education in Latin America. 

Thus, there are still some critical gaps that could be filled by scholars interested in this research 

area. The relevance of developing this research area has to do with the crucial role of education. 

In the last decades, educational attainment has increasingly become a key explanatory factor 

of the income gap, and it partially explains the high levels of inequality in Latin America 

(Hoffman and Centeno, 2002). The current importance of education relies on three facts: the 

gender gap, because of the increasing rate of female students; the disadvantage of rural sectors, 

because most of the ethnic minority groups –which usually speak a non-majoritarian language 

and suffer from discrimination– live there; and the rising educational advantages for more 

affluent families, since they have access to better schools and universities (Reygadas, 2010; 

Centeno and Hoffman, 2002; Winkler, 2004). 

The educational system reinforces the social inequality in Latin America, and, as Telles 

et al. (2015) show, skin colour plays a vital role in this equation. Nevertheless, we still do not 

know if skin tone exerts the same influence in countries where indigenous and Afro-descendant 

populations are not as relevant –e.g. Chile, Argentina, Uruguay and Costa Rica. Similarly, the 

intersectionality between gender and skin colour remains unchecked, even though evidence 

suggests that women from ethnic minority groups –which tend to be darker than the rest of the 

population– have even poorer educational performance than their male counterparts (Tas et al. 

2014). From another standpoint, the potentially differential effect of skin colour on different 

ethnoracial groups has been ignored, although historically, this factor has had more importance 

for some identities than others (Morner, 1967).  
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Finally, while some authors suggest that the ethnoracial composition at the national 

level influences different social outcomes in Latin America (Alesina et al. 2003), its influence 

on the skin colour effect has never been checked. This study aims to fill these gaps following 

the innovative approach that Telles and his team proposed in the Project for Ethnicity and Race 

in Latin America. We examine the mutual influence between skin colour and gender, 

ethnoracial category and ethnoracial composition at the national level after controlling for other 

relevant factors such as social origin and GDP. Furthermore, we expand the scope of the 

previous study by Telles et al. (2015), as we analyse these relationships in all Latin American 

countries except Cuba. We add another more complex layer to the picture of skin colour 

hierarchies in Latin America. 

 

3.1.1 Skin Colour and Social Origin 

The impact of skin colour on educational attainment, which receives the colourism 

label, has been extensively tested in the United States (Campbell, 2009; Murguia and Telles, 

1996). The relevance of this phenomenon has proven to be exceptionally sharp in multiracial 

groups such as Latin Americans. This aspect is in line with skin colour’s relevance for 

constructing social hierarchies in this region. Following Lipschutz’s (1963) argument, 

privileges and social positions amongst Latin Americans are assigned according to their skin 

tone, as their degree of  Whiteness represents how close they are to the European stereotype of 

beauty and respectableness. Thus, while lighter-skinned individuals tend to be at the top, 

darker-skinned people are at the bottom. 

For this reason, skin colour is a standard cognitive tool used by individuals to decide 

what social position people occupy. Hence, in the United States and Latin America, how people 

are treated partially depends on their skin colour (Madox, 2004; Canache et al., 2014). 

Consequently, this variable represents an efficient mode to capture the subtle differences in an 

ethnoracial stratification process built on a colour continuum. As explained above, skin colour 

is particularly relevant to understanding ethnoracial hierarchies in mixed race groups. Since 

most Latin Americans identify themselves as Mestizos and that identity has been publicly 

extolled by intellectuals from diverse countries (Vasconcelos, 1925; Freyre, 1933; Palacios, 

1904), such a variable seems especially useful in this context. Since both a high-class individual 

who looks like a European and a poor rural one who looks like a native American may probably 

feel comfortable with a Mestizo identity, skin tone as perceived by others helps us to have a 
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better picture of ethnoracial inequalities in Latin America and, at the same time, to unveil those 

inequalities that self-ascribed ethnoracial identities mask.  

Ethnoracially related problems are twofold: one is based on how people construct their 

own identity, and another is based on how others perceive them (Telles, 2014). The range of 

possible combinations between these two dimensions determines different experiences and 

opportunities (Telles, 2004; Telles and Lim, 1998). To enrich the picture of Latin American 

inequalities, we use both dimensions as causal factors of educational attainment. However, the 

picture would not be complete if we did not include social origin in the equation. Traditionally, 

scholars interested in Latin America have appealed to this variable to explain the 

socioeconomic inequalities in this region (Atria, 2004; Hoffman and Centeno, 2002). 

According to this mainstream perspective, wherever ethnoracial disparities exist, they are 

primarily inherited from the colonial period.  Discrimination based on ethnoracial features only 

affects ethnic minorities and groups (Reygadas, 2010; Winkler, 2004); all other differences are 

due to having less access to public services, urban segregation and social class discrimination.  

Although this approach has largely neglected the influence of ethnoracial factors such 

as skin colour, studies in different Latin American countries (Villarreal, 2010; Telles and Lim, 

1998) have shown that those variables complement the social origin effect independently 

shaping the life outcomes of Latin Americans. Nonetheless, it is relevant to assert that the most 

potent predictor of educational attainment is social origin (Telles et al., 2015). This assertion 

does not imply that social origin is solely the product of social class dynamics. It could also be 

shaped by accumulated ethnoracial disadvantages born during the colonial regime (Morner, 

1970; Andrews, 2004; Psacharopoulos and Patrinos, 1994). So, as ethnoracial and social origin 

factors are closely related, both should be considered for understanding educational inequalities 

in Latin America.  

 

3.1.2 Skin colour and Gender 

 The new approach founded by Telles has given us evidence of skin colour's influence 

on educational attainment (Telles and Steel, 2012; Telles et al., 2015); however, it does not 

have a single word to say about the likely intersectionality between gender and skin colour. 

Previous studies have shown that Latin American women from ethnic minority groups suffer 

from cumulative disadvantages in education outcomes (Tas et al., 2014; Ñopo et al., 2010). 
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These authors explain that this intersectionality is due to domestic work division and 

ethnoracially-based prejudices. Excitingly, in recent decades, the gender gap in educational 

homes has disappeared, but it remains strong among ethnic minority groups (Winkler, 2004). 

For example, in Peru and Ecuador, women from ethnic minority groups have higher school 

dropout rates than non-native women; such a difference is not as sharp for men. In Brazil,  

Black women have lower literacy rates than Black men and white women. According to 

Winkler (2004), traditions and domestic labour force indigenous women to leave school.  

From a feminist perspective, the reasons behind this intersectionality are a little bit more 

complicated. Darker-skinned women have a tense relationship with the concept of beauty that 

is prevalent in Latin American societies, configuring a critical element of racism, 

discrimination and self-esteem (Figueroa and Moore, 2013; Dixon and Telles, 2017). Darker-

skinned women are suitable for domestic work and are sexually available to lighter-skinned 

males (Wade, 2013). Thus, the close association between skin tone and beauty has substantial 

consequences in Latin American women’s daily life. Regarding educational attainment, the 

association between skin colour and gender reduces darker-skinned women's expectations and 

affects their teachers' belief in their academic performance, as they treat dark-skinned women 

as less able. For this reason, our first hypothesis is: darker-skinned Latin Americans have fewer 

years of schooling than lighter-skinned ones, but this effect is steeper for women than men. 

  

 

3.1.3 Skin Colour and Ethnoracial Identification 

 Previous studies assume that skin colour’s effect on educational attainment affects all 

ethnoracial groups. No research has evaluated the possibility that this variable has a differential 

impact depending on the ethnoracial group being analysed. However, some authors argue that 

the gap between Whites and Amerindians cannot be explained in the same way as the gap 

between Blacks and Whites. While the first is primarily due to cultural differences (Friedlander, 

1975) and geographical isolation (Telles and Bailey, 2013), the second relies on skin colour 

discrimination (Hooker, 2005). Based on this explanation, the educational experience of people 

of the same skin colour partially depends on the ethnoracial group they belong to. This picture 

becomes more complicated when considering one of the primary causal mechanisms behind 

ethnoracial gaps in education: discrimination (Bello and Rangel, 2000; Hopenhayn and Bello, 

2001; Winkler, 2004). Discriminatory actions against darker-skinned individuals affect their 
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self-esteem and, as a consequence, their academic performance. Although this kind of action 

is challenging to measure, perceived discrimination based on skin colour is an indirect way to 

measure discriminatory acts, which may also correlate with the consequences for self-esteem 

as commented above. This aspect is relevant to comprehending the intersectionality between 

skin colour and ethnoracial identification since Caneche et al. (2014) propose that perceived 

discrimination based on skin colour depends simultaneously on both variables. According to 

their study, skin colour’s effect reaches its lowest value in White and Mestizo populations; it 

has a moderate influence in Black and indigenous groups and achieves its most substantial 

impact in Mulatos. Thus, our second hypothesis is that skin colour’s effect on educational 

attainment is the strongest in the Mulato population and that it has a minor effect on White and 

Mestizo populations. 

 

 

3.1.4 Skin Colour and Ethnoracial Configuration at the Country Level 

Ethnoracially based problems, such as skin colour’s influence on educational 

attainment, vary across different social contexts. Previous research has shown that one of the 

most relevant contextual factors is ethnoracial composition (Frost, 2007; Lucas and Berends, 

2007; Hall and Leeson, 2010). In Latin America, past evidence suggests that ethnoracially 

fractionalised countries have poorer educational results than homogenous ones (Alesina et al., 

2003). Behind this association, there is a high probability of disagreement in ethnoracially 

diverse countries, which could damage the quality of public services. Since poor people –most 

of whom are darker-skinned– attend public schools, the association between skin colour and 

educational attainment should be more potent in such countries. Nonetheless, this hypothesis 

has never been tested. 

Regarding discrimination and its potential effect on educational attainment, Caneche et 

al. (2014) show that perceived skin colour discrimination is more considerable where ethnic 

minority groups are large enough to threaten the majority’s power and status. This evidence 

suggests that discrimination's adverse effect on educational performance should be higher in 

ethnoracially heterogeneous countries. As race and ethnicity represent complex social 

constructs that work in tandem (Telles, 2014), measuring ethnoracial composition at the 

country level is a challenging problem. Given that skin colour and self-ascribed identities 

comprise two complementary dimensions in terms of analysing this issue in Latin America, the 
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two variables should be considered simultaneously to determine ethnoracial composition at the 

country level. Considering that Mestizo and White are the most common self-ascribed 

identities in all Latin American countries, our third hypothesis states that skin colour's effect 

on educational attainment is more significant in countries with high proportions of non-White 

non-Mestizo populations and a more comprehensive range of skin tones. 

 

 

3.1.5  Interaction Effect between Skin Colour and Social Origin 

Historically, Latin Americans at the top of social hierarchies have developed whitening 

strategies (Telles and Flores, 2013). In colonial times, mixed-race people in high social 

positions removed their non-White ancestries from their genealogical trees thanks to “gracias 

al sacar” certificates (Chambers, 1999). Even nowadays, wealthier Mulatos and Blacks are 

usually treated as Whites (Harris, 1963). These facts confirm a common saying about the 

whitening effect of money in Latin America. At the top of social hierarchies, Blacks, 

indigenous and mixed-race people can change their racial classification and receive better 

treatment than their poorer counterparts. Although there is no clear evidence that supports the 

change of racial self-classification (Telles and Flores, 2013), some research suggests that 

money whitening works concerning others’ perceptions and treatment (Telles, 2014). 

Considering this last statement, we should expect skin colour’s effect on education to diminish 

as the social origin of Latin Americans increases, which constitutes our fourth hypothesis.  

 

3.2 Data and Methods  

3.2.1 Data Source 

We relied on one nationally representative survey in 18 Latin American countries: the 

Grande Merge Data File from the AmericasBarometer, including the 2010, 2012 and 2014 

waves. It was collected by the Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) based at 

Vanderbilt University. These data consist of face-to-face surveys of adults in all Latin 

American countries (except Cuba) and usually comprise 1500 cases per country wave. 

However, there are larger samples in some countries and waves. This dataset includes an item 

on interviewer-rated skin colour, a question on ethnic-racial identification, and another on the 

mother's schooling level to capture social origin. This factor was chosen instead of father’s 
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socio-economic information because women and mothers lead many Latin American families, 

significantly impacting their children's education (Winkler, 2004).  

 

 

3.2.2 Dependent Variable  

Our first dependent variable was years of schooling completed, ranging from 0 to 18 

years, as reported in Table 2. This variable was used to measure social position because it 

allowed for the organisation of nearly all respondents in the dataset on the same scale across 

several countries. 

 

3.2.3 Independent Variables 

For ethnoracial identification, we used a similar question to that used in national 

censuses. In some countries, such as Bolivia, Peru, Venezuela, the Dominican Republic, Brazil, 

and Guatemala, the ethnoracial categories are slightly different from in Latin America. In the 

case of native populations from Bolivia and Peru, we merged them into the indigenous 

category. In Venezuela, we added Morenos to the Mulato population since both represent 

individuals with African heritage. For historical reasons, the term Mestizo is not mainstream 

in the Dominican Republic and Guatemala. Instead they use Indio and ladino, respectively. To 

allow comparability among countries, we recoded both alternatives as  Mestizo. Finally, in 

Brazil, Asians were added to the other category. Thus, in our final analysis, we used individual 

dummy variables for six ethnoracial categories: White, Mestizo, Indigenous, Mulato, Black 

and other. As White should represent the dominant group in almost all Latin American 

societies, we used it as the reference category in our models. For skin colour, we used the 

interviewer’s evaluation of the respondent’s facial tone using an 11-point colour palette, from 

the lightest (1) to the darkest (11). Even though the respondent’s status may have biased 

evaluations of skin tone, interviewers were instructed to fill in this information at first contact 

to avoid possible distortions. As each country has a particular skin colour distribution, the 

meaning of being darker or lighter varies from one society to another. We standardised the 

values (z scores) using the national mean and standard deviation to prevent this problem.   

To model social origin, we considered a question on the mother’s level of schooling. 

The responses to this question ranged from level 1 to 9: no education, primary incomplete, 
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primary complete, secondary preliminary, secondary comprehensive, technical school 

incomplete, technical school complete, university incomplete, and university complete. 

Although this variable represents only one way to capture social origin, this is an essential step 

to contrast class vs the impact of skin colour on education. Unfortunately, about 49% of the 

data for this variable was missing. To deal with this problem, a two-step procedure was 

adopted. First, a new variable was created that indicated if one value was missing. Then,  the 

missing values were imputed by the respective country's mean of mother's education. Since 

this lost data was entirely random, using mean imputation did not represent a considerable risk 

(van Buuren, 2018). It is fair to say that operationalising social origin using a question on 

mothers' education maybe not be the best option. Social stratification scholars usually prefer 

parents' occupations to operationalise this variable. Unfortunately, our dataset does not have 

this information, making mothers' education our only available option. Nevertheless, to 

counterbalance this problem, it is also fair to say that this is not the worst scenario since scholars 

focusing on educational attainment consider it a critical variable. For example, Harding et al. 

(2015) claim that mothers' education is one of the best predictors of their children's academic 

performance, exerting its influence through three different forms of capital: human, cultural 

and social. 

 To measure ethnoracial configuration at the country level, a hierarchical cluster analysis 

with the 18 Latin American countries as cases was conducted with the average skin colour, the 

skin colour fractionalisation index,6 and the national percentage of each ethnoracial group 

(White, Mestizo, indigenous, Mulato, Black, other) as variables. Since these factors use 

different scales, we standardised them in z scores. We used Ward's method to minimise the in-

group variance and have more homogeneous clusters. Thus, cases were merged if their addition 

produced the slightest increase in the sum of the squared deviation. Finally, as there were only 

continuous variables, the squared euclidean distance was used as a proximity measure.  

According to the dendrogram observation and the most prominent jump criteria, the 

optimal solution seems to be five clusters. This solution is optimal as it matches our technical 

 
6 To get this value we used the same formula proposed by Alesina et al. (2003). 
 

𝐹𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑇𝐽 = 1 − ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑙
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 
This formula shows the probability that two randomly sampled individuals from a population belong to different 
ethnoracial or skin colour groups, where Sil is the proportion of group i (i = 1…N) in country j. 
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standards and aligns with the Latin American history of racial relations (see Figure 8 below). 

To contrast this result with the history of racial relations in Latin America, we estimated a two-

step cluster analysis to include a categorical variable: Lizano's (2005) classification. After 

forcing the study to get five clusters and accordingly comparing the two results, we got a 

clusterisation that entirely resembled the work of Lizcano. The Mulato cluster, composed of 

Brazil and the Dominican Republic, represents countries with the highest proportion of 

Afrodescendants and the darkest but most diverse skin colours (Table 3). The White cluster, 

formed by Uruguay, Chile, Argentina and Costa Rica, has the lightest and most homogenous 

populations and the most considerable proportions of Whites. The Indomestizo cluster includes 

Peru, Ecuador, Guatemala and Bolivia and group countries with the highest percentages of 

Mestizos and Indigenous. The Mestizo cluster, composed of Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, 

Paraguay and El Salvador, is characterised by the second-highest proportions of Mestizos. 

Moreover, these countries have the second lightest mean skin colour. Finally, the Afromestizo 

cluster, formed by Panama, Venezuela and Colombia, stands out for having significant 

proportions of Whites and Afrodescendants and a wide range of skin colours.  

Table 3. Variable means by cluster 

 

Ward Method 
White Mulato Indomest. Mestizo Afromest. 

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 

Zscore:  Skin Colour Mean -1.48 0.79 0.53 0.22 0.38 
Zscore:  Percentage of White Population 1.54 -0.31 -1.14 -0.24 0.07 
Zscore:  Percentage of Mestizo Population -0.91 -0.83 0.99 0.55 -0.46 
Zscore:  Percentage of Indigenous Population -0.49 -0.58 1.17 -0.18 -0.22 
Zscore:  Percentage of Black Population -0.59 2.01 -0.72 -0.24 0.81 
Zscore:  Percentage of Mullato Population -0.28 1.59 -0.43 -0.44 0.62 
Zscore:  Percentage of Other Population -0.3 0.35 -0.45 0.79 -0.55 
Zscore:  Skin Colour Fractionalisation -0.72 1.44 -0.34 -0.16 0.73 

Source: LAPOP 2010-2014.  
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 Finally, a set of control variables were included: age, the size of residence place, 

mother's tongue, survey wave, gender, and the natural log of GDP per capita (average for the 

1990/2016 period). Age is a continuous variable from 18 up. The residency options are rural, 

town/small city, medium city, large city and national capital.  In terms of mother tongue, the 

options are Spanish or Portuguese, native language and foreign language. Finally, 2010, 2012 

and 2014 represent the survey waves. 

 

3.2.4 Methods 

Since our dependent variable, years of education, is right-censored, we used Tobit 

models to examine the explanatory factors of educational attainment in Latin America, which 

are shown in Table 3. To test our three hypotheses, we created four interaction effects between 

Latin American countries by ethnoracial composition, 

LAPOP 2010-2014 

Figure 8 
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skin colour and, in turn, female, ethnoracial identification, social origin and ethnoracial 

configuration at the country level. As all of these interaction effects consider the variable of 

skin colour, a sequence of six models was created to facilitate their interpretation and fully 

understand the change in the impact of social origin. The first model included all of the 

independent variables but no interaction effect. The second one added the interaction between 

skin colour and gender. In the third model, we tested the moderation effect of ethnoracial 

identity on the relationship between skin colour and years of schooling. The fourth model 

considered an interaction term between skin colour and ethnoracial configuration at the country 

level. The fifth model considered an interaction term between skin colour and social origin. 

Finally, in the sixth model, we added all of the interactions whose inclusion was statistically 

significant to assess possible changes in their strength and direction after accounting for them 

simultaneously. Residency, age, survey wave, Ln GDP per capita (1990-2016), and mother 

language were controlled for in all of the models.  

The predictive margins of our interactions were plotted to identify the skin colour range 

where the gap between women and men, ethnoracial identities, social origins or different 

ethnoracial compositions increased or decreased. Finally, the average marginal effects of skin 

colour by ethnoracial identity and ethnoracial configuration were plotted at the country level, 

when mother’s education was fixed at its mean. This was done to ease the interpretation of 

these interactions when they were included in the same model.The dataset was weighted using 

probability weights. Thus, every national sample has about 4500 cases. Since it is impossible 

to get BIC, AIC or other goodness-of-fit statistics when probability weights are used, the 

inclusion of new variables in subsequent models was assessed using the Wald Test. 

 

3.3  Findings  

 Table 4 presents the models for assessing the moderation effect of gender, ethnoracial 

identity, social origin and ethnoracial configuration at the country level on the relationship 

between skin colour and years of schooling in Latin America. The unstandardised means and 

standard deviations for each of these variables are shown in Table 5. A model of skin colour’s 

effect on years of schooling while controlling for the mother's level of education, ethnoracial 

identity, the ethnoracial configuration at the country level, gender and other relevant control 

variables traditionally associated with educational attainment is presented first. Then, Model 2  
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assesses the interaction effect between skin colour and ethnoracial identity. Model 3 tests the 

moderation effect of ethnoracial configuration at the country level, and Model 4 evaluates the 

interaction effect between skin colour and gender. In Model 5,  the moderation effect of social 

origin was tested. Finally, Model 6 considers all of the previously mentioned variables and the 

statistically significant interaction effects.  

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics 
    Mean or % SD 

Years of Schooling                                                         9.32 4.48 
Ethnoracial Identity              

   
 

White                                    30.5 
 

 
Mestizo                                49.5 

 
 

Indigenous                            6.7 
 

 
Black                                    4.4 

 
 

Mulato                                  7.2 
 

 
Other                                     1.8 

 

 
Ethnoracial Configuration    

   

 
White countries                   22.2 

 
 

Mestizo Countries 11.1 
 

 
Indo-mestizo Countries          33.3 

 
 

Afro-mestizo Countries         22.2 
 

 
Mulato Countries 11.1 

 

Gender                                   
   

 
Female                                  50.8 

 
 

Male                                    49.2 
 

Educational Level of Mother 1.97 1.92 
Age 39.77 16.03 
Survey Wave 2010 33.3 

 
 

2012 33.3 
 

 
2014 33.3 

 

Size of Location National Capital 23.2 
 

 
Large City 18.2 

 
 

Medium City 18.1 
 

 
Small City 14.5 

 
 

Rural Area 26.1 
 

Ln GDP per capita (1990-2016)                                      8.96 0.46 

Source: LAPOP 2010-2014 
   

 

 Model 1 shows that darker-skinned Latin Americans have fewer years of schooling than 

their lighter-skinned counterparts, at a highly significant level. The skin colour disadvantage 

was about one-third (−0.41) of a year of education for individuals with one standard deviation 

darker than their country’s average skin tone. This effect confirms previous findings on the 

relationship between the two variables in the region. Regarding ethnoracial identities, (mestizos 

have, on average and) after controlling for other factors, surprisingly, Mestizos have more years 
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of schooling than Whites. This inconsistent result confirms what Telles et al. (2015) and Bailey 

et al. (2016) found in previous research. Because of the mestizaje ideology and the money 

whitening effect, self-ascribed identities are not the best tool to analyse ethnoracial inequalities 

in Latin America. In terms of gender, males have more years of schooling than females. 

Considering ethnoracial configuration at the country level, Indo-mestizo countries have the 

highest number of average years of education, while Mulato nations have the lowest. 

 Model 2 shows that the effect of skin colour across the six ethnoracial identities (Whites 

are the omitted category) does not vary significantly, except for Blacks. Contrarily to our 

expectations, the effect of skin colour for Black Latin Americans is flatter than for any other 

group, and even more surprisingly, it seems not to be affected. As Blacks turn one standard 

deviation darker than their country’s average skin tone, the gap between them and Mestizos 

decreases by 0.40 years of schooling. This effect is significant at the 0.001 level. Hence, darker-

skinned Blacks have as many years of education as lighter-skinned individuals. For any other 

ethnoracial identity, skin colour negatively influences the educational performance of Latin 

Americans, reaching its most significant influence for Mulatos and Mestizos (Figure 9). 

However, only the contrast between the Mestizo and White slopes is statistically significant at 

the 0.05 level. Moreover, skin colour’s effect on the Mestizo population is the strongest (-0.48) 

among all of the ethnoracial identities. 
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Figure 9: Skin colour influences the educational performance of Latin Americans 7

 

 

 The abnormal result for Blacks may be due to a large concentration of cases in the 

darkest values. Nonetheless, looking at Table 5, we can confirm that almost 95% per cent of 

Blacks are within the -0.4 to 3 skin tone range (which means that they fluctuate between people 

who are 0.4 standard deviations lighter than their national mean and those who are three 

standard deviations lighter than it). This means that most Latin Americans who self-describe 

as Blacks are between their countries' average values and the darkest ones. Consequently, there 

is a broad distribution to trace a prediction line based on real cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 -1 on the skin colour variable means “one standard deviation lighter than the national skin colour mean”. 
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Table 5. Tobit regression of years of schooling in 18 Latin American countries  
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 

  B sig B sig B sig B sig B sig B sig 

Skin Colour -0.41 *** -0.39 *** -0.45 *** -0.43 *** -0.53 *** -0.58 *** 

Ethnoracial Identity 
            

Mestizo 0.16 *** 0.16 *** 0.14 *** 0.16 *** 0.15 *** 0.16 *** 

Indigenous -1.25 *** -1.30 *** -1.26 *** -1.25 *** -1.25 *** -1.30 *** 

Black 0.01 
 

-0.58 *** -0.02 
 

0.01 
 

-0.01 
 

-0.57 *** 

Mulato -0.38 *** -0.39 *** -0.41 *** -0.38 *** -0.40 *** -0.39 *** 

Other -0.54 *** -0.50 *** -0.56 *** -0.54 *** -0.55 *** -0.51 *** 

 
Ethnoracial Configuration 

            

Mestizo countries -1.08 *** -1.06 *** -1.08 *** -1.08 *** -1.08 *** -1.07 *** 

Afromestizo countries -1.08 *** -1.07 *** -1.08 *** -1.08 *** -1.08 *** -1.09 *** 

Mulatto countries -1.70 *** -1.69 *** -1.69 *** -1.70 *** -1.70 *** -1.69 *** 

White countries -0.89 *** -0.88 *** -0.90 *** -0.89 *** -0.90 *** -0.89 *** 

Male 0.34 *** 0.34 *** 0.34 *** 0.34 *** 0.34 *** 0.34 *** 

Skin Colour*Ethnoracial iden.  
           

Mestizo 
  

-0.09 ** 
      

-0.06 
 

Indigenous 
  

0.09 
       

0.17 ** 

Black 
  

0.40 *** 
      

0.43 *** 

Mulatto 
  

-0.03 
       

0.00 
 

Other 
  

-0.18 
       

-0.14 
 

Skin Colour*Ethnoracial conf.  
           

Mestizo countries 
    

0.04 
     

0.07 
 

Afromestizo countries 
    

0.13 ** 
    

0.04 
 

Mulatto countries 
    

-0.01 
     

-0.05 
 

White countries 
    

0.07 ᶧ 
    

0.05 
 

Skin Colour*Male 
      

0.03 
     

Skin Colour*Mother 
Education 

 
       

0.06 *** 0.07 *** 

Mother Tongue 
            

Indigenous Language -0.43 *** -0.44 *** -0.43 *** -0.43 *** -0.43 *** -0.44 *** 

Foreign Language 0.42 ** 0.36 ᶧ 0.41 ** 0.42 ** 0.42 ** 0.35 ᶧ 

Mother Education 0.84 *** 0.84 *** 0.84 *** 0.84 *** 0.85 *** 0.85 *** 

Mother Education (missing) -0.51 *** -0.51 *** -0.52 *** -0.51 *** -0.53 *** -0.53 *** 

Observations 84.716 
Wald Test   12.44 *** 2.98 ** 1.12 41.85 ***   

Source: LAPOP 2010-2014. 

Note: All models consider probability weights to give each country an identical size in the pooled sample and produce nationally 
representative results. In addition, robust standard errors were used to deal with straightforward cases and heteroskedasticity. 
Omitted categories: Indomestizo countries (Ethnoracial configuration), Spanish or Portuguese (Mother tongue), White (Ethnoracial 
identity), Female (Gender) 

Omitted controls: Age, Survey wave, Ln GDP per capita (1990-2016), and location size. 

    *** P < 0.001     
        

    ** P < 0.01     
        

      * P < 0.05     
        

           ᶧ P < 0.1 (two-tailed)      
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Model 3 shows that the effect of skin colour is slightly lower in Afromestizo and White 

countries than in Indomestizo ones. However, these effects are only significant at the 0.05 and 

the 0.1 levels, respectively. In contrast, Mestizo and Mulato countries are not statistically 

distinct from Indo-mestizo ones. On the other hand, the steepest skin colour slopes are those 

for Indo-mestizo (-0.45) and Mulato countries (-0.46). In contrast to the prior result, this 

outcome supports the idea that the weakest skin colour effect occurs in those countries where 

Whites and Mestizos represent the vast majority and the skin tone range is more extensive than 

in the rest of Latin America. Model 4 shows that the effect of skin colour is stronger for women 

than men. As Latin Americans move one standard deviation away from their country’s average 

skin tone, the gap between males and females increases by 0.03. Nonetheless, this interaction 

effect is not statistically significant. Even though this result goes in the expected direction, it 

does not support our hypothesis about the moderation effect of gender on the relationship 

between years of schooling and skin colour. Model 5 informs us that the interaction effect 

between skin colour and social origin is statistically significant at the 0.001 level. Thus, it is 

possible to say that skin colour's effect becomes flattered as educational levels rise (Figure 10). 

To be more precise, every time we move one academic level upwards, the impact of skin colour 

on years of schooling increases by 0.06. Hence, skin colour has a noticeably adverse effect on 

years of schooling when mothers have no education, primary incomplete or primary complete 

levels. Still, it does not affect years of schooling in mothers with bachelor’s degrees or higher 

(Figure 11). 
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Figure 10: Ethnoracial Configuration 
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Figure 11: Education level of the mother and skin colour

 

 Finally, Model 6 specifies our previous results. After including all the statistically 

significant interactions in the same model, some changed in magnitude and direction.     

Regarding the interaction between skin colour and ethnoracial identity, the effect of skin colour 

for Mestizos is no longer significant. Still, the contrast between the skin colour slope for 

Indigenous and Whites is now statistically significant. However, the effect of skin colour on 

Black Latin Americans is still essential, which confirms that skin colour does not influence 

years of schooling. Regarding the interaction between skin colour and ethnoracial 

configuration at the country level, no effect is statistically significant, suggesting that this 

variable's moderation effect is affected by the moderation effect of ethnoracial identity or social 

origin. Finally, the moderation effect of social origin has not significantly changed, which 

supports the idea that both variables should be treated in tandem to analyse social hierarchies 

in Latin America, as skin colour has a more significant influence on Latin Americans whose 

mothers have lower educational credentials. This fact is interesting as it has never been tested 

in the most influential research on the pigmentocratic trait of Latin American inequalities 

(Telles et al., 2015; Bailey et al., 2016). 
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Table 6. Ethnoracial Identity * Skin Colour Cross-tabulation (percentage by row) 
    Skin Colour 

Total 
    -2.5 > -2.4 to -1.5 -1.4 to -0.5 -0.4 to 0.4 0.5 to 1.4 1.5 to 2.4 < 2.5 

Ethnoracial 
Identity 

White 0.3% 11.2% 42.5% 38.2% 6.0% 1.5% 0.3% 100.0% 
Mestizo 0.2% 2.6% 23.2% 47.1% 20.1% 6.0% 0.8% 100.0% 
Indigenous 0.2% 1.4% 17.6% 38.5% 29.2% 11.7% 1.3% 100.0% 
Black 0.1% 0.4% 3.4% 19.9% 23.7% 34.4% 18.0% 100.0% 
Mulato 0.0% 0.9% 13.4% 43.0% 28.2% 12.7% 1.7% 100.0% 
Other 0.0% 1.9% 18.7% 43.7% 21.9% 12.9% 1.0% 100.0% 

Total   0.2% 4.9% 27.1% 42.3% 17.2% 6.9% 1.5% 100.0% 

Source: LAPOP 2010-2014         

 

 Since those interactions have one term in common, to better understand all these effects, 

they have been plotted (Figure 12) considering the average marginal impact of skin colour for 

each ethnoracial identity in all of the clusters of countries by ethnoracial configuration and 

fixing the educational level of the mother at its mean value. This analysis confirms that skin 

colour influences years of schooling for Latin American Blacks in none of the countries. 

Moreover, the sharpest effects in all clusters are those for Whites, Mestizos and Mulatos, and 

there are no statistically significant differences. The impact of skin colour on indigenous people 

is statistically indistinguishable from that of other ethnoracial identities in almost all cases. 

However, as Mestizo populations exhibit the most substantial effect of skin colour in all 

countries, the difference between it and that of Indigenous is statistically significant in White, 

Mestizo and Indomestizo countries. 
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Figure 12 
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3.4 Conclusion  

 This paper has tested four moderation effects on the relationship between skin colour and 

educational attainment: gender, ethnoracial identities, ethnoracial configuration at the country 

level, and social origin. Previously, social scientists have provided evidence of skin colour's 

influence on Latin American social hierarchies, but they have not considered likely 

intersectionalities or contextual factors. Thus, this study is guided by four hypothesis whose 

aim is to explore such possible effects, but our results offer partial –and sometimes 

contradictory– support for them. In relation to our first hypothesis and in contrast to what has 

been suggested by previous research on ethnoracial inequalities, no gender difference in the 

skin colour effect was found across Latin America.  

 Concerning our second hypothesis, the interaction effect between skin colour and 

ethnoracial identities provides inconsistent and sometimes unexpected evidence, as shown in 

the case of Latin American Blacks. On the other hand, no differences were found between other 

ethnoracial groups, which tells us how systematic educational penalties associated with darker 

skin tones are. However, it does not support our suppositions regarding perceived 

discrimination. This unexpected result suggests a lack of association between actual 

discriminatory actions and their perception. Regarding the third hypotehsis, we found that the 

skin colour effect is more potent in Indomestizo –Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Guatemala– and 

Mulato countries –Brazil and the Dominican Republic– than in any other cluster. However, 

these effects are not statistically significant and do not support our assumptions.  

 Finally, in relation to the fourth hypothesis, the statistically significant moderation effect 

of social origin sheds light on the longstanding relevance of the phenomenon of money 

whitening. Thus, although previous studies on race and ethnicity in Latin America have 

dismissed the significance of the money whitening hypothesis for the ethnoracial self-

identification process, this research proposes that darker-skinned Latin Americans from higher-

status families could receive fairer social treatment than their darker-skinned counterparts from 

lower-status families. However, despite the relevance of this finding, we should recognise some 

limitations regarding disentangling the effect of ethnoracial identity and social origin (class). 

Indeed, although interracial families are not an exception in Latin America, it is likely that 

respondents and their mothers share an ethnoracial identification. Thus, future research will 

require innovative methodological decisions to deal with this problem. 
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 Since the results only partially support our hypotheses and sometimes offer unexpected 

evidence, future research is needed to clarify doubts emerged from this study. For instance, to 

understand why gender is not moderating the skin colour effect on educaton, it is neccesary to 

explore if the gender stereotypes associated with darker-skinned women affect their self-

esteem, but not their educational performance. Then, to explain the unexpected skin colour 

effect for Blacks, future studies could inquiere the relationship between the skin colour’s 

relevance for defining Black identity and affirmative action policies in education. Since being 

darker-skinned is crucial for being perceived as Black (Telles, 2014; Morner, 1967), most 

people who apply for Black quotas in Brazilian or Colombian universities could be darker-

skinned than others who self-perceive as Black (Wade, 2006). Also, to better understand this 

surprising result, future research should inquire the role of Mestizaje ideology since it could 

exerts a more decisive influence on dominant groups –White and  Mestizo – and explains why 

they refuse to be victims of skin colour discrimination and, at the same time, do not develop 

political or personal strategies to fight against it. The fact that the effect of skin colour is flatter 

for Black and Indigenous Latin Americans may support this alternative explanation.  

 Last but not least, since our hypothesis regarding ethnoracial configuration at the country 

level also come from contextual factors in relation to perceived skin colour discrimination, in 

the future, scholars from this field could explore the role of Mestizaje idology in our unexpected 

results. It seems plausible that in those countries where White and mixed race populations are 

not so relevant, such an idiology has been put into question by Indigenous and Black 

movements, as Wades illustrates (2006). Thus, if that is true, it is likewise likely that skin 

colour’s influence on education has been mitigated by political actions derived from being 

more conscious of ethnoracial hierarchies. The novel approach of Edward Telles has shed light 

on a long-lasting forgotten aspect of Latin American inequalities. Nowadays, it is not possible 

to continue neglecting the influence of skin colour. However, it is still necessary to develop 

more complex theories to understand what contextual and individual factors affect the direction 

and strength of the relation between skin colour and education. 
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ABSTRACT 

Previous research has shown how relevant skin colour is to fully understand racial inequalities 

in Latin America. These studies give evidence of skin colour’s influence on Latin American 

social hierarchies. However, relevant interaction effects have been excluded from previous 

analyses. In the case of skin colour's impact on income, empirical and historical evidence 

suggests that gender, socioeconomic status, and ethnoracial context may moderate such an 

effect. We use the 2012 and 2014 waves of the LAPOP survey, including all Latin American 

countries except Cuba, to perform various linear regression analyses to test these interactions. 

Our findings suggest that the income gap between women and men increases as we move from 

lighter to darker skin tones. The findings also show the effect of social status on income is 

sharper for lighter than darker-skinned Latin Americans. Finally, our results indicate that skin 

colour's impact on revenue is the largest in countries with a high proportion of Afro-

descendants, a more comprehensive skin tone range, and a significant history of Black slavery.  

Keywords: racial discrimination, skin colour hierarchies, Latin America, social stratification, 

inequality 
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4.1 Introduction 

 Ethnoracial inequalities in Latin America are a recently debated topic. While some 

researchers argue that fixed and well-defined categories better describe ethnoracial hierarchies 

in this region, others question that assumption and propose a multidimensional approach that 

includes skin colour continuums and self-ascribed identities (Telles and Lim, 1998; Bailey, 

Loveman, and Muniz 2013, Saperstein, 2012). Following this approach, Bailey et al. (2014) 

concluded that skin colour and ethnoracial categories play a role in defining income hierarchies 

in Latin America. However, they also state that the degree of influence of skin colour and 

ethnoracial types should not be assumed to be constant. The availability of new data sources, 

including multiple questions to measure race and ethnicity, makes it possible to identify what 

facts explain income inequalities in Latin American regions. Moreover, such an innovative 

approach to race and ethnicity enables scholars to refine their Latin American ethnoracial 

hierarchies. Thus, by treating race and ethnicity as complex concepts, scholars and 

policymakers can avoid concluding that racial inequality improves in Latin America by 

forgetting some meaningful dimensions of such ideas (Bailey et al., 2013).  

 In a most relative way, American countries have a linear relationship between income 

and skin colour. On average, light-skinned Latin Americans have higher incomes than dark-

skinned ones (Bailey et al., 2014, 2016). Nonetheless, this tendency has significant differences 

across the region. For example, the income gap between the lightest Latin Americans and those 

with an average skin colour peaks in the Dominican Republic and Guatemala. In contrast, the 

most considerable differences between the former and the darkest Latin Americans occur in El 

Salvador and Colombia. The rarest cases are Panama and Honduras, where dark-skinned 

inhabitants have higher incomes than light-skinned ones. To understand these differences, 

scholars need to go further in their analyses of Latin American racial hierarchies. Looking at 

the picture from the self-ascribed identities side, Whites have the highest income level in most 

Latin American countries. On the other hand, Latin American Blacks are almost always in a 

worse situation than Whites in four countries (Brazil, El Salvador, Ecuador and Nicaragua). As 

before, Panama and Honduras represent the rarest cases where Blacks are at the top of the 

income hierarchy. Something similar occurs with the Indigenous population since they are 

almost always at the lowest income levels. In contrast, Mestizos are relatively better off than 
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any other group except Whites. The only exception is Venezuela, where they have slightly 

better incomes than Whites 

 In most Latin American countries, skin colour is a better predictor of income than self-

ascribed identities. However, in some nations, both in tandem are better predictors than skin 

colour alone. At the other extreme, only in Brazil, Costa Rica, and Panama do self-ascribed 

identities better explain income than skin tone (Bailey et al., 2014, 2016). These results 

summarise the current state of the research about the effect of skin colour on income in Latin 

America. Hereafter, two different research lines are needed to deepen our knowledge in this 

area. First, scholars need to consider macro-level variables to explain the differences between 

countries. Second, moderation effects must be included at the micro-level that refine our 

understanding of the effect of skin colour. This new analytical approach will explain why the 

nature of the relationship between income and skin tone varies from one country to another and 

the degree to which this variation is due to macro or micro-level variables.   

 

 

4.1.1 Skin colour and income inequality in Latin America 

 Latin America is a relevant context to study the influence of skin tone on income 

distribution. In this region, high levels of income inequality coexist with a wide range of skin 

colours and ethnoracial diversity. Considerable proportions of Amerindians, Blacks, Whites, 

and various types of mixed-race people live on Latin American soil, which is one of the unequal 

regions in the world (De Ferranti et al., 2004; Torche and Spilerman, 2009; Torche, 2014). 

Interestingly, although Latin America is characterised by high levels of ethnoracial and skin 

colour diversity, research on wealth inequality shows that the preference for Whiteness (or pale 

skin tones) produces social hierarchies where light-skinned Latin Americans have a higher 

probability of being at the top. However, as we said previously, the magnitude of such 

preference for Whiteness varies across the region, leaving an open space for future research 

(Painter II et al., 2020).  

 

4.1.2  Skin colour and ethnoracial categories 

 There are different ways of measuring phenotypical features associated with race. For 

example, skin tone and self-ascribed ethnoracial identities are among the most used in social 
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research. However, they are not equally valuable for assessing ethnoracial hierarchies in Latin 

America. Indeed, different scholars state that skin colour is more efficient in capturing what 

motivates discrimination and, in turn, creates income gaps among Latin Americans (Banton, 

2012; Telles and PERLA, 2014). This assumption has proven true in most Latin American 

countries (Bailey et al., 2016). Nonetheless, it is worth saying that race and ethnicity-related 

problems are complex; therefore, researchers need to consider skin colour and ethnoracial 

identities in tandem to determine what creates income differences. 

 As Telles and the PERLA team have shown (2014), darker-skinned individuals face a 

more challenging life path than lighter-skinned ones, across all Latin American contexts. Thus, 

as with many other outcomes, having a dark skin tone also affects the chances of getting a good 

job and, consequently, a higher salary (Bailey et al., 2014, 2016). Skin colour plays a role in 

income distribution because people use others' skin tones to guess their position on the social 

pyramid (Banton, 2012). Of course, people also use other phenotypical features (e.g., hair type 

or height) to evaluate others' social position. However, previous research posits that skin tone 

is the most salient heuristic tool in this evaluation process (Wade, 2012; Banton, 2012). Thus, 

people usually invoke racial stereotypes that match colours to social positions when assessing 

others according to their skin colour. In the case of income inequality, such stereotypes 

establish a negative correlation between darkness and skills that hamper the chance of dark-

skinned people getting good jobs and, consequently, high incomes (Gravlee, 2005; Maddox, 

2004). 

Previous evidence suggests that skin colour and ethnoracial categories, sometimes in 

tandem and sometimes separately, can explain income inequality better than skin colour alone. 

Nonetheless, skin colour has an advantage over ethnoracial types: as a continuum, skin colour 

can capture differences within ethnoracial categories and, thus, it can help us explain why two 

individuals who share the same ethnoracial identity can have different incomes (Painter II et 

al., 2020). For example, mixed-race people are simultaneously stratified by their identity and 

skin tone. Thus, they are below Whites in the income hierarchy, and within the mixed-race 

group, light-skinned people have higher incomes than dark-skinned ones (Villarreal, 2010; 

Flores and Telles, 2012). 

 To understand why both factors work simultaneously, we should define two concepts: 

ethnoracial status and ethnoracial identity. The former is related to how people are perceived 

by others, while the last points to how people perceive themselves. Both dimensions have a 
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shared basis in some physical features. For example, hair texture, height, and fundamentally 

skin tone affects people’s description of themselves and also others' perception. Thus, skin tone 

links ethnoracial status and identity, triggering stereotypes and negative feelings that affect life 

chances (Omi and Winant, 1994). However, it is also crucial to remember that socioeconomic 

status affects how skin colour is perceived (Defina and Hannon 2016). Skin tone is part of a 

causal cycle wherein it influences access to vital economic or social resources, ultimately 

affecting its perception.  

From a methodological standpoint, this potential endogeneity makes controlling for 

social origin an unavoidable step in assessing the actual effect of skin colour on income or 

other socioeconomic outcomes. Hence, two complementary cognitive processes explain why 

skin colour variations correlate with income gaps. First, people classify others around them 

following an in-group/out-group criterion and favour in-group members (Brewer and Brown 

1998). Second, ethnoracial variables, such as identity or skin tone, are primary forms of 

classifying people, within them, Whiteness is the critical factor in defining in-group 

membership (Painter, 2016). Given that Whites and light-skinned people were entitled to many 

privileges during the colonial period (Mörner, 1970), being treated as part of these groups eased 

access to higher-income jobs. Therefore, there is an income gap between light and dark-skinned 

Latin Americans nowadays. When such membership is active, when people feel that they and 

those with similar skin tones belong to the same group, the propensity is to favour those who 

look alike and discriminate against those who are different (Brewer and Brown, 1998). 

Moreover, those who, historically, were discriminated against do not actively question their 

position in the social hierarchy; they also tend to favour high-status group members (Tajfel and 

Turner, 1986). Therefore, light-skinned people are privileged when the effect of belonging to 

a given ethnoracial group is weaker than the tendency to favour high-status group members, 

which results in dark and light-skinned people favouring latter (Goldsmith et al., 2007).  

 In Latin America, the preference for Whiteness or light-skinned people manifests 

directly in the mass media (Ryvaneira, 2011) and indirectly in the association between skin 

tone and income (Bailey et al., 2014; 2016) and education (Telles et al., 2015). In addition, 

there is evidence suggesting that even dark-skinned people show some preference for 

Whiteness (Uhlmann et al., 2002). Thus, it is possible to describe Latin America as a 

pigmentocratic regime with a manifest preference for Whiteness, where someone's skin tone 

partially determines his life opportunities. Nonetheless, some research gaps regarding the 
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specific association between skin colour and income need to be addressed (Bailey et al., 2016). 

To be more precise, previous empirical and theoretical works in this field suggest an interaction 

between skin colour and social origin, ethnoracial context and gender that needs to be studied. 

 

4.1.3 Skin colour and social origin 

 Traditionally, scholars have assumed that social class functions independently from 

skin colour in determining social inequalities in the United States, whereas both factors 

intersect in determining privileges in Latin America (Banton, 2012; Blau and Duncan, 1967). 

Social class is a crucial concept when studying social inequalities in Latin America. In terms 

of income, it is one of the most unequal regions globally (Torche, 2014). Therefore, most 

traditional approaches state that skin colour gaps, or any other form of ethnoracial inequality, 

are the direct consequence of inequalities inherited from the colonial period (Wagley, 1952). It 

is essential to keep in mind that this view neglects the crucial role of skin colour discrimination 

in shaping modern social hierarchies.  

Social origin is an essential variable to understand the relevance of social background 

impact to skin colour’s effect on social inequalities. Typically understood as parents' 

socioeconomic status, social origin helps link living conditions in early childhood with 

socioeconomic outcomes in adulthood. Hence, the social origin should partially or fully explain 

socioeconomic status in an unfair society. However, in colour-based discrimination, skin 

colour should affect income independent of social origin, creating a social hierarchy shaped by 

both factors. Using social origin as a proxy variable, Bailey et al. (2014; 2016) show that social 

class partially mediates the effect of skin colour on income, but it does not completely negate 

it. This critical research states that skin colour and social origin are intertwined. Still, this does 

not explain how the two factors combine to build the specific pattern of inequality we observe 

in Latin America.  Consequently, the potential interaction between social origin and skin tone 

can be explored, hopefully producing substantial new evidence on this topic.  

Previous studies have provided evidence of the increasing importance of skin colour 

discrimination as we ascend the social pyramid. While some research suggests that perceived 

discrimination against dark-skinned people is more considerable in high SES contexts (Gravlee 

et al., 2005), other research shows that high-class people use skin colour to assess others more 

than any other group SES (Torres et al., 2019). Thus, taking this evidence as a premise, skin 
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colour’s effect on income should increase as social origin rises. In other words, having dark 

skin should have a more negative impact on revenue among people whose parents are from 

higher classes. 

However, social origin does not have a direct impact on income. In contrast, its 

influence is channelled through education, a factor that has a decisive influence on income 

inequality in Latin America (Hoffman and Centeno, 2003). Compared with Europe and the 

United States, this region has a more considerable variance in years of schooling and a much 

greater return on education (Lam & Levison, 1992). Even after the enormous education 

expansion that occurred in Latin America during the last decades, income inequality increased 

due to the convexity of returns on education (Battistón et al., 2014). Furthermore, Tas et al. 

(2014) identified that social origin is the best predictor of educational attainment in Latin 

America using the same dataset that we use. Therefore, to assess the potential moderation effect 

of social origin on the influence of skin colour on income, either an interaction term between 

the two factors or another between skin colour and education should be evaluated.  

 

4.1.4 Skin colour and ethnoracial context 

Previous studies show a persistent influence of skin colour on income inequality in 

Latin America (Bailey et al., 2014, 2016). However, that influence should not be summarised 

into a single pattern. As such studies illustrate, the effect of having dark skin fluctuates by 

region. For example, skin colour is a potent predictor of income in Argentina and Mexico, but 

it does not explain the income gaps in Costa Rica and Honduras. Thus, as Bailey recognises, 

skin colour’s effect needs to be analysed in broader contexts to understand it better. To be more 

precise, knowing which contextual variables to study will help us explain such differences in 

the effect of skin colour. One of these contextual variables, which is closely linked to 

ethnoracial inequality and can affect different social outcomes such as income, is ethnoracial 

diversity. In Latin America, the effect of this variable has been tested in regard to economic 

success and the quality of policies (Alesina et al., 2003) as well as income inequality 

(Meisenberg, 2008). On the one hand, these studies show that ethnoracial diversity is strongly 

inversely related to economic growth and the quality of policies. On the other hand, they show 

that ethnoracial diversity is positively associated with income inequality.  
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Latin America’s income distribution is one of the most unequal into world regions and 

is probably the most racially diverse (Meisenberg, 2008). In contrast, more homogeneous areas, 

like the United States and Europe, are also more egalitarian. However, income inequality is 

higher in the former than in the latter, which is in line with their differences regarding racial 

diversity. Two theories try to explain why racial diversity increases income inequality. The 

first one is a eugenicist approach that suggests that different racial groups have different 

intellectual abilities. As a result, when other groups live in the same country or region, 

educational inequality increases and, in turn, income inequality does too (Lynn, 2006; Lynn et 

al., 2007). The second theory, which relies on a social conflict approach, proposes that racial 

diversity increases political and social tensions between ethnoracial groups, worsening the 

quality of policies. As a result, it limits the state’s efficacy in regard to reducing inequality via 

taxes and direct or indirect transfers, linking racially heterogeneous societies to higher-income 

gaps (Alesina et al., 2003).  

Another explanation, derived from the second theory mentioned above, states that 

people are prone to act altruistically towards those who resemble them (Rushton and Bons, 

2005; Rushton, 1989). Thus, in racially diverse contexts, mainly where racial inequality is 

related to a colonial past's inheritance, such heterogeneity maintains or reinforces income gaps 

between different racial groups. In such a context, while solidarity exists within racially 

homogenous groups, discrimination intensifies between those who are not alike. As a result of 

this association, as racial diversity increases, support for wealth redistribution policies 

decreases, creating the social conditions in which income inequality is free to expand. The 

previous explanations explicitly link racial diversity and income inequality. However, they do 

not discuss the potential interaction effect between ethnoracial variety and skin colour, nor how 

Latin American particularities affect such an association. 

So far, we have talked about racial diversity. Nonetheless, it is preferable to use another 

concept, ethnoracial variety, to analyse similar phenomena in Latin America. The idea of race 

is rarely used in the common language of Latin Americans, and its principal connotations are 

frequently confounded with ethnicity or skin colour (Banton, 2012, Telles and PERLA, 2014). 

In addition, given that the racially related problems in Latin America have different 

dimensions, mainly traditional racial categories, ethnic identities, and skin colours, rather than 

being related to racial diversity, we prefer to use the concept of ethnoracial configuration. The 

idea behind this new concept is that scholars should deal with different levels of diversity when 
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they analyse Latin American societies. For example, some subregions can be very diverse in 

terms of skin colour but, at the same time, homogenous in terms of self-ascribed identities.  

Having made this adjustment, we can offer three different arguments to explain the 

potential moderation effect of ethnoracial configuration on the relationship between skin colour 

and income. First, following the reasoning linking racial diversity with income inequality, we 

may expect a more potent skin colour effect in regions with a broad skin tone spectrum or, in 

other words, higher levels of skin colour diversity. Second, as previous studies suggest, skin 

colour seems less relevant in regions without a long history of legally sanctioned racial 

discrimination (van den Berghe, 2012). Thus, it would be expected to find a more substantial 

skin colour effect in regions where Black slavery was a massive phenomenon. Other forms of 

legally sanctioned discrimination against the native population, and even slavery, existed 

across Latin America. However, none of them was as brutal and permanent as Black slavery 

(Mira Caballos, 1997). Third, as Liszano (2005) concludes, different kinds and levels of mixing 

races support different types of discrimination. In our case in and Latin America, evidence 

suggests that skin colour’s relevance increases in contexts where the process of mixing races 

has been more intense (Sue and Golash-Boza, 2013).  

 

4.1.5 Skin colour and gender  

A vast amount of research claims that attractiveness plays a crucial role in determining 

people's life opportunities. Attractive people are frequently better treated than unattractive ones 

(Alam and Dover, 2001; Mobius and Rosenblat, 2006). However, this effect seems remarkably 

sharp for women and dark-skinned Latin Americans (Moreno-Figueroa and Rivers-Moore, 

2013; Hersh, 2011). Therefore, in countries with Western beauty standards like Latin America, 

dark-skinned people and particularly dark-skinned women, are considered less attractive and, 

as a result, receive lower incomes and worse treatment (Hersh, 2008; Goldsmith et al., 2007).  

Such Western standards can be seen on Latin American TV, where light-skinned characters are 

high SES and dark-skinned characters are inferior and sexualised (Masi de Casanova, 2018). 

Many Latin American women colour their hair and use products to bleach their skin to hide 

their indigenous ancestry and avoid these negative stereotypes. Unfortunately, this is not the 

only consequence of this beauty standard. It also seems to negatively affect dark-skinned 

women's chances of getting a job (Dias, 2020). 
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4.1.6 Hypotheses 

In this section, to summarise the previous reflections, we offer three clearly stated 

hypotheses regarding the moderation effects of social origin, ethnoracial context, and gender 

on the relationship between skin colour and income. In terms of social origin, as the historical 

and theoretical evidence suggests, the effect of skin colour becomes more acute as social origin 

increases. Hence, the average income gap between light and dark-skinned Latin Americans 

grows as their social origin moves from low to high SES families. Regarding ethnoracial 

context, everything we know so far makes us believe that skin colour's effect becomes more 

potent in regions or contexts where the process of race-mixing has been more intense. The skin 

colour spectrum is broader and has a long and relevant history related to Black slavery. This is 

the case of a set of countries labelled "mulatos"8, of which Brazil and the Dominican Republic 

are part.  Finally, regarding the potential interaction between gender and skin colour, given the 

evidence described above, we can expect to find a more substantial effect of skin tone on 

income amongst Latin American women than men. To be more precise, in line with the 

intersectionality commented on above between being female and dark-skinned, this interaction 

is particularly notorious. 

 

4.2 Data and Methods 

4.2.1 Dataset 

Our data are from the 2012 and 2014 waves of the LAPOP survey, including national 

representative samples from 18 Latin American countries. Every country survey, in both 

waves, is based on face-to-face interviews with voting-age adults.9 The sample size is about 

1,500 cases per country in each wave, except Bolivia, where the sample size is about 3000 

cases. The LAPOP's sample design process is multistage and considers stratification by 

primary subnational levels, the size of each country and rural and urban areas within them.  

 

 
8  In the Data and Method section we will further explain what this term means.  
9 In almost all Latin American countries this limit is (about) 18 years old.  
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4.2.2 Key independent variables 

Skin colour was measured by the interviewers using an 11-point scale as a benchmark. 

This scale, which includes colour references, was specially designed for assessing Latin 

Americans' skin colour. Every interviewer was trained to classify respondents' skin colour 

using this colour palette without showing it. Since the countries have different skin colour 

distributions, darker or lighter depends on which country we are analysing. We standardised (z 

scores) using the national mean and standard deviation to prevent this problem. Ethnoracial 

identity was measured using the following question: "Do you consider yourself White, Mestizo, 

Indigenous, Mulato or Other?" These are the standard ethnoracial categories in most of 

countries. However, in (some) others, the answer options differed. For example, in Brazil, the 

LAPOP survey used the following alternative: White, Brown (mixed or Mulato), Black, Asian, 

and Indigenous. In Venezuela, they also included the term "Moreno", which resembles the 

meaning of Mulato. In Guatemala, they used "Ladino" (a synonym of Mestizo). Finally, the 

LAPOP team used the term "Indio" to ask about Mestizo’s identity in the Dominican Republic. 

To have the same categories across all of Latin America (we recoded), previous alternatives 

considering their closest match among the standard set of ethnoracial types were recorded. 

Thus, Brazilian Browns and Venezuelan Morenos were treated as Mulatos, and Guatemalan 

Ladinos and Dominican Indios were coded as Mestizos.  

As other scholars propose (Bailey et al., 2016; Torche, 2014), we use the educational 

level of each person’s mother to determine their social origin. As with other ascribed 

conditions, the mother's level of education allows us to focus on privileges and disadvantages 

inherited from the parents' social class. Other variables like father's education or parental 

occupation also capture social origin and add a different perspective, but the LAPOP survey 

does not include them. However, since the mother's education represents an international 

standard to measure social origin, not including those variables does not present a big problem. 

In the LAPOP survey, the mother's level of education was operationalised using the following 

question: "And what educational level did your mother/mom complete?". The possible 

responses ranged from primary incomplete to university complete, adding eight categories. 

Unluckily, the LAPOP survey only asked for the mother’s education in one of two 

questionnaires. Nonetheless, as this data is missing entirely at random (van Buuren, 2018), a 

mean imputation method was adopted to deal with this problem. First, a new variable was 
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created that informs us if one value is missing. Then the missing values were imputed by the 

respective country's mean of the mother's educational level.  

To classify the countries according to their ethnoracial context, we estimated two cluster 

analyses with the 18 Latin American countries as cases and the following variables: average 

skin colour, skin colour fractionalisation index,10 ethnoracial group proportion, and Lizcano's 

(2005) typology of countries according to their ethnoracial composition, which was included 

in the second analysis to validate our previous result. First, we estimated a hierarchical cluster 

analysis using Ward's method to minimise in-group variance and obtain more homogeneous 

clusters. Our proximity measure was the squared Euclidian distance as we only have 

continuous variables. Dendrogram and the most prominent jump criteria suggest five clusters 

as the optimal solution. Then, to theoretically validate this result, we estimated a two-step 

cluster analysis, including Lizcano's typology. Finally, we forced the study to process a study 

of five clusters to compare the two results. Both results were quite similar. Nonetheless, we 

prefer the last one to align with what the theory and history suggest.  

The first cluster, called "Mulato" (Brazil and the Dominican Republic), represents those 

countries with the most Afrodescendants and the darkest and most diverse skin tones. We 

labelled the second cluster "White" (Chile, Uruguay, Argentina, and Costa Rica), which 

comprises the whitest, most homogenous, and lightest-skinned populations. The third cluster 

is the "Indomestizo" one, and it characterises countries (Peru, Ecuador, Guatemala, and 

Bolivia) with the highest proportions of Indigenous and Mestizo populations. Then, the 

"Mestizo" cluster represents those countries (Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and El 

Salvador) with higher proportions of Mestizos and the second lightest (before White countries) 

skin tone. Finally, the Afromestizo cluster (Panama, Venezuela, and Colombia) depicts 

countries with high proportions of Whites and Afrodescendant populations and a broad skin  

colour spectrum. Lastly, education is a continuous variable represented by years of schooling 

from 0 years to 18 years or more.  

 
10 To obtain this value we used the same formula proposed by Alesina et al. (2003). 
 

𝐹𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑇𝐽 = 1 − ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑙
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

This formula shows the probability that two randomly sampled individuals from a population belong to different 
ethnoracial or skin colour groups, where Sil is the proportion of group i (i = 1…N) in country j. 
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4.2.3 Dependent variable 

Our dependent variable is "personal monthly income". We prefer this option over other 

more commonly used variables, such as "per capita household income", because it better 

captures discrimination, our hypothetical causal mechanism of skin colour inequalities in Latin 

America. In contrast to other options that capture a broader definition of inequality (Torche, 

2011), "personal monthly income" enables us to assume that te effect of skin colour on income 

is due to discrimination in the labour market. To measure this variable, the LAPOP survey 

asks: "How much money do you personally earn each month in your work or retirement or 

pension?". To minimise non-responses, only interviewees who had previously said that they 

were working, not working but had a job, retired or a pensioner, or not working and not looking 

for a job were asked this question. Personal monthly income in the LAPOP survey is self-

reported using 16 bands based on each country's currency and income distribution (Córdova, 

2009).  

Hence, this variable is a ranking that indicates in which income percentile each 

respondent falls. Other studies have transformed the income bands into precise values using 

each band’s midpoint (Bailey et al., 2014, 2016). Nonetheless, we prefer to maintain this 

variable to have comparable values across Latin America. Transforming the income bands into 

local currency values would help us estimate skin colour inequality in Latin America. However, 

this would be at the cost of resigning ourselves to putting all the issues together in the same 

model. In addition, given that the data were collected on different dates within three years, it 

would be not easy to find a standard measure (e.g., US dollars) that considers the multiple 

conversion and inflation rates. Contrarily, treating the income variable as a ranking ensures 

that two different respondents from different waves and countries with the same value have the 

same position within their countries' income distribution. 

4.2.4 Control Variables 

 As control variables, we also work with age, the size of residence place, mother tongue, 

survey wave, gender, and the natural log of GDP per capita (average for the 1990/2016 period). 

Age is a continuous variable, with 18 years old as the lower limit and no upper limit. The 

residence place is a categorical variable with the following options: rural, town/small city, 

medium city, large city and national capital. Mother's tongue is another categorical variable 
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whose possible answers are Spanish or Portuguese, native or foreign languages. Finally, the 

survey wave is a dummy variable with 2012 and 2014 as its options.  

 

 

4.2.5  Analytical Approach 

Since "personal monthly income", our dependent variable, has 16 categories and is 

treated as a ranking, various OLS models have explored different dimensions of skin colour’s 

influence on income across Latin America. Before analysing our models, we present the 

summary descriptive statistics of all the variables included in this research. First, we show the 

descriptive statistics of income by country (Table 7). Then, we present all the other variables' 

values using the pooled sample (Table 8). We created various interaction effects between skin 

colour and, in turn, gender, social origin, education, and ethnoracial configuration to test our 

hypothesis.  Although it is not part of our hypothesis, a fifth interaction effect was added 

between skin colour and ethnoracial identity to clarify which ethnoracial group is most affected 

by the influence of skin tone. To ease the interpretation of each interaction and fully understand 

the changes in other relevant factors such as education and social origin, we estimate one model 

for each interaction effect. Thus, considering a first model without interactions and a final one 

that includes every statistically significant interaction to evaluate possible changes in their 

strength and directions after taking them into account simultaneously, we have seven models. 

The size of residence place, age, survey wave, Ln GDP per capita (1990-2016) and mother 

tongue were included as control variables in all our models. 
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        Table 7: Descriptive statistic of personal monthly income by country 

    Mean SD Valid N Missing %Missing 

Country Mexico 7.0 3.6 1429 390 0.21 
Guatemala 5.2 3.7 1596 257 0.14 
El Salvador 6.8 3.8 1351 304 0.18 
Honduras 5.3 3.6 1420 299 0.17 
Nicaragua 6.3 3.9 1622 131 0.07 
Costa Rica 6.2 3.8 1264 490 0.28 
Panama 5.6 3.4 1787 226 0.11 
Colombia 6.9 4.1 1771 199 0.10 
Ecuador 7.0 3.6 1763 200 0.10 
Bolivia 7.4 3.6 1650 396 0.19 
Peru 7.0 3.9 1621 407 0.20 
Paraguay 6.8 3.9 1645 337 0.17 
Chile 7.7 4.2 1617 374 0.19 
Uruguay 7.7 4.2 2150 205 0.09 
Brazil 7.6 4.5 2095 159 0.07 
Venezuela 6.8 3.6 1522 546 0.26 
Argentina 6.6 3.9 1488 759 0.34 
Dominican Republic 7.7 4.0 1511 233 0.13 

  Total 6.8 3.9 29301 5911 0.17 

Source: LAPOP 2012-2014 
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Table 8: Descriptive statistic of independent variables 

  Mean or % SD 

Skin Color 4.5 1.7 
Educational Level of Mother 2.0 1.6 
Age 42.2 15.8 
Years of Schooling 9.6 4.5 
GDP per capita (1990-2016) 8846.0 3469.6 
Survey Wave 2012 50.6  

2014 49.4  

Size of Location National Capital 23.7  

Large City 19.2  

Medium City 17.8  

Small City 14.4  

Rural Area 24.9  

Ethnoracial Configuration Indomestizo 22.4  

Mestizo 25.4  

Afromestizo 17.2  

Mulatto 11.4  

White 23.7  

Mother Language Spanish or Portuguese 91.2  

Indigenous Language 8.0  

Foreign Language 0.7  

Ethnoracial Identity White 31.1  

Mestizo 48.2  

Indigenous 7.3  

Black 4.6  

Mullatto 7.4  

Other 1.4  

Gender Female 36.1  

Male 63.9  

Source: LAPOP 2012-2014 

 

Predictive margins were used to analyse all of the statistically significant interaction 

effects. More precisely, was used to report the skin colour range where the income gaps 

between genders, social origins, educational levels and ethnoracial configurations become 

relevant. Finally, the average marginal effects of skin colour were reported by ethnoracial 

arrangement and gender when education is fixed at its mean. In this manner, we aim to ease 

the interpretation of these interactions when they are included in the same model. Every time 

scholars work with income measures, they face an enormous problem: many missing data. The 

LAPOP survey tried to deal with this problem by asking respondents to select (privately) a 

band where their income fell instead of asking them to say an exact amount of money. By 

following this procedure, the LAPOP survey minimised non-responses and, probably, under or 

over-reporting. However, and unluckily, the relative weight of the missing data is still relevant.  
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Multiple imputation techniques were used to address this problem, and then, using imputed 

values, the same models as were previously described were estimated. Then, by contrasting the 

two results, we determined whether our results were significantly affected by income missing 

data. Following the LAPOP recommendations, we estimated our models using probability 

weights. To assess their quality, BIC and AIC statistics were used. Finally, all of the analyses 

were conducted in STATA/MP 14 except for multiple imputations and models with imputed 

data in SPSS 25.  

 

4.3 Findings 

Descriptive statistics of the income variable are presented in Figure 13 and Table 7. In 

the pooled sample, the average income band is 6.8, which is close to the national income 

distributions' central values. However, when analysing this variable, the Latin American 

income distribution is left-skewed. Analysing personal monthly income by country (Table 7), 

we observe that the average income bands are similar with Chile, Uruguay, and the Dominican 

Republic at the top (7.7) and Guatemala at the bottom (5.2). As the income bands reflect the 

local income distributions, it was expected that we would find minor differences between 

countries. However, more critical than the previous results is that the missing cases vary from 

7% in Brazil to 34% in Argentina (17% in the pooled sample). It is essential to know whether 

our results are biased due to the missing data structure to deal with this problem.  
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Figure 13: Descriptive Statistics od Income Variable 

 

On the other hand, Table 8 summarises the descriptive statistics for the independent 

variables included in our models. According to these figures, Latin America's average skin 

colour is light brown (4.5), and the mean of the mother’s level of education is 2, which means 

primary complete. In addition, the standard of years of schooling is 9.6, which in most Latin 

American countries represents secondary education incomplete. Most people live in cities in 

our sample, while almost 25% live in rural areas. In terms of ethnoracial configuration, most 

people live in Mestizo countries (Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and El Salvador). 

In contrast, only a small proportion live in Mulato countries (Brazil and the Dominican 

Republic). The vast majority speak Spanish or Portuguese; just 8% speak different indigenous 

languages. Regarding ethnoracial identity, most respondents were White or Mestizo; just a few 

described themselves as Black, Mulato or Indigenous. Finally, there were almost twice as many 

male respondents as female ones. This result could be worrying, but it is in line with the labour 

participation gender gap in Latin America (ECLAC, 2021). Table 9 shows a sequence of 

models to analyse the influence of different dimensions of skin colour on income. For example, 

model 1, without interactions, shows that skin colour has a negative and statistically significant 

effect (-0.12) on income after controlling for different socio-demographic factors. Thus, as 

Latin Americans' skin tone turns darker than their country’s skin colour, their position in the 

national income distribution worsens.  
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Table 9. OLS regression of income in 18 Latin American countries 

  

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 

B sig B sig B sig B sig B sig B sig B sig 

Skin colour -0.12 *** -0.12 ** -0.10 ** -0.19 *** -0.03  0.08 ᶧ 0.11  

Years of schooling 0.35 *** 0.35 *** 0.35 *** 0.35 *** 0.35 *** 0.35 *** 0.35 *** 

Ethnoracial identity               

White (omitted)               

Mestizo -0.22 *** -0.21 *** -0.22 *** -0.22 *** -0.20 *** -0.22 *** -0.20 *** 

Indigenous -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.54 *** -0.57 *** -0.55 *** 

Black -0.23 * -0.40 ** -0.23 * -0.23 * -0.11  -0.24 * -0.12  

Mulato -0.34  -0.37 ** -0.34 *** -0.34 *** -0.28 ** -0.34 *** -0.28 ** 

Other -0.34 * -0.24  -0.34 * -0.33 ᶧ -0.33 ᶧ -0.34 * -0.32 ᶧ 

Ethnoracial configuration               

Indomestizo countries (omitted)               

Mestizo countries 0.16 ** 0.16 ** 0.16 ** 0.16 ** 0.17 ** 0.16 ** 0.16 ** 

Afromestizo countries -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.56 *** -0.55 *** 

Mulatto countries 1.20 *** 1.21 *** 1.20 *** 1.20 *** 1.20 *** 1.20 *** 1.20 *** 

White countries 0.23 ** 0.23 ** 0.23 ** 0.23 ** 0.25 ** 0.23 ** 0.25 ** 

Male 1.63 *** 1.63 *** 1.63 *** 1.63 *** 1.63 *** 1.63 *** 1.63 *** 

Skin Colour*Ethnoracial iden.               

Mestizo   -0.01            

Indigenous   0.02            

Black   0.13            

Mulatto   0.08            

Other   -0.35 *           

Skin colour*Mother education     -0.01          

Skin Colour*Male       0.11 **     0.09 * 

Skin colour*Ethnoracial conf.               

Mestizo countries         -0.03    -0.07  

Afromestizo countries         -0.12 ᶧ   -0.11  

Mulatto countries         -0.28 ***   -0.29 *** 

White countries         -0.14 *   -0.14 * 

Skin Colour*Years of schooling           -0.02 *** -0.02 *** 

Mother tongue               

Spanish or Portuguese (omitted)               

Indigenous language -0.22 ** -0.22 ** -0.22 ** -0.22 ** -0.23 ** -0.22 ** -0.24 ** 

Foreign language 0.68 * 0.67 * 0.68 * 0.68 * 0.68 * 0.67 * 0.67 * 

Mother education 0.18 *** 0.18 *** 0.18 *** 0.18 *** 0.18 *** 0.17 *** 0.18 *** 

Mother educatiion (missing) -0.08 ᶧ -0.08 ᶧ -0.08  -0.08 ᶧ -0.08  -0.08  -0.08  

Observations 30,607 

AIC 162160.7 162162.8 162161.9 162155.1 162149.5 162140.3 162125.5 

BIC 162360.6 162404.3 162370.1 162363.3 162382.7 162348.5 162375.3 

Adjusted R squared 0.2538 0.2539 0.2538 0.254 0.2542 0.2543 0.2548 

Source: LAPOP 2012-2014.                             

Note: All models consider probability weights to give each country an identical size in the pooled sample and produce nationally 
representative results. In addition, we use robust standard errors to deal with straightforward cases and heteroskedasticity. 

Omitted controls: Age, Survey wave, Ln GDP per capita (1990-2016), and location size. 

*** P < 0.001               

** P < 0.01               

* P < 0.05               

 ᶧ P < 0.1 (two-tailed tests)                
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Models 2 to 7 include various interaction effects to clarify different aspects of the 

above-mentioned development. For instance, Model 2 shows the moderation effect of 

ethnoracial identity on the influence of such skin colour. Unfortunately, the interaction between 

the group "Other" and skin colour is statistically significant. However, this group size, which 

represents people who do not feel White, Mestizo, Mulato, Black or Indigenous, is relatively 

insignificant across Latin America. Thus, focusing on this result could lead to overinterpreting 

skin colour’s effect on income. Model 3, which assesses the moderation effect of social origin 

(mother’s level of education), is also non-conclusive. To be more precise, this interaction effect 

is not statistically significant, obscuring the hypothetical relation between social origin and 

skin colour that we stated in the theory section.  

Fortunately, the gender and skin colour (Model 4) interaction is statistically significant 

and follows the earlier theoretical assumptions. In this manner, as Latin Americans turn darker 

than their country’s average skin colour (mean) by one standard deviation (z-score), the income 

gap (1.63) in favour of males increases by 0.11. To better understand this interaction, it is 

displayed in Figure 14. Latin American males consistently earn higher salaries in a consistent 

way regardless of their skin colour. However, it is essential to note that this difference is more 

significant as we move from lighter to darker-skinned (about their country's average skin 

colour). Thus, being a dark-skinned woman in Latin America represents an uphill life path for 

equality.  Focusing on the ethnoracial configuration, Model 5 shows that the effect of skin 

colour is exceptionally sharp in Mulato and White countries compared to Indomestizo ones. 

This is also true for Afromestizo countries, but the interaction effect is only statistically 

significant at the 0.1 level. The visualisation of this interaction (Figure 15) confirms previous 

results because the steepest lines are those of Mulato and then, White and Afromestizo 

countries. In contrast, the effect of skin colour in Mestizo and Indomestizo countries is 

significantly smaller.  
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Figure 1411: Skin colour and gender 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 -1 on the skin colour variable means “one standard deviation lighter than the mean national skin colour”. 
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Figure 15: Predictive Margins of Ethnoracial Configuration 

 

  

In Model 6, an alternative formulation is shown for the association between skin colour 

and social origin. Since the mother's level of education (the variable used to capture social 

source) is the best predictor of years of schooling (Castillo et al., 2018a), the latter variable can 

probably mediate the influence of the former on income. Thus, to better understand how skin 

colour and social origin affect our independent variable, we explore an alternative interaction 

between skin colour and education. Interestingly, and in contrast to the moderation effect of 

social origin (mother's level of education), this new interaction's coefficient is statistically 

significant and negative, which means that as skin colour increases by 1 (which means darker 

than the country's mean by one standard deviation), the effect of education on income decreases 

by -0.02. In other words, and from a different perspective, lighter-skinned individuals' returns 

on education are higher than those of darker-skinned people in Latin America.  
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This association can easily be seen in Figure 16. We also note that income’s skin colour 

gap increases as we move from lower to more highly educated Latin Americans. Thus, on 

average, there are almost no differences between zero and ten years of schooling between 

different skin colour groups. However, amongst Latin Americans with more than 14 years of 

education, returns on education depending on their skin colour group. When including all of 

the above-commented interactions in the same model (7), there are small and non-significant 

changes. However, to ease the interpretation, the average marginal skin colour effects were 

plotted by gender and ethnoracial configuration while education was fixed at its mean (Figure 

17). Dark-skinned women from Mulato countries (Brazil and the Dominican Republic) face 

the worst scenario. In comparison, dark-skinned men from Indomestizo countries (Peru, 

Ecuador, Guatemala, and Bolivia) are in the best position. On average, to be more precise, an 

increase in 1 unit of skin colour (which means darker than the country's mean) is associated 

with a decrease of about 0.4 in the income variable for women from Mulato countries. On the 

contrary, when analysing men from Indomestizo countries, the same increment in the skin 

colour scale is associated with no decrease in income.  

Figure 16: Predictive Margins of Skin Colour. 
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Figure 17: Average Marginal Effects of Skin Colour 

 

  

Finally, to comprehensively appraise the different interactions analysed in this 

research, Table 9 shows the average marginal effect of skin colour by ethnoracial identity, 

gender, ethnoracial configuration and education. According to these figures, the effect of skin 

colour on income is especially acute among highly educated Latin Americans, in Mulato 

countries, females, and those who self-describe as Mestizos. Despite having less strength than 

in the previous cases, the effect of skin colour on income is also relevant for Latin American 

males, in White and Mestizo countries, and among Whites. Interestingly, the average marginal 

effect of skin colour is reversed for Blacks and the least educated Latin Americans. 

Nonetheless, this reversal effect is statistically significant at the 0.1 level and only in the last 

case. Multiple imputation techniques were used to analyse how sensitive the results are to the 

income missing data structure. Then, using an imputed dataset, the same models were estimated 

as described above. The results from this analysis can be divided into two. First, the Little 

MCAR's test result (whose significance is 0.000) shows that our income data are not missing 
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completely at random. The pattern of the missing data depends on the values of other variables 

included in the model. Second, and because of the previous result, we multiplied the five 

imputed datasets, which were identical in terms of the available information but different in 

terms of the assigned values for the missing data. Using these new datasets, the previous 

analyses were replicated. The pooled results show slight but non-significant changes compared 

to the models commented on above. Therefore, the results are not significantly affected by the 

missing data structure.  

 

4.4 Conclusion 

 As part of a novel trend in studying Latin America's inequalities, researchers have 

studied the effect of skin colour on income and wealth (Bailey et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 2006; 

Painter II et al., 2019). These studies can be summarised into three main findings: first, the 

income distribution of most Latin American countries is racially stratified; second, social origin 

partially mediates the effect of skin colour on income; and finally, a general preference for 

whiteness emerges, which includes lighter skin tones, when analysing wealth inequality. 

However, as social scientists, we are blind when discussing the moderation effect of gender, 

social origin and ethnoracial context on the relationship between skin colour and income. 

Regarding gender, our research reveals that the effect of skin colour on income across Latin 

America varies by gender. On average, darker-skinned people have lower incomes than their 

lighter-skinned counterparts. However, such an income gap is more significant for women than 

men (table 10) . Thus, although we do not have an experimental design to disentangle the causes 

of this moderation effect, our results support our initial hypothesis. Darker skin tones are 

associated with lower incomes cross-nationally. This effect could be due to colour-based 

discrimination because dark-skinned people are perceived as less attractive (Alam and Dover, 

2001; Mobius and Rosenblat, 2006). Nonetheless, this association between attractiveness and 

skin tone seems stronger for women than men (Moreno-Figueroa and Rivers-Moore, 2013; 

Hersh, 2011). Thus, the life opportunities of the former, particularly their incomes, are more 

affected by their skin tone.   
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Concerning social origin, our research shows that it does not directly affect Latin 

Americans' income. However, it suggests an indirect influence through education, as the social 

source (mother's level of education) is its main explanatory factor (Castillo et al., 2018a). 

According to our study, the income gap between skin colour increases along with years of 

schooling, which indicates that the private rate of returns on education varies depending on 

skin tone. From another point of view, this assertion means that the increase in earnings from 

an additional year of schooling is higher for lighter than darker-skinned Latin Americans. Thus, 

the social origin is one of the best explanatory factors of education, which, in turn, moderates 

the effect of skin colour on income. This indirect moderation effect of social origin may not be 

considered entirely unexpected. Besides intelligence, social origin is probably the only and 

most relevant individual characteristic when children enter the educational system. Moreover, 

it is the best explanatory factor of academic success across Latin America and explains why 

the educational barriers there are higher than in industrialised economies (Telles and Steele, 

2012; Torche, 2014). Therefore, scholars should analyse social origin's effect through 

Slope Sig.

Ethnoracial identity

White -0.12 **

Mestizo -0.14 ***

Indigenous -0.11

Black 0.01

Mullatto -0.05

Other -0.47 **

Gender

Female -0.19 ***

Male -0.08 **

Ethnoracial configuration

Indomestizo -0.03

Mestizo -0.07 ⱡ

Afromestizo -0.15 **

Mulato -0.31 ***

White -0.17 ***

Education

No education 0.08 ⱡ

6 years of shooling -0.04

12 years of schooling -0.17 ***

18 years of schooling or more -0.29 ***

*** P < 0.001

** P < 0.01

* P < 0.05

 ᵻ P < 0.1 (two-tailed tests) 

Table 4: Average marginal effects of skin colour by different factors

Factor

Source: LAPOP 2012-2014.

                 Table 10. Average Marginal Effects of Skin Colour by different factors 
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education on income inequality in Latin America. The previous reflection sheds light on an 

essential feature of Latin American societies, which Torche (2014) labelled "inherited 

meritocracy". This feature means that returns on education are high in Latin America, but 

children from low SES families face enormous difficulties in accessing more and better 

education. Hence, educational credentials reveal Latin American societies' skills and social 

origins. 

Regarding ethnoracial identities, our results show an unexpected result for Blacks, 

whose skin colour effect is slightly positive but statistically insignificant. This finding could 

be counterintuitive and surprising; however, it should be analysed considering the more than 

two decades of affirmative action policies in countries like Brazil and Colombia (Wade, 2020), 

where Blacks represent a relevant share of the population. Thus, since skin colour correlates 

with ethnoracial identities (Telles and Paschel, 2014), the lack of association between colour 

and income for Blacks may be due to darker individuals that are more prone to self-identify as 

such and, in turn, mobilise that identity to receive some benefits. Similarly, Telles and Paschel 

(2014) show that education positively influences Black self-identification. Thus, since highly 

educated dark-skinned people are more prone to identify as Black, we suppose that this 

relationship could partially reverse the effect of skin colour on income for this group. The 

impact of skin colour on the Mulato population, which is also statistically insignificant but a 

bit larger, partially backs this interpretation. 

Although a hypothesis for a skin colour interaction with ethnoracial identities was not 

presented, it is also relevant to interpret the skin colour effect for Whites and Mestizo 

populations. The White population reaches its peak in White countries (Chile, Argentina, 

Uruguay, and Costa Rica). In these societies, as Telles and Flores (2013) found, education and 

age whiten the identity of dark-skinned people as skin colour work as social capital. Thus, in 

more experienced and qualified populations, where income gaps are more extensive, 

discrimination against darker populations identified as White may explain the size of the effect 

of skin colour for people who embrace that identity. In contrast, there is a reverse effect in 

countries with high proportions of Mestizos: younger, light-skinned, and more educated people 

tend to assume a Mestizo identity (Telles and Flores, 2013). Hence, there may be Latin 

Americans who embrace a Mestizo identity and, at the same time, take advantage of their 

education and skin colour to obtain better jobs and higher salaries.  
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Finally, concerning ethnoracial configuration at the country level, the effect of skin 

colour on income reaches its peak in Mulato countries and then, is at similar levels in White 

and Afromestizo ones. This result partially confirms our hypothesis regarding this factor, but 

it also shows us an unexpectedly significant skin colour effect in White countries. Mulato 

countries (Brazil and the Dominican Republic) are the most diverse in terms of skin colour, 

have large proportions of Black populations and have a long history of Black slavery. As we 

expected, all of these are features that we believe lay fertile ground for the growth of racism 

and discrimination based on skin colour. Paradoxically, those countries where skin colour’s 

effect on income is the largest are those with the most considerable proportion of Black 

population for whom skin tone has no effect. Such a paradox sheds light on the complexities 

behind racism and racial discrimination in contexts with high levels of miscegenation and 

blurred racial lines.  However, it may have a logical explanation. In these countries, although 

many people publicly assume that they are mistreated because of their skin tone, only small 

proportions of them are willing to describe themselves as Blacks or Mulato (Gallur and Arias, 

2021). This difficulty in assuming an Afro-descendant identity comes from the high levels of 

publicly admitted racism in those societies. According to the World Values Survey (Figure 6), 

Venezuela and the Dominican Republic are the two least racially tolerant societies in Latin 

America. Just these two countries have the most significant proportions of Blacks and Mulatos. 

Thus, dark-skinned people from those countries, despite being likely to be discriminated 

against because of their tone, may not embrace a Black or Mulato identity.  

In the Dominican Republic, anti-Black attitudes and discourses are profoundly rooted 

in its national identity, which contrasts with that of Haiti, its primary and only neighbour 

(Pérez, 2013). Thus, racism and patriotism lead to people avoiding the assumption of an Afro-

descendent identity. However, that is not the case for Brazil, the other country from the Mulato 

cluster. Looking at Figure 6, Brazil is one of the most racially tolerant countries in Latin 

America. Why does the effect of skin colour there seem to be much more relevant than in any 

other country? Brazil was the first country in Latin America to publicly face racial 

discrimination and it passed an anti-discrimination act in 1951 (Wade et al., 2019), which 

makes our previous explanation less likely for this case. However, discrimination based on skin 

colour may emerge even in the absence of an openly racist public discourse when one or more 

ethnoracial groups are concentrated in some areas (Saideman, 2017). This is precisely the case 

in Brazil, where the light-skinned and rich south contrasts with the poor and dark-skinned 

north. As Saideman argues, geographically separated groups have a secure base from which to 
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discriminate against others. To this, we would add that when such isolation occurs in 

conjunction with the concentration of opportunities and assets, as is the case in Brazil, 

dominant groups may discriminate against others without an aggressive public discourse or 

assuming social costs. This is partly because intermediate groups (light brown-skinned people) 

are vulnerable as they depend on options concentrated where dominant groups live (Saideman, 

2017). 

According to our initial hypothesis, a significant skin colour effect in Mulato or 

Afromestizo countries is expected. Nevertheless, in White countries, it is completely 

unexpected under our theoretical assumptions. Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and Costa Rica have 

narrower skin tone ranges. Their experiences with Black slavery are less significant than in 

Black or Afromestizo countries, and the miscegenation process there (probably except for 

Chile) was less intense than in the former. Given that information, how can we explain the 

significant effect of skin colour in those countries? As far as we know, there are few studies on 

race and ethnicity topics from these countries. Therefore, a research gap must be filled to 

answer the previous question correctly. However, one possible answer could be in line with 

Saideman's theory.  

 This group of countries does not seem to have an openly racist discourse like Venezuela 

or the Dominican Republic (Figure 18). Nonetheless, as in Brazil, ethnoracial concentration 

could be the key to disentangling the mystery behind the considerable influence of skin colour 

on income distribution in the previously named White countries. Costa Rica, a country with 

large proportions of self-ascribed White and Mestizo populations, also has a small (about 8%) 

but highly concentrated Black Population in the city of Limón (Black folk). They are the 

descendants of Black workers from the English Caribbean who were forced to live there after 

working on the railroad construction. Up to the present, Black Costa Ricans have not been 

entirely accepted by their society. They suffer from discrimination and are concentrated in a 

region known for its high poverty, unemployment, and discrimination (Soto-Quiros, 2012; 

Hutchinson Miller, 2012). In Chile and Argentina, people with high levels of Amerindian genes 

(a fair enough proxy of dark skin in these countries) are highly concentrated far away from the 

big cities where most people live (Fuentes et al., 2014; Catelli et al., 2011). In the north and 

south of both counties, those areas have fewer opportunities and more social problems than the 

centre where the big cities are. So again, even without the presence of an openly racist discourse 

or attitudes, light-skinned people have more access to better life chances than their dark-
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skinned co-nationals. Finally, another explanation that can shed light on the unexpected results 

for White countries is fluctuations in migration. As Bonhomme (in press) explains, the 

enormous amount of migration to Chile from other Latin American countries has a double 

effect: first, it reinforces the whiteness hidden behind the mestizaje discourse; and second, 

because of the previous point, it enhances the value of skin colour to establish discriminatory 

distinctions between “us” and “them”.  

Figure 18: Racial Tolerance12 in Latin America 

 

Source: own elaboration based on the World Values Survey (different waves) 

This study shows how many factors researchers must consider and the complexities of 

inquiring about racial inequalities in Latin America. We have known for a long time that 

minority ethnic groups, such as Indigenous and Blacks, and women suffer more discrimination 

and have had worse labour conditions for a long time. We also have evidence about how skin 

colour negatively affects life opportunities, particularly in the labour market. However, we 

know little about how these former factors interact with skin colour. In addition to this obscure 

research area, our knowledge about how contextual variables can explain the variation of skin 

colour effects across Latin America is also scarce. Our work hopes to be one of the first steps 

toward filling these research gaps.  

 
12 The degree of racial tolerance is based on answers to the question about the kind of people the respondents 
would not want as neighbours. The more frequent the response in a Latin American society that they don't want 
neighbours from other races, the less racially tolerant we consider that society.  
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In the meantime, many things must be done to go further. First, as far as we know, there 

are only a few surveys that have been specifically designed to study racial issues in Latin 

America. As this is a complex topic, more and different approaches are needed to capture race 

and ethnicity in the future. For example, items to analyse the impact of other physical features 

related to race (e.g., hair texture), not only skin colour, could help researchers better understand 

how race affects Latin American people. Second, it would be helpful to have panel data to 

analyse better how affirmative action policies implemented across Latin America in the last 

decades, such as cultural and political changes regarding race and ethnicity, have impacted 

dark-skinned people's lives. Third, putting this research area on the credibility revolution road 

is imperative, which implies improving the quality of research designs and using more 

experimental or quasi-experimental methods to do causal analysis. Previously, some authors 

have done experiments (Uhlmann et al., 2002) and identified causal effects (Woo-Mora, 2021) 

regarding skin colour in Latin America. However, they only focus on one country or use 

alternative techniques to do causal analysis with cross-sectional data, focusing more on an 

economic than a social scientific approach. So, there is still space to fill this research gap. 

Fourth, future research considering the contextual effects of ethnoracial configuration should 

inquire beyond the national level. As Monrroy-Gómez-Franco and Vélez-Grajales (2020) have 

shown, the impact of skin colour is not constant across countries. Indeed, researchers should 

consider relevant regional differences at the subnational level to understand how such 

contextual effects work more broadly. Last but not least, surveys including race and ethnicity 

questions to be applied in Latin America (e.g. LAPOP or PERLA) should include more precise 

sociodemographic questions, especially in relation to parental occupations, income and 

wellbeing, to replicate canonical social stratification and mobility analyses. 

Future research should also look into more substantive question. Our most interesting 

results suggest that labour markets pay more attention to skin tones and increase income 

penalties for darker people as they come from higher SES families. However, without looking 

at social origin's influence on education, another interpretation of our results could be that skin 

colour's social significance varies depending on occupational prestige. According to this 

alternative explanation, high prestige occupations, usually associated with higher educational 

achievements, privilege lighter-skinned people, leaving highly educated darker-skinned Latin 

Americans with fewer job opportunities and fewer sources of income. As a result, the income 

gap between skin colours increases with education. This alternative interpretation is consistent 

with historical, qualitative, and country-specific quantitative studies, showing that skin 
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colour’s relevance in Latin American societies increases as we move from lower to higher 

classes. Nevertheless, scholars interested in the study of ethnoracial inequalities in Latin 

American should test this alternative hypothesis in order clarify the real cause behind the 

interaction effect between skin colour and education on income. 
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ABSTRACT 

Several surveys across Latin America have used the PERLA colour scale to measure the skin 

tone of respondents. These datasets have proven to help highlight ethnoracial hierarchies in 

this region, whose relevance and persistence were long forgotten. Nonetheless, our knowledge 

of the influence of interviewers on this skin colour measure is still scarce. We used the LAPOP 

survey to expand our understanding of this problem and its consequences for substantive 

research on Latin American ethnoracial inequalities. Our findings show that interviewers 

explain about 23% of the skin colour variance. Moreover, we illustrate how vital the 

ethnoracial configuration at the country level is to understanding interviewer effects’ variation 

by country. We also find that darker-skinned interviewers rate respondents' skin tone as darker 

than lighter-skinned interviewers. Importantly, we clarify that this effect varies depending on 

the respondent's ethnoracial identity and the country's ethnoracial configuration. Finally, after 

considering all of these problems, evidence supporting the existence of a pigmentocratic 

regime in Latin America does not dramatically change.  

 

Keywords: measurement error, skin colour hierarchies, Latin America, social stratification, 

inequality 
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5.1 Introduction 

 Since Latin America is a racially diverse society, where racial lines have been blurred 

throughout a more than 500-year-long miscegenation process, measuring race and ethnicity 

variables is challenging. National censuses have traditionally distinguished between 

ethnoracial minorities and the other primarily mixed and White populations (Loveman, 2014). 

Thus, other ethnoracial variables, such as skin colour, have remained ignored (Telles, 2018). 

Because of that omission, we know how discriminated against some Latin Americans are due 

to their belonging to some ethnoracial minority (Hopenhayn and Bello, 2001: Bello and Rangel, 

2000; Wade, 2020). Nonetheless, we know much less about the extent to which Latin 

Americans are mistreated because of the shade of their skin. Previous studies suggest that skin 

tone is particularly relevant for understanding hierarchies within the Black American 

community and other ethnoracial groups (Monk, 2021; Ennis et al., 2011). In the case of Latin 

American populations, evidence also suggests that skin colour is a crucial aspect of ethnoracial 

identities and hierarchies (Telles et al., 2014; Telles, 2018). So, omitting this variable severely 

limits our understanding of ethnoracial discrimination in this region. 

Because of the solid evidence on the impact of skin colour in different socioeconomic 

domains, some surveys interested in measuring racial inequalities in Latin America (e.g. 

PERLA13, LAPOP14 and ELRI15) have included skin colour items. Hence, the need to assess 

skin colour precisely is becoming increasingly prominent (Dixon and Telles, 2017). But 

unfortunately, since this is a novel trend in Latin American social surveys, there is no explicit 

protocol to do it properly. As far as we know, all surveys measuring skin colour in Latin 

America use the PERLA’s colour palette (Figure 1), an 11-point scale from the lightest to the 

darkest tone, used by interviewers to assess respondents' skin tone. The researchers who 

designed this scale claim to have tested it extensively across the region. However, only one 

study (in which we participated) evaluated the validity and reliability of this palette (Cernat et 

al., 2019).   

Intuitively speaking, electronic devices could help us get more objective measures. For 

instance, in the United States, some researchers have used these to assess others’ skin colour 

(Wallace et al., 2000; Jablonski and Chaplin, 2000; Pershing et al., 2008). Nonetheless, given 

 
13 Project on Race and Ethnicity in Latin America. 
14 Latin American Public Opinion Project. 
15 Longitudinal Study of Intercultural Relationship, Chile (English translation).  
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the large scale required to do comparative research across Latin America, the costs of doing 

this kind of research can make it unachievable. Also, qualitative, and historical evidence 

suggests that human perception is more relevant than machine-driven “objectivity” (Villarreal, 

2010). This point is essential for Latin American social research because race assessment is 

more subtle and complex in this region, so more subject to human perception than in the US, 

where the “one-drop” rule eases such an evaluation.  

Nevertheless, it is essential to note that rating scales are not purely subjective. For 

example, one previous study (Gordon et al., 2022) shows remarkable consistency amongst 

evaluators when assessing the same people under similar circumstances using the PERLA 

scale. Although this is not the same standard as the LAPOP survey, which assigns interviewers 

to different sets of interviewees under various circumstances, it gives us a good idea of how 

reliably this scale is. This evaluation suggests that the PERLA scale can correctly assess Latin 

Americans' skin colour and points to some irregularities (Gordon et al., 2022). On the one hand, 

the skin colour variation is much higher for Blacks than Whites. On the other hand, the PERLA 

scale captures more variation for light-skinned people than similar scales. More precisely, 

regarding applying the PERLA scale in Latin American social research, the study we co-

authored reveals that about 20% of the skin colour variance is due to interviewers. Moreover, 

we found a statistically significant association between raters' tone and the tone they assign to 

respondents. As the skin tone of the former turns darker, their assessment of others' skin 

becomes darker, too (Cernat et al., 2019). This result is consistent with findings from other 

contexts (Hill, 2002; Hannon and DeFina, 2014) and leads to the conclusion that interviewers' 

idiosyncrasy may affect their skin colour ratings.  

 Studies have shown that interviewers may systematically affect data collection, a 

problem that methodologists have labelled "interviewer effects" (West and Bloom, 2017). 

Unfortunately, the extent of these effects on skin colour measurement has scarcely been studied 

in cross-cultural contexts, and Latin America is no exception. This research gap is relevant for 

two complementary purposes. First, it may discount the well-documented association between 

skin colour and socioeconomic outcomes in Latin America (Telles et al., 2014; Telles et al., 

2015). Second, if such interviewer effects exist, they could lead us to make erroneous cross-

national comparisons regarding skin colour's influence in this region. In addition to what we 

pointed out in the previous paragraphs, the work mentioned above shows a significant variation 

among countries in terms of skin colour variance due to interviewers. For example, while 
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interviewer effects are close to zero in Venezuela, Peru and Argentina, they reach about 20% 

in Mexico and Nicaragua. These differences may bias cross-nation comparisons regarding skin 

colour discrimination, and because of that, they should lead us to nuance our conclusions when 

working with the LAPOP survey. Furthermore, this study suggests that the interviewer's skin 

tone in their appraisal of others' skin is more significant for Mestizo and indigenous populations 

than Whites. Nonetheless we focused more on the interviewers than on their impact on 

substantial research about skin colour discrimination, and its influences on socioeconomic 

outcomes. Moreover, we only vaguely considered the effect of the ethnoracial context, even 

though previous research (Castillo et al., 2018a; 2018b) has pointed out its relevance. For this 

reason, besides determining the reliability and validity of the PERLA scale (figure 19), it is 

even more crucial to define the extent to which it could affect our estimates of racial inequalities 

in Latin America. Answering these questions is the principal aim of this study.  

Figure 19: PERLA scale 

 

Hence, carrying out this study has a twofold benefit for social scientists. First, survey 

methodologists may inform their decision-making process to construct better instruments. 

Second, substantive scholars could amend their estimations of skin tone inequality by properly 

considering measurement errors and ethnoracial contexts.  
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5.1.1 Background on skin colour measurement 

As far back as 1979, the National Survey of Black Americans and the Chicano Survey 

used interviewers to rate the skin tone of their respondents (Garcia and Abascal, 2016). Without 

using any visual aid, these studies relied on the interviewers' capability to correctly assess 

respondents' tone on a five-point scale ("very light" to "very dark"). But, of course, such a 

procedure implies some risks regarding the accuracy and reliability of the skin colour 

measurements. Other surveys have used visual aids or guides to orientate interviewers' 

evaluation (Dixon and Telles, 2017). The Project of Ethnicity and Race in Latin America 

(PERLA) and Massey-Martin are two of the most famous scales for measuring skin colour. 

Both scales have 11 points, but while the former illustrates colour differences with a chart, the 

latter does it with a hand picture. Since PERLA signed a joint venture agreement with the Latin 

American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP) in 2010, the LAPOP survey uses its colour scale 

in every wave.  

Although the PERLA scale has a colour chart to standardise interviewers' judgements, 

some scholars doubt whether this procedure is objective. In this line, Villarreal (2012) states 

that using a colour palette gives us a naïve idea of impartiality because any evaluation based 

on perceptions is subjective. However, other scholars argue that these evaluations are reliable 

when respondents and interviewers belong to the same ethnoracial group, mainly when both 

are Africana American (Udry et al., 1971). Villarreal (2010), beyond his initial criticism, found 

that the 3-point scale used by the Mexico Panel Study (2006) is pretty reliable (alpha statistic 

of 0.80). However, in the same study, Kappa statistics showed that the level of agreement 

decreases as we move from the lightest (0.54) to the darkest colour (0.29). In contrast to these 

generally positive results, Hannon and DeFina (2016) show that the Massey-Martin (MM) scale 

is not as reliable as the other examples cited above. The intra-class correlation is only 0.45 for 

Black Americans and 0.08 for Latin Americans. When new raters are used, such figures drop 

to 0.28 and 0.003, respectively. When the interviewers and respondents belong to the same 

ethnoracial group, the levels of agreement improve somewhat. As these researchers recognise, 

these low levels of reliability bias skin colour's coefficient towards zero, reducing the 

probability of finding statistically significant effects when assessing skin colour’s impact on 

various socio-economic outcomes.  
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Previous studies suggest that interviewers' race is a crucial factor in the systematic 

effects of assessing respondents' skin colour. For instance, using a 3-point scale, Hill (2002) 

shows that when interviewers and respondents are from different ethnoracial groups, the skin 

colour evaluations of the former differ significantly from evaluations by same race interviewer-

respondent pairs. Hill reveals a higher disparity in skin colour assessments among interviewers 

whose ethnoracial group matches that of the respondents. Social psychologists have labelled 

this phenomenon the "out-group homogeneity illusion". It refers to the psychological 

incapacity to distinguish nuances when assessing groups that are different from ours (Quattrone 

and Jones, 1980). Other studies suggest that using visual aids or colour palettes to avoid 

misperceptions of others does not overcome that illusion. That is why Hannon and DeFina 

(2014; 2016) argue that not matching interviewers and respondents by race may lead us to bias 

our conclusion about skin colour discrimination.  

The findings commented on in the above paragraphs suggest that every scholar 

interested in studying skin colour inequalities must evaluate and control for such interviewer 

effects (Villarreal, 2012). This suggestion aligns with Telles and Paschel's (2014) argument 

that sustaining those micro-interactions, like those of interviewers and respondents, is a critical 

element of the skin colour classification process. To be more precise, there are two sources of 

bias related to skin colour research. First, interviewer effects may produce a "regression 

dilution" by biasing skin colour coefficients towards zero. Second, relevant disagreements in 

skin colour evaluations between interviewers may create an unnecessary variation, inflating 

standard errors and minimising the chance of identifying statistically significant skin colour 

effects. Unluckily, due to the current anonymisation standards, it is not easy to access datasets 

with much information about interviewers, which limits our possibilities of quantifying the 

impact of these biases. 

To guard against these problems, some studies consider the clustering of respondents 

within interviewers to adjust standard errors. However, they fail to inform the reader of the 

between-interviewer variance or the extent to which clustering influences their common 

mistakes (Hannon and Defina, 2014; Hill, 2002, Villarreal, 2010). So, the effect of the between-

interviewer variation on the skin colour measurement and coefficient remains unknown. 

Another question without a proper answer is how much interviewer effects in skin colour 

evaluations vary across different ethnoracial contexts. To illustrate this question, let us focus 

on Latin America.As shown in previous works (Castillo et al., 2018a; 2018b), skin colour’s 
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effect on education and income varies across countries depending on their ethnoracial 

configuration. For example, dark-skinned people seem to suffer more discrimination in 

countries with a large Black population and a history or slavery. Consequently, we could expect 

interviewer effects regarding skin colour measurement to be more prominent in some contexts 

because of the values assumed by ethnoracial variables at the country level. Thus, due to the 

previous assumption, biases in substantive research involving skin colour could be more acute 

in certain countries. In addition, it remains partially unclear the extent to which interviewers' 

skin colour helps us explain the between-interviewers variation regarding interviewees' skin 

colour rating.  

Finally, just as with other research problems related to race and ethnicity in Latin 

America, it is expected to find an interaction effect between some respondents' features, such 

as their socioeconomic status and self-ascribed ethnoracial categories, and interviewers' skin 

tone. However, this is another research gap regarding skin colour measurement in this region. 

As in other surveys, the interviewers work in a previously assigned area. So, what we initially 

attribute to interviewers could also be due to their work areas. To overcome this problem, we 

concurrently disentangle the two effects by applying a cross-classified mixed-effects model to 

estimate how significant the effects are across Latin America. 

To summarise, in this study, we focus on the following four research questions: 

1. To what extent does the amount of interviewer-rated skin colour variance 

explained by interviewers and areas vary across different ethnoracial contexts 

in Latin America?  

2. What, if any, is the relationship between the skin colour of the interviewers and 

that of the respondents?  

3. Does the interviewer’s skin colour moderate the relationship between whose 

socioeconomic status and self-adscribed ethnoracial identity and the 

respondent’s skin colour? 

4. How much does the skin colour effect on various socioeconomic outcomes vary 

throughout different ethnoracial contexts when the interviewer and area effects 

are considered? 
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To answer these questions and fill previously reported research gaps, we use the 2010 

Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP), a regional survey that includes all Latin 

American countries except Cuba and over 27,000 cases (approximately 1,500 per country). In 

this survey, interviewers used an 11-point colour palette to measure respondents' skin colour. 

We use cross-classified multi-level models to analyse this data, separate interviewer, and area 

effects, and quantify their magnitude across different ethnoracial contests. 

 

5.3 Hypotheses  

As said previously, skin colour measurement is not free of biases. For example, 

underestimated variance when interviewers assess the skin colour of outgroup members, the 

use of one's reference group as a common value, social desirability influence, and contextual 

factors are among the most common potential biases affecting skin colour measurement (Dixon 

and Telles, 2017). However, those biases, especially the influence of contextual variables, have 

scarcely been tested in Latin America. Interviewer-rated skin colour is one of the most analysed 

measurement biases. As far back as 1971, Urdy et al. pointed out that this type of measurement 

is reliable when researchers do not randomly match interviewers and respondents but do so 

according to their race. However, when this matching does not occur, studies report significant 

differences in respondents' skin colour average depending on interviewers' race (Hill, 2002; 

Hannon and DeFina, 2014).These biases suggest that interviewers' idiosyncrasy could 

influence their skin colour measurement, even in the presence of colour palettes such as that 

used by the LAPOP survey (Dixon and Telles, 2017). It is necessary to state that interviewers' 

idiosyncrasy is not the mere product of an individual process but mostly a societal one. For 

instance, how ethnoracially diverse a social environment is directly impacting interviewers' 

perception of others' race or skin tone. More precisely, greater exposure to out-group members 

improves skin colour distinctions and diminishes own-group bias (Campbell et al., 2020). On 

average, raters from whiter social environments assign darker tones than observers from more 

diverse contexts.  

As in other Latin American surveys, LAPOP usually recruits interviewers with some 

level of higher education, which means people from the middle or higher classes. Thus, skin 

colour raters represent a sub-sample of these groups. Following previous theoretical and 

empirical assumptions, this leads us to assume that: 
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H1. Countries with whiter, lighter-skinned, and more homogenous upper groups have 

more significant interviewer effects than the rest of Latin American countries.  

It is fair to say that there is a lack of information about our second research question. 

Indeed, only a few studies are available, and they offer us inconsistent evidence. For example, 

in the US, Campbell et al. (2020) showed no association between the skin colour of 

interviewers and that of respondents. On the other hand, Villarreal (2010) indicates pretty 

similar results in Mexico. However, the two studies used different visual aids (neither used the 

PERLA colour scale) and incomparable methods to measure interviewers' skin colour. Also, 

they only focused on one country, which does not allow us to draw hypotheses for the whole 

Latin American region. As far as we know, the only study evaluating the influence of raters' 

skin tone on the respondents' ethnoracial identification at the Latin American level is that of 

Telles and Flores (2013). This study suggests that Latin Americans are more likely to assume 

a White identity in front of darker interviewers. Thus, like this evidence, we believe that darker 

raters may unconsciously darken their perception of others' tones to reinforce their social 

distance and a hypothetical White identity. Moreover, as we said previously, interviewers 

usually come from the middle and upper classes, commonly embracing a more potent 

whitening idiosyncrasy (Telles and Flores, 2013). So, it is likely that the origin of the 

interviewers reinforces this bias.  

Therefore, in consideration of this reasoning, our second hypothesis is as follows: 

H2. The darker the skin pigmentation of interviewers, the darker their appraisal of the 

skin tone of others. 

The reasoning behind the last hypothesis also affects our expectations regarding the third 

research question. Suppose the skin tone of the raters influences their perception of others' skin 

in the way we stated above. In that case, it would be expected that the ethnoracial identity of 

the former would moderate such an effect in a predictable direction. Thus, as darker 

interviewers would darken their perception of others to reinforce their social distance and 

strength their White idiosyncrasy, this influence would intensify in the presence of respondents 

with a non-White identity and in countries where these identities represent a significant share 

of their populations and a constitutive part of their national identity. Therefore, our third 

hypothesis is as follows: 
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H3. The effect of interviewers' skin colour on their perception of respondents' skin tone 

increases when the latter embrace a non-White identity and in White countries. 

Finally, although all the previous hypotheses claim that interviewer effects impact skin 

colour assessment in Latin America, we argue that the effect of skin colour on social hierarchies 

and discrimination is so vastly documented (Canache et al., 2014; Chavez-Duenas et al., 2014; 

Perreira and Telles, 2014; Telles et al., 2015; Bailey et al., 2014), that even after accounting 

for such interviewer effects it remains significant. Consequently, our last hypothesis is: 

H4. Even after controlling for interviewer effects, the effect of skin colour on various 

socioeconomic outcomes remains statistically significant. 

 

5.3 Dataset and variables 

In this study, we analyse the 2010 LAPOP dataset. This survey is based on nationally 

representative samples of individuals aged 18 and older in 18 countries across Latin America. 

The sample size is approximately 1,500 randomly cases per country. However, the sample sizes 

range between 2,000 and 3000 points in Chile, Nicaragua, Bolivia, and Brazil. The data were 

gathered through face-to-face interviews done by well-trained survey takers. The 2010 LAPOP 

survey used a complex survey design, including stratification in four stages and clustering, 

based on the population distribution of the last national census (LAPOP, 2010). This survey 

included the PERLA (based at Princeton University) 11-point colour palette (from the lightest 

to the darkest) as a visual aid to measure skin colour. Using the PERLA colour palette, the 

survey supervisors rated the skin colour of each interviewer under their supervision by looking 

at their facial tone. Then, the interviewers ordered the skin colour of each respondent, following 

the same procedure but without showing the colour palette to them. The PERLA team designed 

this colour palette based on photographs of Latin American people available on the Internet. 

After that, it was widely pretested to ensure that the colour palette was easy to use and covered 

the whole range of colours of Latin American people. Also, this survey considered a question 

on ethnoracial identities. Every respondent was asked to identify themselves as White, Mestizo, 

Mulato, Black or Other. 

The 2010 wave is the only LAPOP dataset that includes an interviewer ID variable, which 

allows us to quantify the magnitude of the interviewer effects. We requested the interviewer 
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ID variable for the other waves from the LAPOP research team, but it was denied due to the 

claim that it was wrongly coded. Moreover, it is relevant to note that Brazil did not record 

Interviewer IDs. Thus, we analysed 17 out of the 18 Latin American countries present in this 

survey. We constructed a country-specific variable to control the differences in ethnoracial 

configuration between Latin American societies. To do so, we estimated two cluster analyses 

with the 18 Latin American countries as cases and the following variables: average skin colour, 

the skin colour fractionalisation index,16 the share of different ethnoracial groups, and Lizcano's 

(2005) typology of countries according to the history of their ethnoracial relations, which we 

included in the second analysis to validate our previous result.  

First, we estimated a hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward's method to minimise in-

group variance and get more homogeneous clusters. Our proximity measure was the squared 

Euclidean distance as we only had continuous variables. Dendrogram and the most prominent 

jump criteria suggest five clusters as the optimal solution. Then, to theoretically validate this 

result, we estimated a two-step cluster analysis, including Lizcano's typology. Finally, we 

forced the study to get another set of five clusters to compare the two results. The results pretty 

much resembled each other. Nonetheless, we preferred the last one, as it aligns more with what 

theory and history suggest. The first cluster, called "Mulato" (Brazil and the Dominican 

Republic),17 represents those countries with the most Afrodescendants and the darkest and most 

diverse skin tones. We labelled the second cluster, formed by the whitest, most homogenous, 

and lightest-skinned populations, "White" (Chile, Uruguay, Argentina and Costa Rica). The 

third cluster is the "Indomestizo" one, and it characterises countries (Peru, Ecuador, Guatemala, 

and Bolivia) with the highest proportions of Indigenous and Mestizo populations. Then, the 

"Mestizo" cluster represents those countries (Mexico, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay, and El 

Salvador) with higher proportions of Mestizos and the second lightest (before White countries) 

skin tone. Finally, the Afromestizo cluster (Panama, Venezuela and Colombia) depicts 

countries with high proportions of Whites and Afrodescendant populations and a broad skin 

 
16 To get this value we used the same formula proposed by Alesina et al. (2003). 
 

𝐹𝑅𝐴𝐶𝑇𝐽 = 1 − ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑙
2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

This formula shows the probability that two randomly sampled individuals from a population belong to different 
ethnoracial or skin colour groups, where Sil is the proportion of group i (i = 1…N) in country j. 
17 Since the 2010 LAPOP survey does not include an interviewer ID variable for Brazil, this cluster only represents 
the Dominican Republic 
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colour spectrum. Furthermore, the 2010 LAPOP survey includes a set of sociodemographic 

variables that we also consider in our analysis. These variables are gender, place of residence 

(rural or urban), goods score (the number of total possessions from a battery of 13 private and 

household goods), age, education (years of schooling completed ranging from 0 to 18 or more) 

and income (a set of ten bands based on the decile distribution of income in each country, 

which informs us where the total household income falls). Moreover, this dataset has 

information about the gender and skin colour of the interviewers.  

 

5.4 Analytical approach 

We use cross-classified multilevel models (Snijders and Bosker, 2011) to answer our four 

research questions. These models allow us to investigate the respondent’s skin colour variation, 

which the interviewer explains. Furthermore, we avoid ignoring confounding interviewer and 

area effects by using these models, considering the cross-cultural dimension. These two aspects 

have not usually been considered in previous research inquiring about interviewer effects 

regarding skin colour measurement. Therefore, we add area effects and countries as a fourth 

level to deal with these problems. This additional level enables us to determine if interviewer 

effects vary across countries due to ethnoracial factors such as skin colour heterogeneity, the 

national mean of skin colour, and the relative size of different ethnoracial groups. Thus, our 

final model has respondents as the first levels, which are nested in areas and interviewers, a 

cross-classified second level, and everything nested within countries. From the interviewer’s 

standpoint, this model is expressed as:  

𝒀𝒊(𝒋,𝒌)𝒍 =  𝜸𝟎 +  ∑ 𝜸𝒉𝒙𝒊(𝒋,𝒌)𝒍 + 𝑼𝟎𝒋 + 𝑼𝟎𝒌 + 𝑼𝟎𝒍 + 𝑹𝒊(𝒋,𝒌)𝒍 

In this expression, the skin colour of the respondent (𝑌) is the dependent variable, which 

varies by individual (𝑖), cluster(𝑗), interviewer(𝑘) and country(𝑙). The fixed part of the model 

has an intercept and a ℎ set of control variables with fixed effects, which are represented by 

(𝛾0) and (𝛾ℎ) respectively. Finally, this model also has a random part, which is represented by 

random effects for clusters, interviewers, and countries (𝑈0𝑗 + 𝑈0𝑘 + 𝑈0𝑙) and a residual term 

(𝑅𝑖(𝑗,𝑘)𝑙). 
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We estimate models with and without control variables. On the one hand, the models 

without controls give us evidence of the overall sizes of the variances at different levels 

(interviewers, clusters, and country). On the other hand, the models with control variables for 

respondents (income, education, ethnoracial identity, rural/urban area, gender, and age) and 

country levels (ethnoracial configuration) allow us to control some potential confounder 

differences in ethnoracial composition between countries. Like other surveys, the LAPOP does 

not randomise the allocation of interviewers in the field. As a result, a specific type of interview 

(e.g. light-skinned or most educated) can concentrate on some areas, negatively affecting the 

quality of the skin colour measurement and leading to erroneous conclusions about interviewer 

effects. We use cross-classified models to deal with this problem, since they enable us to 

separate various forms of variation and disentangle the interviewer and area effects (West and 

Blom, 2017).  

To answer the first research question, we run the multilevel models specified above, with 

and without controls, separately for each of our five ethnoracial contexts. This procedure allows 

us to analyse and then visualise how much the skin colour variation explained by interviewers 

varies from one context to another. Then, to answer the second and third research questions, 

we add the gender and the skin colour of the interviewer to our models. Also, we include two 

interaction terms: one between the interviewer's skin colour and the respondent's ethnoracial 

identity, and the other between the gender of both interviewer and respondent. To address the 

last research question, we run two different-from-the-previous-one’s multilevel models to 

answer two substantive research questions: what is skin colour’s effect on 1) income and 2) 

education? The sociological relevance of answering these questions relies on their systematic 

use as proof of the Latin American pigmentocratic regime (Telles et al., 2014; Bailey et al., 

2014;  Bailey et al., 2014;  Villarreal, 2010).  

These models are the same in every aspect except for how they deal with the interviewer 

effects. Therefore, we label the first approach naïve and the second one systematic bias. While 

the naïve approach is represented by a multilevel regression model that explains income and 

education using the skin colour of the respondent and a set of sociodemographic controls, 

considering the clustering by areas as a second level, the second approach expands the previous 

model by adding the skin colour of the interviewer as an explanatory variable and also taking 

into account interviewers as an extra cross-classified level.  The first approach resembles what 

most researchers do by including area as a clustering variable in a complex survey design. In 
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addition, the second one deals with any bias interviewers may introduce because of their 

characteristics. Both approaches are graphically explained in Figure 20. All these models are 

estimated in a two-step procedure. First, we analyse the pooled sample of all Latin American 

countries. Then, we run these models separately for each ethnoracial context. Hence, we aim 

to highlight any bias due to interviewers that might exist, altering previous conclusions about 

skin colour discrimination in Latin America, and then study how such a bias could vary from 

one context to another.  All the multilevel models in this study have been estimated with R 

4.1.3 for windows and the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). 
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20. Figure Multilevel model

The first part of this figure represents a traditional regression approach to model the influence (𝛽1) of the skin colour of the respondents (𝑖) on different socioeconomic 
outcomes (𝑌) after controlling for the influence (𝛽2) of various sociodemographic factors (𝐻). The second one considers the clustering by areas (𝑗) by adding a random 
intercept at the area level (𝑢𝑗). Finally, the third is a cross-classified multilevel model with areas and interviewers (𝑘) that includes the impact of the last ones by adding 

another random intercept (𝑢𝑘). Also, it considers the influence (𝛽3) of the skin colour of the interviewers (𝑍) to take into account any systematic bias that they might 
have.  
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5.5  Results 

 Before starting more thorough analyses, we examine some descriptive statistics (Table 

11). As we can observe, the Latin American mean skin colour is 4.8, which is close to light 

brown pigmentations. However, as the standard deviation (1.9) suggests, there is a relevant 

variation. Regarding racial identities, the most prominent groups are Whites and Mestizos, 

followed by Blacks and Indigenous. Moreover, concerning our demographic controls, almost 

half of the Latin American sample are males, while the average age is close to 40 years old. 

Finally, regarding the socioeconomic variables in our model, the mean of years of schooling is 

9.4 (with a significant dispersion), and the average income value reveals that our model is 

slightly below the mid-point of the income distribution. The goods score informs us that, on 

average, our respondents had 5.7 items from our battery of household and private possessions.  

Table 11. Descriptive statistics 

    
% or 

Mean 
SD 

Ethnoracial identity 

White 22,4%  

Black 9,2%  

Indigenous 7,1%  

Mestizo 48,8%  

Mulatto 2,8%  

Other 9,6%  

Ethnoracial 
configuration 

Indomestizo 31,1%  

Mestizo 26,7%  

Afromestizo 16,2%  

Dominican Republic 5,2%  

White 20,7%  

Gender 
Male 49,5%  

Female 50,5%  

Residence place 
Urban 63,5%  

Rural 36,5%  

Skin colour 4,8 1,9 

Years of schooling 9,4 4,4 

Income 4,3 2,3 

Goods score 5,7 2,9 

Age 38,9 15,6 

Skin colour (Int.) 4,6 1,6 

Gender (Int.) 
Male 40,3%  

Female 59,7%   

Source: LAPOP 2010 
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 The features of the interviewers deserve a special mention. Regarding the gender of 

interviewers, about 60% of them were females. However, more relevant to our research 

objectives are the descriptive statistics about the skin colour of the interviewers, whose average 

pigmentation was somewhat lighter and more homogenous than that of the respondents. This 

difference can be visualised in Figure 21, which shows that the skin colour gap between 

interviewers and respondents was the largest in White countries. This map partially confirms 

our assumptions about where the interviewers came from, which Figure 22 complements. 

According to this information, White countries have the most ethnoracially homogenous elite. 

We initiate our inferential analysis by examining our multilevel models, run on 17 Latin 

American countries (Table 12). We start by examining Model 1, which does not include any 

control variables and allows us to know the contribution of each level (interviewer, area, and 

country) to the overall skin colour estimation. For example, interviewers explain 18% of the 

skin colour variation, while regions and countries explain 0,03% and 10%, respectively. 

However, it is crucial to warn the reader that confounding factors could distort such figures.  

Table 12. Cross-classified multilevel regression of respondent's skin colour in 
17 Latin American countries 

    Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

  B Sig. B Sig. B Sig. 

Income    -0,005  -0,019  

Education    -0,026 *** -0,022 *** 

Ethnoracial Identity   
    

 White (omitted)    
    

 Black    3,670 *** 2,887 *** 

 Indigenous    1,767 *** 1,658 *** 

 Mestizo    1,235 *** 0,839 *** 

 Mulatto    1,941 *** 1,755 *** 

 Other    1,750 *** 1,174 *** 

Age    -0,002 *** -0,002 *** 

Gender   
    

 Female   -0,226 *** -0,187 *** 

Residence place   
    

 Urban (omitted)   
    

 Rural   -0,019  -0,020  

Goods score    -0,051 *** -0,050 *** 

Ethnoracial configuration       

 Indomestizo (omitted)       

 Mestizo   0,075  1,069 *** 

 Afromestizo   0,070  1,082 *** 

 The Domunican Republic   0,219  0,949 * 

 White   -0,089  -0,347  
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Interviewer's skin colour     0,272 *** 

Interviewer's gender        

 Female     0,078 * 

Int. skin colour*Income     0,003  

Int. skin colour*Education     -0,001  

Int. skin colour*Identity       

 Black      0,170 *** 

 Indigenous      0,027  

 Mestizo      0,091 *** 

 Mulatto      0,046  

 Other      0,130 *** 

Int. Skin colour*Gender       

 Female     -0,009  

Int. skin colour*Configuration       

 Mestizo     -0,241 *** 

 Afromestizo     -0,259 *** 

 The Dominican Republic     -0,205 ** 

 White     0,112 ** 

AIC  88527,86 79209,81 78763,74 

BIC  88568,51 79372,42 79040,19 

Log likelihood  -44258,93 -39584,9 -39347,87 

Number of observation  25105 

Num. groups: Interviewer  734 

Num. groups: Cluster 726 

Num. groups: Country 17 

Var: Interviewer  0,484 0,402 0,34446 

Var: Cluster 0,076 0,035 0,03136 

Var: Country 0,271 0,060 0,04188 

Var: Residual 1,841 1,125 1,1152 

Source: LAPOP 2010.  

*** P < 0.001      
 

** P < 0.01      
 

* P < 0.05      
 

 ᶧ P < 0.1 (two-tailed tests)       
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Figure 22: Factionalized elites index 

This index is elaborated by the Fund of Peace and goes 

from 0 (lowest) to 10 (highest). It measures the 

fragmentation of state institutions along ethnic, class, clan, 

racial or religious lines. Also, it considers the use of 

nationalistic political rhetoric by ruling elites, often in 

terms of nationalism or xenophobia (e.g. “ethnic 

cleansing"). This graph was elaborated with data from the 

2010 wave. 

Figure 21. Distribution of skin colour 
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To deal with this problem, we include country-and-respondent-level variables in Model 2. The 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) informs us that including these control variables improves 

our model. Every respondent-level effect is statistically significant, except income and place 

of residence. Thus, more educated people, females, whites, those with more goods and older 

people were commonly classified by the interviewers as lighter-skinned after controlling for 

other factors. In contrast, poorly educated people, males, those with fewer goods, younger 

people and non-White Latin Americans, mainly Blacks, were frequently rated as darker-

skinned. In this model, about 25% of the total skin colour variance comes from the interviewers. 

In other words, this means that, even after controlling for other variables, there is a 0.25 

correlation between two unintentionally chosen respondents from the same skin colour rater 

(interviewer). 

To go further, we next examine how the interviewer effect varies by ethnoracial context. 

Figures 23 and 24 show us the variance decomposition for each ethnoracial context. We do this 

analysis in a two-step process. First, we estimate the relative variance that the interviewers and 

areas explain in the models without controls. Then, we do the same but in the models with 

sociodemographic variables for the respondent level. The amount of skin colour variance 

explained by the interviewers goes from close to 13% in the Dominican Republic to 26% in 

Indomestizo (Peru, Ecuador, Guatemala, and Bolivia) and 27% in White (Chile, Argentina, 

Uruguay and Argentina) countries. These figures change a bit after adding individual-level 

controls, but not significantly. Unfortunately, there is no in-depth study of the reasons behind 

such an order in the skin colour variance explained by the interviewers. However, it is 

consistent with the theoretical assumptions we previously made. Countries with more 

homogenous and light-skinned elites show more significant interviewer effects.  
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Figure 23: Variation by configuration without controls 

 

Figure 24: Variation by ethnonational configuration with controls 
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 Different levels of interviewer effects can damage comparative research using this 

measure of skin colour since any difference in the skin colour effect could be due to 

interviewers' differential perceptions. However, to clarify how severe this influence is, it is 

necessary to discard the existence of any systematic error caused by the interviewer. To address 

this problem, Model 3 includes two interviewer-level variables: gender and skin colour. This 

model shows a strong association between the skin colour of the interviewer and that of the 

respondent. More precisely, as interviewers became darker, so did their evaluation of others. 

As we also control for many respondent-level controls, this influence represents a systematic 

bias in the way interviewers assessed respondents' shade. Finally, regarding the gender of the 

interviewer's effect, we observe a somewhat darker average evaluation for females than males.  

 Model 3 suggests that darker-skinned and female interviewers perceived respondents' 

skin tone as darker than males and lighter-skinned interviewers. Nonetheless, what is 

remarkable is that the magnitude of this effect varies depending on the ethnoracial identity of 

the respondent they were rating, which allows us to answer our third research question. It 

should be stated that the effect of interviewers' skin colour is significantly more substantial for 

Black and –to a lesser extent– Mestizos compared with White respondents. For instance, the 

interviewer's skin colour effect on their appraisal of others' skin tone is 0.28 for White males 

from Indomestizo countries, whose income and education are at the regional mean.18 In 

contrast, for Black and Mestizo respondents with the same characteristics, this effect is 0.45 

and 0.37, respectively. Thus, on average and after controlling for other factors, as interviewers 

turned darker by one unit in the PERLA scale, their assessment of others’ skin colour was 

associated with darker tones if they were rating Black or Mestizo respondents compared to 

White ones. These results reinforce our idea that there is a systematic bias regarding how 

interviewers evaluate respondents' skin colour. 

 Interestingly, the other interactions between the skin colour of the interviewer and the 

sociodemographic characteristics of the respondents are not statistically significant. However, 

the ethnoracial configuration at the country level seems to moderate this effect, which reaches 

its peak in White countries, followed by Indomestizo countries in second place. More precisely, 

such an effect is 0.39 for the former and 0.28 for the latter, in the case of male respondents who 

embraced a White identity and had an average income and education. It is noteworthy to say 

 
18 All of these specifications should be mentioned since we have several interaction terms involving the skin 
colour of the interviewer.  
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here that the AIC and BIC statistics suggest that Model 3 is the best one. Moreover, it should 

be stated that the inclusion of the interviewers' skin colour explains at best 14% of the 

interviewer-level variance in Model 2. Even though this figure is higher than previous findings 

(Cernat et al., 2019a), future research will need to go further to explain how interviewers rate 

others' skin tones.   

 So far, this study has shown that the influence of interviewers on their rating is 

systematic. This problem could severely affect our capability to use this skin colour measure 

in substantive analysis and highlight the necessity of answering our fourth research question. 

To address this problem, we explain two socioeconomic outcomes previously used by social 

stratification researchers (education and income) using skin colour and other sociodemographic 

controls, comparing the two approaches described in the previous section. First, Figure 21 

compares the regression results of the two approaches with the pooled sample of 17 Latin 

American countries. In the case of education, we see that the naïve approach underestimated 

the influence of skin colour. However, the confidence intervals overlap, indicating that such 

differences are not statistically significant. In the case of income, the two approaches offer us 

pretty similar results. 

 Second, in Figures 25 and 26, we show the regression results of the two approaches 

separately for each ethnoracial context. Overall, we do not observe any statistically significant 

variation depending on the approach used. However, in the case of education and particularly 

in Indomestizo, Afromestizo and White countries, minor differences suggest that the naïve 

approach tends to underestimate the effect of skin colour on social stratification. Regarding 

income, Figure 27 shows a similar pattern but with, to some extent, opposite results. For 

instance, there are no significant differences between the approaches in this case. Nonetheless, 

in Afromestizo countries and the Dominican Republic, the systematic bias approach seems to 

weaken the influence of skin colour. In contrast, in White countries, that approach almost 

makes the skin colour effect statistically significant.  
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Figure 25: The skin colour effect on education and income in Latin America 

 

 

Figure 26. The skin colour on education 
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Figure 27: The skin colour effect on income 

 

5.6. Conclusion  
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more solid classification of countries according to their ethnoracial configuration, whose 

relevance in understanding the skin colour effect on social hierarchies we showed before 

(Castillo et al., 2018a; 2018b). Thus, we can assess how much interviewer effects vary from 

one context to another and, in turn, evaluate how interviewer features –mainly skin colour– 

may have biased our previous findings using this classification.  

 This study's evidence can be organised into three main results. First, we showed that 

the interviewer-level variance is about 23% after including controls at different levels 

(respondents, interviewers, and countries). This figure represents an interviewer effect whose 

size is moderate. In addition, we showed that this effect fluctuates significantly from one 

ethnoracial context to another. The relevance of this result relies on the fact that such context-

level variation can lead to erroneous conclusions when doing comparative research. Second, 

our findings show a systematic bias regarding how interviewers classify the skin colour of 

others. As the skin colour of the interviewer turns darker, their rating of the respondent's skin 

tone also does so. Furthermore, our findings suggest that such an influence is more potent for 

Blacks and Mestizo respondents, just as it is in White and Indomestizo countries. Finally, as 

the third main result of our study, we showed that after considering interviewer variance and 

skin colour in substantive research, there are no significant differences compared to the 

traditional regression models used in previous research. 

 The last main finding suggests that our conclusions regarding skin colour's role in the 

Latin American social pyramid and discrimination are not biased. However, to avoid erroneous 

results in future research, scholars should always consider that the interviewer-level variance 

and skin colour may play a crucial role depending on the data and questions they aim to answer. 

All these findings support what we assumed in our theory section. For example, regarding the 

first hypothesis, we showed that White countries have the most significant interviewer effect 

in our model. Although we did not directly test the influence of having more homogenous and 

lighter-skinned elites, our findings give indirect evidence favouring our expectations. 

Regarding the second hypothesis, our results are in line with our expectations. Again, although 

we did not directly test the relevance of all the factors involved in our theoretical reasoning, 

the fact that darker interviewers tended to assign darker tones to respondents suggests that the 

former –who on average were lighter-skinned and supposedly wealthier than the respondents– 

may have reinforced their social distance with respondents by darkening them. Furthermore, 

our findings support the third hypothesis because the effect of the interviewer's skin colour is 
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the largest in White countries and for Black respondents. Finally, the results we presented here 

also support our fourth hypothesis. This means that the skin colour inequality previously 

reported by other scholars interested in Latin America is not a mere consequence of 

measurement errors caused by interviewers. Therefore, we can assume that light-skinned 

people's systematic higher social position across Latin America is likely to be an actual 

outcome of the long-lasting inequalities that were started by the colonisation process.   

 Since we did not directly test any of our main theoretical suppositions, future research 

should go deeper to clarify the actual causes behind the associations we have tested. For 

example, regarding our first hypothesis, scholars should explore why the second-largest 

interviewer effects are seen in Indomestizo countries, whose elite and ethnoracial composition 

differs from that of White countries like Chile. By exploring this apparent anomaly, we could 

be sure that the elites' skin colour and their degree of homogeneity are indeed the causal factors 

behind the interviewers' effect we analysed. In relation to the second hypothesis, it is crucial to 

illuminate the causal mechanisms behind the interviewers' skin colour effect. This sort of bias 

may be oriented towards embracing a White identity, as previous research (Telles and Flores, 

2013) shows that people tend to self-identify as White in front of darker raters. Therefore, the 

interviewer bias we analysed here could ideally be the opposite of this phenomenon. Testing 

these explanations is a must on the future research agenda. Finally, about the speculations 

behind the third hypothesis, we can guess that different dimensions of race interrelate with each 

other, affecting the interviewer's skin colour effect on the skin colour measure. More 

concretely, we believe that White idiosyncrasy could be the crucial factor behind the systematic 

biases that interviewers introduce into skin colour measurement. Addressing all these research 

questions will make it clear whether our theoretical speculations need to be updated in light of 

new evidence.  

 From a methodological viewpoint, this study sheds light on the necessity of dealing 

with the measurement errors caused by interviewers. Besides using multilevel models to 

minimise their impact on substantive research, there are two other ways to tackle them. First, 

we refer to conducting an extensive training of interviewers before collecting data or, in second 

place and in the expectation of more objective measures, using electronic devices specially 

designed to capture the whole range of human skin colours. The last option should be seriously 

considered in some cases, as the PERLA scale shows poorer results than electronic devices 

regarding the reduction of measuring errors when surveys can gather only a single rating 
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(Gordon et al., 2022). However, such advice should be nuanced by the finding that skin colour, 

as perceived by others, is crucial to understanding racial relations in Latin America (Telles, 

2014). For all the options to be available, the survey data must include interviewers' IDs and 

relevant other controls for the interviewer level. In addition, we strongly recommend that both 

survey designers and data managers frequently perform reliability and validity analyses of their 

instruments to measure skin colour.  

 In summary, our study represents a significant contribution to the study of skin colour 

measurement and racial stratification. We have complemented previous findings in this field 

(Hill, 2002; Hannon & DeFina, 2016; Villarreal, 2012) by illustrating and expanding our 

understanding of interviewer effects’ peculiarities and their consequences for researchers 

interested in Latin American inequalities. These contributions are crucial as having high-

quality data, just like performing outstanding research, is essential to design policies to tackle 

the long-lasting racial barriers in this region.    
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 The preference for whiteness or lighted-skinned people is a social problem that is well 

documented by social scientists. Even though there are enough historical and quantitative 

findings to show that it is a worldwide phenomenon, most of the evidence comes from the 

United States. Colourism, which is the label that the American Academy has given to this 

problem, has profound roots in countries as far away as Japan. The highly profitable cosmetic 

industry of skin bleaching products, whose creams and lotions are in demand from Nigeria to 

Indonesia, demonstrate how cross-cultural colourism is. However, the American roots of the 

colourism concept manifest in a constant attempt to disentangle this idea from that of race and 

ethnicity. For example, in Latin America, those three concepts are tightly related, reinforcing 

the necessity of properly understanding how the preference for light skin emerges in different 

contexts. Filling this research gap is the principal aim of this thesis. This section shows the 

obscure zones that this thesis illuminates in a six-step process. First, we discuss the historical 

roots of colourism globally, especially Latin America. Then, we illustrate what was known and 

what needed to be inquired about before conducting this research. In the third subsection, we 

explain the theoretical model that supports our hypotheses. Fourth, we summarise the main 

findings of this research and how they help or neglect our initial theoretical assumptions. Fifth, 

we signal the limitations we faced throughout this study, how they impacted our results and the 

road ahead to gain a complete understanding of skin colour inequalities in Latin America.  

 

6.1  Origins of the preference for light skin 

 The beginning of colourism can be traced back to two primary sources (Dixon and Telles, 

2017). First, it is usually the consequence of European colonialism in the Western World, 

mostly on American and African soil. On the contrary, it is usually an epiphenomenon of the 

historical class division of labour in primarily agricultural societies in the Eastern World, where 

lower classes are constantly working under the sun. In the Americas, as part of the Western 

World, differences in social status due to skin colour are commonly explained due to the social 

hierarchies imposed after the European Empires' invasion. However, the British and Iberian 

Empires embraced different values and developed various systems of racial relations, which in 

turn triggered different types of colourism (Bonilla-Silva, 2004, 2009; Sue, 2009). For instance, 

in the former English colonies, the one-drop rule created a clear linguistic distinction between 
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race and colour (Banton, 2012; Monk, 2016). Thus, ethnoracial categories were –and to some 

extents still are– the canonical concept to understand the socioeconomic differences between 

individuals and the colour distinctions. In the best case, they were used to analyse differences 

within ethnoracial groups. In contrast, in Latin America, the intense process of miscegenation 

blurred racial lines, making race and colour hardly distinguishable words (Telles and Paschel, 

2014). Indeed, nowadays, people prefer to talk about colour instead of race.  

 Thus, to better understand how both ideas coexist, we offer a standard definition of all of 

the concepts involved in this research. First, race refers to an externally imposed classification 

based on physical features, such as skin tone or hair type. All those features took place within 

the context of the European colonisation process (Golash-Boza, 2018). In opposition, ethnicity 

refers to a self-assigned identity based on cultural traits and shared history. However, as another 

miscegenation process consequence, both concepts are amalgamated in the Latin American 

understanding of these issues. For this reason, like Telles and the PERLA team (Telles, 2014), 

we prefer to talk about ethnoracial categories to refer to White, Black or Mestizo identities. In 

this context, skin colour summons cultural and genetic inheritance ideas, turning into the 

essential concept for understanding racial hierarchies in Latin America. This goes far beyond 

the relevance of colourism in the Anglo-Saxon sphere and highlights the necessity of coining 

a concept able to account for this Latin American particularity. To meet this need, Lipschutz's 

concept of pigmentocracy (1967) is the best alternative since it describes this region as a social 

hierarchy based on ethnoracial categories and a skin colour continuum where the whitest and 

light skins are at the top.  

 

6.1.1 Pigmentocracy, colonialism and slavery 

 According to social science scholars, the history behind the appearance of colourism in 

the Americas and the pigmentocratic regime in Latin America is the history of slavery. In the 

context of colonial enterprise and to get the most benefit from predominantly agrarian 

economies, European empires started to enslave people, first and mainly in Africa, but also –

to a lesser extent– in other latitudes. One of the most frequent justifications for enslaving non-

European people relied on their skin colour. An ad hoc interpretation of the Bible, trying to 

link the darker skin of non-European people to sins and curses, was a recurrent justification for 

treating darker-skinned people like non-humans that could be treated with pure brute force 
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(Jablonski, 2012). In the Americas, the first consequence of this cultural shift was the 

establishment of a privilege ladder based on how White, culturally, or phenotypically, people 

looked (Mörner, 1967; 1970). The institutional manifestation of the previously described 

change was the establishment of a caste society (Sociedad de castas) in the Portuguese and 

Spanish colonies. This social structure put White settlers at the top, followed by Mestizos 

(mixed-race people, half White half Amerindians), Amerindians and Blacks at the bottom. 

Nevertheless, and in contrast to racial hierarchies in the English-speaking colonies, the Latin 

American colonies lacked laws prohibiting unions between individuals of different races. As a 

result, racial lines blurred, the "pure" White population remained a small group, and a hierarchy 

based on colour differences more than on ancestry (as in the English-Speaking colonies) 

emerged.  

 

6.1.2  New republics: from the whitening ideology to racially blinded societies 

 In the nineteenth century, scientific ideas regarding racial differences stated that Latin 

American republics were behind the United States and Europe in terms of industrialisation and 

economic development because of their racial admixture and lack of White populations. In 

concordance with that idea, soon after the Latin American republics gained their independence 

from the colonial powers, they sought to whiten their people by incentivising European 

migration (Pérez-Rosales, 1886). This State-driven operation reached its most ambitious 

version in the Southern Cone, where elites embraced a whitening ideology without nuance 

(Wade, 2010). Some other countries failed in this campaign and incorporated a mixing-race 

doctrine; however, it always subtly emphasised the White pole of that admixture. Thus, 

concepts like "racial democracy" in Brazil or "cosmic race" in Mexico were frequently used by 

national elites to say that the racial lines had vanished, and that everyone had become mixed-

race because of mestizaje (Martínez Casas et al., 2014). A relevant consequence of this cultural 

change was that, slowly but decidedly, Latin American countries stopped asking for ethnoracial 

categories in national censuses or any other applicable State survey (Loveman, 2014). 

Therefore, as much as the political elites, Latin American social scientists were blind to the 

racial hierarchies in this region for a long time.  
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6.1.3 The multiculturalist turn 

In the 1980s, a relevant cultural change occurred in Latin America regarding the visibility 

of several ethnoracial groups whose existence was hidden from the public. Thanks to this 

change, which is often labelled the multiculturalist turn, ethnoracial differences and 

hierarchies, as much as racism, started to be publicly discussed in Latin American societies. 

Due to this new trend, politicians and social scientists from Latin America have begun to 

acknowledge that their communities are not exceptionally distinct from the United States since 

they are not non-racist as their leaders believed (Wade et al., 2019; Rahier, 2014; Hernández, 

2013). However, this does not mean that Latin American societies are similar to the former 

English colonies in every aspect. It is still recognised that colonialism, racial relations, and 

nation-building have some particularities in Latin America. Additionally, and perhaps more 

relevant than the previous assertion, the multiculturalist turn leads us to recognise that Latin 

America is not a homogenous region. Thus, asserting that not everyone in Latin America is 

mixed-race should not obscure the significant differences between the Southern Cone and 

Andean countries in terms of the ethnoracial composition and hierarchies.  

The multiculturalist turn helped Latin American societies to institutionalise ethnoracial 

differences. Thus, since the 1980s, many countries have legally recognised the existence and 

rights of the indigenous populations within their borders. As a result, the indigenous 

communities in different countries, such as Bolivia or Colombia, have gained political rights 

and guaranteed access to land. However, those Amerindian groups' recognition has come from 

a cultural perspective, which most of the time has obliterated references to racism or ethnoracial 

hierarchies (Wade et al., 2019). So, even during these new times, the Amerindian and Black 

populations have suffered from discrimination and violent actions against them. In the 1990s, 

the constitutions of several Latin American countries declared their identity to be multiethnic 

or plurinational, first by recognising indigenous populations and then Black ones (Van Cott, 

2000; Loveman, 2014). Nevertheless, with the exception of Brazil, questions about ethnoracial 

discrimination were still seldomly inquired into (Htun, 2004). There were two main 

consequences of this oblivion: first, (1) ethnoracial problems were commonly treated as a 

relevant issue exclusively for ethnoracial minorities; and second, (2) social differences among 

the rest of the population were rarely attributed to ethnoracial features. Thus, studies about 

social stratification in this region preferred to talk about classism instead of racism (Franco et 

al., 2007).  
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In recent decades, approximately since the 2000s, academic research and political actions 

regarding ethnoracial hierarchies in Latin American societies have become a trendy topic. 

Moreover, racial discrimination has stopped being treated as solely a problem for indigenous 

and Black populations living in rural areas. Hence, canonical issues of social stratification have 

become relevant for these groups and researchers interested in such issues. Ethnoracial 

differences in education and income, primarily due to discrimination in labour markets or 

educational systems, have become as notorious as land rights or constitutional recognition 

(Wade et al., 2019). Such a shift within the multiculturalist turn has changed the focus of 

ethnoracial problems and expanded the borders of the population (being) affected (by them). 

Consequently, social researchers have increasingly asked about the socioeconomic differences 

amongst Latin Americans due to ethnoracial factors, giving birth to a novel approach: studying 

skin colour hierarchies in Latin America. This revival of the pigmentocracy concept has shed 

light on the current racial orders, with light-skinned Latin Americans at the top and darker ones 

at the bottom (Telles, 2014). Within this new approach, this thesis is inscribed.  

 

6.2   What is known and what still needs to be known 

Before writing this thesis, we did know that colour hierarchies existed in Latin 

America. Even after decades of public neglect by political and intellectual elites, evidence of 

light-skin privilege was widespread across the region. Unlike the US, Latin America lacks well-

defined ethnoracial categories and hierarchies based mainly on ancestry; however, it has its 

own kind of ethnoracial hierarchies, whose tipping point is phenotype instead of descendance. 

Following this assumption, a group of scholars have found that darker-skinned Latin 

Americans are systematically in the worst position in terms of perceived discrimination, health 

conditions and crucial socioeconomic outcomes, such as income and education (Caneche et al., 

2014; Perreira and Telles, 2014; Gravlee et al., 2005; Telles et al., 2015; Bailey et al. 2014; 

2016). More critical to the understanding of ethnoracial inequalities in Latin America, most of 

the studies mentioned above have shown that colour scales, especially the one designed by the 

Project for Race and Ethnicity in Latin America (PERLA) based at Princeton University, are 

better than self-ascribed identification (e.g., White, Black, Mestizo, Mulato, Amerindian) to 

assess the significant differences in socioeconomic outcomes (Telles, 2014; Monk, 2016). The 

relevance of this finding is related to not only preferring one variable over another but 
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recognising that the way people are perceived by others –as skin colour is measured using the 

PERLA scale– is more important than how they perceive themselves –as ethnoracial identities 

are commonly assessed– to understand ethnoracial hierarchies in Latin America. Furthermore, 

the PERLA colour scale has proven to be a pivotal factor in understanding why some people 

ascribe to a White identity while others assume a Black, Mestizo or Amerindian one (Telles 

and Pashel, 2014; Telles and Flores, 2013). Thus, although every scholar interested in these 

issues should control for both in tandem, they should also note that they are not deciding 

between factors with the same relevance position, since consistently and systematically, skin 

colour has proven to be the variable around which other ethnoracially related problems 

organise.  

Finally, from a methodological standpoint and because interviewers use the PERLA scale 

as a visual aid to assess the skin colour of respondents (it is not a "truly" objective measure), 

some scholars have raised concerns regarding three vital aspects. The first is the validity and 

reliability of this scale. The second is the existence of the effects of the interviewer and how 

they can vary across Latin America. Finally, there are also concerns regarding the systematic 

bias that interviewers can introduce in measuring skin colour. Overall, overestimating the 

importance of these problems implies the risk of leading  researchers to affect their conclusion 

severely in two complementary ways. First, they can make erroneous statements about cross-

national comparisons regarding the effect of skin colour on socioeconomic outcomes. Second, 

they can underestimate the effect of skin colour on the presence of systematic biases introduced 

by interviewers.  

A few studies have addressed these problems by using the PERLA. For example, Gordon 

et al. (2022) found that skin colour measures using the PERLA scale are highly correlated with 

skin colour measures obtained by using other scales that are used by interviewers (the Massey-

Martin) and electronic devices (Labby spectrophotometer and Nix colourimeter). In addition, 

skin colour measures using the PERLA scale show an expected variation within ethnoracial 

groups, like other instruments. The PERLA scale shows enough comparability, 

meaningfulness, and consistency for use in skin colour measurements in face-to-face surveys. 

However, the essential finding of Gordon et al. (2022) is that the PERLA scale seems to be 

better than other scales to capture the lightest range of colours, while electronic devices are 

preferred to scales used by interviewers in terms of obtaining more objective ratings. 
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The last statement can be relevant to discarding the PERLA scale, favouring more 

objective measures like the Nix colourimeter. However, this kind of instrument is still extensive 

enough to be used in cross-national surveys across Latin America. Moreover, as previously 

said, the ethnoracial discrimination behind the influence of skin colour on Latin American 

social hierarchies is not the mere product of an "objective measure" of shades but of how others 

perceive people. Regarding the effects of interviewers and their impact in substantive research 

involving skin colour, as far as we know, the only finding addressing these issues is that of 

Cernat et al. (2019). According to this study, interviewers explain a moderate but relevant share 

of skin colour variance. In addition, such a variation changes dramatically from one country to 

another. Finally, there is a systematic bias in the way that interviewers rate the skin colour of 

respondents—dark-skinned interviewers rate respondents' skin colour as darker than their light-

skinned colleagues. This is all that we knew before doing this research. However, there were 

relevant research gaps regarding the factors that can potentially moderate the effect of skin 

colour on socioeconomic outcomes, as much as the influence of interviewers' skin tone on 

respondents' skin tone as rated by them. More precisely, when we considered potential 

moderators, we considered gender, social origin, ethnoracial identity and the ethnoracial 

composition at the country level. Based on our understanding, all these variables are 

theoretically and historically related to skin colour be as the central stage of the Latin American 

social pyramid. In the next section, we explain the links among all of them. 

 

6.3  Skin colour inequality in Latin America: an intersectional and multilevel approach 

This section explains the theory behind our central assumption that skin colour is the 

primary factor in understanding ethnoracial inequalities in Latin America, whose effect –we 

suppose– is moderated by gender, ethnoracial identity and social origin. Moreover, to 

understand why such an effect varies by country, as prior research has shown, we assess the 

relevance of ethnoracial configuration as a country-level moderation factor.  
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6.3.1 Gender and skin colour 

 The worldwide use of bleaching products primarily by women suggests that both 

variables are tightly related. For instance, if we strictly follow Hunter's theory (2005), we can 

assume that beautifulness is an ideology that is profoundly racialised. As an example of this 

relationship, in non-formal Spanish, the word guero may mean light-skinned or beautiful. 

Because of this association, women can be ranked in terms of their beauty from the lightest to 

the darkest. Interestingly, in some contexts, there is a reverse association for men. Thus, for 

example, in the US, white but darker-skinned males are perceived as more attractive than their 

male counterparts (Hersh, 2011). Other studies have shown that this association also works for 

Black American men. For instance, Hill (2002) offers evidence about darkest-skinned males 

being perceived as more masculine and more sexually potent than the lightest-skinned Black 

males. However, abundant evidence suggests that the correlation between skin colour and 

attractiveness is more robust for women than men (Wade, 2008; Hill, 2002). Neither the 

association between those two variables nor the potential interaction effect between skin colour 

and gender regarding their impact on socioeconomic outcomes has ever been tested in Latin 

America. (Neither has the potential interaction effect between skin colour and gender regarding 

their impact on socioeconomic outcomes.) Despite that, as displayed in the theory section of 

this thesis, there is a link between attractiveness and labour market opportunities and education. 

Thus, we expected a more decisive skin colour effect for Latin American women than men.  

 

6.3.2 Skin colour and social origin 

 Since the colonial period, having pale skin has implied having a higher status position 

and more social privileges. This association did not disappear after the end of the colonial 

period. Indeed, the recently born Latin American republics encouraged European immigration, 

reinforcing the rights and status traditionally associated with having light skin (Graham, 1990). 

The strength of this whitening tendency led State officials to encourage people to identify as 

White in national censuses (Loveman, 2009). The practical effects of such a trend were so 

significant that many Latin Americans developed several tricks to mimic a White identity. 

Nevertheless, not everyone was equally effective in such an operation. Individuals from higher 

class families, or those who had climbed the social ladder, disregarding their skin colour, were 

more effective in getting better treatment to mimic a White identity. Much like social scientists, 
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this is what laypeople call "money whitening" (Telles and Flores, 2013). Various pieces of 

research have found that more than ethnoracial reclassification, the effect of being a non-White 

or non-light-skinned individual in a high-class position is getting better treatment (Wagley, 

1952). However, assertions about the status-whitening impact are based on biographies or 

historical studies focused on old periods. The only evidence of status-whitening in current 

times is Telles and Flores' study (2013). Still, it is based on White self-identification instead of 

receiving better treatment for being a wealthy dark-skinned Latin American.  

 To test the current presence of status-whitening in Latin America, we expected to find a 

significant interaction effect between skin colour and social origin. More precisely, we hoped 

to obtain evidence of the increasing irrelevance of skin colour for individuals who came from 

higher-status families or had higher-status positions. In contrast to the previous assumptions, 

evidence from cases as different as Puerto Rico and Chile that we discussed in the introduction 

suggested that it was likely that a reverse interaction effect would be found. These results 

indicate that the influence of skin colour on discrimination and, consequently, socioeconomic 

outcomes increase in high-status Latin Americans compared to low-status ones (Torres et al., 

2019; Gravlee, 2005). This opposite-to-our-initial-belief evidence highlights the importance of 

assessing how social origin can moderate the effect of skin colour. Thus, we were still 

expecting a significant interaction between these two variables, but we were open to a reversed 

relationship. 

 

6.3.3 Skin colour and ethnoracial identity  

 Initially, we were not interested in assessing an interaction effect between ethnoracial 

identities and skin colour. However, as many studies on ethnoracial relations and ethnoracial 

hierarchies in Latin America suggest, scholars should consider several variables since race and 

ethnicity are multidimensional phenomena (Telles, 2014). We included both skin colour and 

ethnoracial identification in our analyses. Although the former has proved to be a better 

explanatory factor of socioeconomic inequalities than the latter, the two factors capture 

different aspects of ethnoracial dynamics and work in tandem. We did not have a hypothesis 

to test regarding a potential moderation effect of ethnoracial identities on the influence of skin 

colour. Nonetheless, as the historical and empirical evidence suggests, skin colour seems more 

relevant for mixed-race people, especially Mestizos, as they have a more comprehensive skin 
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tone range (Dixon and Telles, 2017). Therefore, even though we did not explicitly assess it, 

scholars should expect that ethnoracial identities moderate the effect of skin colour on 

socioeconomic outcomes. To be precise, skin colour relevance should increase for Mestizo 

populations, leading to dark-skinned individuals identified with the Mestizo label to the worst 

scenario.  

 

6.3.4 Skin colour and ethnoracial composition 

So far, only one study has evaluated the moderation effect of ethnoracial composition on 

ethnoracial differences in Latin America (Caneche et al., 2014). This study showed that 

perceived discrimination, which is a proxy variable of the mechanism behind skin colour gaps 

in education or income, is highest when ethnoracial diversity rises to its peak. Although they 

only use country-level variables, other studies indirectly support the previous assumption 

(Alessina et al., 2003). Ethnoracial diversity has a significant and negative impact on 

ethnoracial hierarchies in Latin America. When assessing ethnoracial composition, these 

studies only consider traditional ethnoracial identities, ignoring skin colour or historical 

aspects. However, these dimensions are as relevant as ethnoracial identities since other scholars 

have shown that the degree of ethnoracial and cultural mixing also affects social hierarchies in 

Latin America (de la Cadena, 2000). Moreover, a historical path of institutionalised and 

systemic racial discrimination is essential in explaining contemporary ethnoracial scales 

(Taylor, 1998).  

To avoid this problem, we created a concept of ethnoracial composition that was more 

complex than previous concepts by including skin colour variation, diversity in terms of 

ethnoracial identities proportions, and the history of ethnoracial diversity as conceptualised by 

Lizcano (2005). We planned to capture the relationship between the effects of skin colour and 

contextual factors, as Sue and Golash-Boza (2013) argue about the increasing relevance of skin 

colour for attractiveness in contexts characterised by high levels of ethnoracial admixture. In 

this context, we expected to find a more significant effect of skin colour in countries 

characterised by wide skin colour ranges, heterogeneity in terms of ethnoracial identities, 

mixing race ideologies, blurred racial lines, critical histories of slavery, and legally established 

ethnoracial discrimination.  
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6.3.5 Skin colour and interviewer effects 

The preceding hypotheses state various specifications for the relationship between skin 

colour and socioeconomic outcomes. Nonetheless, they say nothing about how the skin colour 

of the interviewer associates with the skin colour of the respondent they assess. At this point 

of our research, our hypotheses were not so different from previous ones. We expected to find 

systematic biases in the way raters assess the skin colour of others. Specifically, and in line 

with the status-whitening phenomenon, we expected that darker raters would systematically 

perceive others' skin tone as darker to reinforce their social distance from the latter. As a direct 

consequence of this assumption, we looked forward to finding that the previous effect would 

be the highest for Black respondents. Finally, we expected to find interviewer effects that 

varied by country depending on its ethnoracial composition—the lighter-skinned and more 

homogenous the country, the larger the interviewers’ effects on skin colour. However, we also 

expected not to find significant changes in our substantive research after considering the 

interviewers' influence, which is the most relevant supposition for the purposes of our study.   

 

6.4 Main findings, new understanding  

Ethnoracially related problems are not only multidimensional in their operationalisation 

but also in their implications. Therefore, scholars inquiring about these issues must be open to 

complex and, to some extent, contradictory results (Saideman, 2017). Regarding the interaction 

between gender and skin colour, we did find a significant effect on income, suggesting that 

Latin American females suffer from more discrimination in the labour market than males. 

However, we did not find similar results when analysing skin colour gaps in education or 

interviewers' effect on skin colour ratings. We found complex evidence concerning whether 

social origin modifies the effect of skin colour. This variable succeeds in moderating the 

influence of skin colour on income and education but does so in the opposite direction in each 

case. For example, as Latin Americans come from higher-status families, the relevance of their 

skin colour to their educational achievement decreases.  

In contrast, such an interaction effect vanishes when we look at the influence of skin 

colour on income. However, if most of the power of social origin on income is channelled 
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through education,19 an interaction effect between this variable and skin colour shows 

completely different results. As education increases, so does the effect of skin colour on 

income. Thus, while there is evidence supporting the status-whitening thesis regarding 

education, there is also evidence in the opposite direction when assessing the influence of skin 

colour on income. According to these contradictory results, we must adjust our initial 

assumptions regarding social origin by saying that while inherited advantages can ameliorate 

the unfair treatment of dark-skinned individuals in the educational system, they can amplify 

the benefits of being light-skinned in the labour market.  

One alternative explanation for the results commented on above is that the Latin 

American educational systems have more institutionalised admission processes and are more 

exposed to affirmative action policies (Wade et al., 2019) than the labour markets. In contrast, 

jobs requiring highly educated individuals –where the skin colour gap enlarges– are more 

exposed to decisions based on personal biases. This evidence aligns with what Torrres et al. 

(2019) found in Chile, suggesting that skin colour is a heuristic mechanism primarily for high-

status individuals. Interestingly, despite the fact we did not have a formal hypothesis for it, 

ethnoracial identities have a more systematic moderation effect on the association of skin 

colour with income and education. Thus, we found that the effect of skin colour reaches its 

peak in Mestizo populations, although its difference from other identities is not always 

statistically significant. Interestingly, the lowest effect of skin colour in terms of both income 

and education is for Blacks. These results are consistent in two ways. First, they align with 

what was previously known regarding skin colour being more relevant for Mestizos than any 

other ethnoracial group. Second, they suggest that the decades of anti-racist Black movements, 

primarily in Brazil and Colombia, where they are entitled to affirmative action policies and 

anti-discrimination laws (Wade et al., 2019), are starting to pay off.  

 In terms of ethnoracial composition, our findings do not always show consistent 

evidence. Even though there is not always a statistically significant difference, the Mulato 

countries (Brazil and the Dominican Republic) are those where the influence of skin colour on 

income and education is the highest. Such a result is consistent with our previous assumptions, 

given that Mulato countries have the most comprehensive skin colour range as well as a long 

and nationally relevant Black slavery history, as much as appropriate proportions of non-White 

 
19 It is systematically one of the best predictors of years of schooling in Latin America. 
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and non-Mestizo groups. A separate mention should be made of the interviewer effects. 

Regarding this, every result was in line with our assumptions. First, the darker the rater, the 

darker their assessment of the skin colour of others. However, such an influence is not the same 

across ethnoracial identities and ethnoracial compositions. While it increases to its peak in 

Black populations the same trend occurs in White countries. On the other hand, while 

systematic biases introduced by interviewers minimise their effect on White respondents, they 

maximise them in Afromestizo countries. 

Moreover, our results suggest that interviewers explain a modest but relevant share of 

the respondent's skin colour variation, but this influence is not uniformly distributed across the 

region. The proportion of variance explained by the interviewer goes from the Dominican 

Republic, where it is at its minimum level, to White countries, where it is at its maximum level. 

These differences are significant enough to affect a cross-national comparison if they are not 

considered. Finally, and probably the most crucial evidence from the previous paper, the effect 

of skin colour on income and education reported in previous articles is not significantly affected 

after the inclusion of every factor mentioned above, as much as their cross-level nesting 

structure within clusters and interviewers. This conclusion illustrates two complementary 

directions. First, we do not have evidence to reject the role of skin colour in Latin American 

social hierarchies due to interviewer errors. Second, this evidence does not allow us to leave 

out the precautions about these controls as things can vary substantively in the presence of new 

data or differently coded variables. 

We can summarise our research, its main results, and the following steps by looking at 

Figures 28 and 29. Loosely based on Andersson et al.'s (2014) suggestions to visually display 

interaction effects, both figures show what we knew before conducting this research, what we 

know thanks to it, and, finally, what hypotheses we should test in future studies. According to 

these diagrams, the main contribution of our research is that it clarifies how the effect of skin 

colour on various socioeconomic outcomes varies depending on gender, social origin (status), 

and the ethnoracial context in which the respondent lives. Thus, females, people from Mulato 

countries (Brazil and the Dominican Republic), students who come from low SES families, 

those who embrace a Mestizo identity, as much as highly educated workers are among those 

who pay the highest penalties because of their skin shades.  
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Figure 28: Conceptual diagram of our theoretical model
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Figure 29: Conceptual diagram of our empirical evidence 

 

This picture sheds light on the complexities of Latin American racial hierarchies, where 

self-identifying as non-White (which in some countries implies affirmative action policies) is 

sometimes the consequence of being raised during the multiculturalist turn in favour of 

ethnoracial minorities, having more education, coming from high SES contexts, and having 

light or dark-brown skin. Meanwhile, those with similar skin tones face more significant 

difficulties when they come from low SES families, achieve higher academic success, embrace 

Mestizo identities, or have the "bad luck" of being a Latin American woman. In parallell, our 

research also contributes to the study of ethnoracial stratification in Latin America by stating 

the necessity of considering interviewer effects, whose biases seem exceptionally high in front 

of Black respondents or when conducting research in White countries (Chile, Argentina, 

Uruguay, and Costa Rica). The relevance of these results relies on the severe impact that 

ignoring these interviewer effects may have on substantive research, with the potential of 

blurring cross-national comparisons. 

Finally, the dashed lines in Figure 28 relate to some of the research problems that 

remain unsolved after this research. As skin colour is a social construct that is affected by the 
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differential perception of individuals in front of different stimuli, we still need more 

sophisticated (hopefully experimental designs) to disentangle the possible confounding effects 

between gender, ethnoracial identity or social origin (status) and skin colour as perceived by 

others. This is the next step towards making our understanding of ethnoracial inequalities more 

precise (but also more complex) in Latin America. Only after taking this step will we be able 

to state that the pigmentocratic regime that describes this region is strong enough to maintain 

its explanatory power even after considering the complexity of human perception. 

 

6.5 Limitations and future research 

Skin colour has been measured in Latin American censuses for a long time. This is the 

case in Cuba and Brazil, where questions on the colour of respondents appeared for the very 

first time in the 19th century (Loveman, 2014). More recently, Garcia and Abascal (2016) have 

listed several surveys that have collected multiple ethnoracial measures, including skin colour, 

throughout the region. However, most of these sources consider a narrowed skin colour range, 

whose intermediate category is often confused with assuming a mixing-race identity (Telles, 

2014). Even though similar instruments are increasingly used in some national surveys, since 

the PERLA scale was used for the very first time (2010), it is the only scale that is used across 

the whole region as far as we know. As we have analysed previously, the PERLA scale is a 

consistent, comparable, and meaningful instrument. However, it is not perfect as the only 

option available to Latin American scholars. Researchers working on this topic recommend 

using multiple approaches to assess skin colour and other ethnoracial variables. These include 

electronic devices and other techniques such as photo-elicitation, whose use is still scarce in 

Latin America (Gravlee, 2005; Bailey et al., 2013) and are not available in the LAPOP survey 

that includes the PERLA scale. The relevance of considering various approaches to measuring 

skin colour is that, in doing so, we can change our initial understating of the persistent 

association between dark tones and discrimination and low social status (Dixon and Telles, 

2017).  

Similar recommendations can be given regarding the section of the body where skin 

colour is measured. However, the LAPOP survey we worked with only considers facial skin 

tone. It is necessary to say that deciding which section of the body we will analyse always has 

a trade-off. Parts of the body that are not constantly exposed to the sun have a more time-stable 
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colour, but their sociological meaning is less relevant. In contrast, facial tones may be darkened 

due to sun exposure, which in some cases may relate to low-status occupations, confounding 

class and phenotype influence. Therefore, it is again recommended to consider skin colour 

measures from different parts of the body. Potential biases in skin colour measures represent 

another research gap that we could improve in future research. Interviewer ratings, like those 

used by the LAPOP survey, are exposed to contextual factors that may lead to biased 

perceptions. For example, following Hill's (2002) findings, interviewers should not be matched 

with respondents who are not of the same racial or skin tone group since this mismatching may 

increase biases in perception.  

Moreover, including skin colour as rated by the respondent may give us a different 

approach to addressing ethnoracial discrimination and hierarchies in Latin America. For 

instance, as Monk reasons (2016), the way people perceive themselves considers much more 

than a single-time photo, as interviewer ratings do. In contrast, self-measures capture a lifetime 

narrative, offering a more comprehensive understating of how people believe others perceive 

them. Nevertheless, the trade-off here is to pick up a reverse causality between skin colour and 

ethnoracial discrimination or inequality. So far, a comparison of respondents' vs interviewers' 

biases regarding skin colour measures is still lacking (Dixon and Telles, 2017). As Dixon and 

Telles state (2017), minimising biases in skin colour measures would benefit from multiple 

approaches. The general reasoning supporting this assertion is that skin colour appears in the 

public sphere in a way that is neither stable nor contextually fixed. From a statistical standpoint, 

this research rigorously assessed the association between skin colour and socioeconomic 

outcomes. However, as this thesis use a traditional regression approach, we are not entirely 

sure what the cause is. Theoretically speaking, our findings are consistent with previous studies 

claiming that ethnoracial differences in Latin America are primarily the cause of discrimination 

against dark-skinned individuals (Ñopo et al., 2009). The problem we faced here is that cross-

sectional data –such as the LAPOP survey– imposes several restrictions regarding causal 

inference. 

When one wants to estimate the unbiased effect of skin colour on socioeconomic 

outcomes, and do not have access to longitudinal data, a discontinuity on a score, proper 

instruments or an experimental design, significant endogeneity problems may arise from 

omitted factor bias. To overcome this problem and put the research on skin colour inequalities 

in Latin America at the frontier of the social sciences, benefiting from the credibility revolution, 
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Woo-Mora (2022) used the spatial first difference approach to analyse skin colour inequalities 

in Latin America using the LAPOP survey. This new research design allowed him to deal with 

unobserved heterogeneity using cross-sectional data to identify unbiased effects of skin colour 

on socioeconomic outcomes.  

Last but not least, it is necessary to add a final limitation. Following Telles and PERLA 

(2014), this thesis is part of a theoretical approach that sees racism as a matter of boundaries, 

prejudice and direct discrimination based on colour variations. Nevertheless, as a mea culpa, it 

is essential to recognise that this is not the only approach and, more importantly, it does not 

represent the whole truth behind skin colour inequality in Latin America. Therefore, I would 

like to dedicate my final lines to the structural racism approach to counterbalance my initial 

theoretical assumptions. In the introductory section of this thesis, more precisely in those 

paragraphs where we described the causal mechanisms that explain skin colour inequality, I 

embraced a direct racism explanation. Under this theoretical umbrella, dark-skinned people's 

social position is due to two different sources: 1) acts of stigmatisation (insults, threats and 

negative stereotyping, among others) that neglect the value of others; 2) and acts of 

discrimination by which people deny others access to the labour market or the educational 

system (Moreno-Figueroa and Wade, 2021). On the contrary, structuralist racism is more 

complex. It refers to various processes and forces that aim to disadvantage some ethnoracial 

groups that operate through organizations and social structures. These processes and forces 

may maintain inequality patterns even in the absence of explicitly racist policies and practices, 

aiding us in explaining why skin colour inequality persists in societies without openly racist 

people and under the influence of ideologies that neglect the relevance of race (Moreno-

Figueroa and Wade, 2021). For instance, according to this approach, Black and Indigenous 

Latin Americans have poorer health because of poor living conditions and limited access to 

health care that are the remains of overtly racist processes –such as violent displacement, 

enslavement and segregation– that occurred during the colonial times. In other words, material 

and symbolic inequalities from the past centuries may explain the current social position of 

dark-skinned Latin Americans without needing to resurrect the most brutal acts of racism.  

 From a global perspective, we described Latin America as a pigmentocratic regime. 

However, this label may obscure two essential things: first, the necessity to expand our initial 

theoretical framework; and second, the connections between pigmentocracy and ethnoracial 

stratification at the societal level. In relation to the first problem, some scholars have stated that 
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it is urgent to go beyond one-single factor explanations, focusing on how skin colour, race and 

ethnicity interact, involving links between colourism and other perspectives like the critical 

race theory (Burton et al., 2010). Concerning the second problem, we should start by stating 

that the pigmentocratic regime is just one dimension of ethnoracial stratification in Latin 

American societies. First of all, we have to mention that colourism by itself is a non-sense 

measure. For example, on a colour scale, some individuals get a three while others get a seven, 

but these numbers do not explain why the former has higher social positions than the latter. So, 

what does it turn skin colour into a relevant marker to analyse social inequalities? The answer 

is that those numbers make sense when we analyse them through whiteness, which is the crucial 

aspect of ethnoracial stratification in societies structured by white supremacy –such as Latin 

American ones– (Hordge-Freeman, 2015). More clearly, skin colour is a relevant racial marker 

because ethnoracial categories in Latin America are constructed around the idea of whiteness 

(Bonilla-Silva, 2009). However, it is necessary to say that whiteness is not just about skin 

colour. It also involves non-physical traits such as culture, education and language (Omie and 

Winant, 1994). Also, other scholars state that skin colour is neither the only nor the best 

phenotypical factor regarding ethnoracial classifications in Latin America (Bonilla-Silva, 

2009; Hordge-Freeman, 2015). For this reason, Hordge-Freeman (2015) proposes a new 

concept, a more comprehensive one, instead of pigmentocracy to describe Latin American 

ethnoracial hierarchies. Thus, she prefers to talk about traitocracy, including other physical 

characteristics such as hair texture and eye colour, alongside sociocultural traits such as those 

mentioned above, in order to explore how both kinds of traits flexibly relate to each other in 

different contexts to build up a situationally defined ideal of whiteness.  

 Rather than seeing all of these theoretical approaches as opposed to each other –direct 

vs structural racism or pigmentocracy vs traitocracy–Moreno-Figueroa and Wade (2021) 

suggest treating them as different continuous dimensions that extend from openly racist actions 

to structural mechanisms in which racial facets are deeply buried in historical processes; or, 

from skin colour hierarchies to multivariate complex dimensions in which socioeconomic, 

cultural and phenotypical traits combine in different ways to give shape to various ideals of 

whiteness. With new datasets and research designs, future research should consider all of these 

aspects to overcome this thesis's limitations and advance the frontier of knowledge.  

Future research in this field would benefit from expanding the set of variables, 

instruments, and statistical analyses used in this research as indicated in the previous 
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paragraphs. Furthermore, further research should also incorporate three-way interactions 

regarding the variables analysed in this thesis to develop a more comprehensive understating 

of how each variable relates to the others in explaining skin colour inequalities among Latin 

Americans. For a long time, skin colour inequalities were a neglected problem in Latin 

American societies. This thesis, alongside the studies that opened this novel approach to 

inquiring about social hierarchies in this region, has helped to unveil how profound and 

complex this problem is.  However, there is still a long road to fully understanding the causal 

mechanism behind the influence of skin colour on several socioeconomic outcomes.  
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